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Outdoor PlayToMark Centehn°illlv
Barefield Writes 'Valley Of Golden Sun'
Pan American University's
participation in the 1976
national centeMial celebration
promises to be a monumental
contribution to the Valley.
Pending approval by the board
of regents, Pan Am, under the
leadership of the speech and
drama department, will present
"The Valley of the Golden Sun,"
an outdoor drama ~written by
the former head of the speech
and drama department, Dr.
Jackson G. Barefield. Dr.
Barefield has requested a
release from the duties of
department head in order to
organize the drama.
Based on the success of
outdoor dramas performed in
other parts of Texas and the
nation, the Pan Am presentation could be a major contribution to the betterment of
the Valley, according to Dr.
Barefield. An outdoor drama,
as the name suggests, is performed in the open air. It is the
story of actual people of the
area in which the drama is
performed, involving music,
songs and dance.
"The Valley of the Golden
Sun" is exactly that. Set on a
ranch near La Feria, the action
spans the period from 1770 to
1845, the time of Texas' annexation. Dr. Barefield explained the play is historical to
fit the tone of the centennial
celebration throughout the
nation.
Scheduled to premier in late
January, 1976, the play will run
for eight weeks, with five
perfom1ances each week.
The drama would be
presented in the fountain area
of the physical education
complex. Dr. Barefield explained this is an ideal area for
such a presentation. With the
construction of a revolving
stage over the centrally located
fountain, the patio area of the
PE complex could easily be
converted into an open air
theater. Bleachers would be
installed to seat an audience of
1,000.
Although the proposal is now
in the hands of a subcommittee
headed by board of regents
member, Mrs. Allan Shivers,
Dr. Barefield remains en•
thusiastic in his anticipation of
the presentation. Both Dr.

Ralph Schilling, Pan Am
president, and Dr. J.C. Nichols,
vice-president for academic
affairs, are impressed with the
proposal, Dr. Barefield said.
Dr. Barefield sees the
presentation not only as an
outstanding contribution by
Pan Am to the centeMial, but
also as a potential boost to the
economy of the Valley. Really
successful outdoor dramas may
run for years, he said, citing the
success of 'Texas," a musical
romance of Panhandle history,
produced by the Texas
Panhandle Heritage Foundation in cooperation with West
Texas State University. Now in
its ninth summer, "Texas" has
drawn nearly 70,000 viewers
each year, over a third of which
have returned for second, third
and fourth viewings.
Taking into account the
Valley's reputation as a winter
tourist center, Dr. Barefield is
confidently anticipating successful runs of the Pan Am
presentation after its initial run
in 1976. A nwnber of Valley
Chamber of Commerce officials
share Dr. Barefields's optimism and have offered their
services in insuring the success
of the production.
Perhaps
the
most
monumental aspect of the
entire production is the
pro1ected $235,600 budget.
However, expected income
during the first year of the
presentation is $101,000, including admissions, concessions, program sales and
program advertising. A team of
professional
fund-raisers,
headquartered in Austin and
Washington, will take care of
funding for the production.
The budget includes construction costs of the amphitheater, salaries for actors,
salaries for the producers,
production and operation.
The conversion of the fountain area in the PE complex
into an amphitheater is expected to cost $46,200, including
stage construction, seating,
make-up areas, lights and
sound system. Paid actors will
include a number of Pan Am
drama students, as well as
hired professionals. The play
will be produced by Dr.
Barefield and directed by
several drama faculty members. The budget also includes

salaries of a
full-time
secretary, a full-time office
assistant, a publicity director
and fees for one-time consultants.
"The Valley of the Golden,
Sun," after its initial run early
in 1976, would be produced
again in 1977 and 1978 as long as
1t runs successfully, Or.
Barefield said. "The audiences
will pour in when its gets going
after two or three years," he
said.
The play itself will be a
spectacle, according to Dr.
Barefield, incorporating the
special effects of guns,
fireworks and spectacular
costwnes. "That's what people
like to see," Dr. Barefield
explained.
·'The Valley of the Golden
Sun" relates the story of Rosa
Balli, a well-known local
historical figure, and her part in
the aMexation of Texas. Dr.
Barefield has spent the past
year
researching
the
background needed for his play.
Historical
giants,
Jose
Escandon, Stephen F. Austin
and Zachary Taylor have been
included in the play.

death is a contented one.
A number of songs have been
composed especially for the
production.
The production of 'The Valley
ol the Golden SWl" is indeed a

tremendous undertakTng. 1flhe
board of regents approves the
project, the speech and drama
department will spend the next
year and one half working on
the

outdoor drama.

-

The drama opens with an
ancient Indian ceremonial
scene set hundreds of years ago
DR. OPAL WHITE, acting head of the speech and drama
and progresses toward the
department, chats with Dr. Jackson G. Barefield, recently
Spanish invasion of Mexico, to
resigned head of the department. Dr. Barefield requested a
Escandon's arrival in the
relief of his duties as head of the department in order to work on
Valley, through the colonization
Pan Am's c~ntennial celebration project, an outdoor drama
of the Valley and moves into the
entitled ·•Valley of the Golden Sun." Dr. White said she sees her
time of the Balli family, the mid
new job as a challenge. but she will serve only until a per1800's.
manent head is appointed.
One of the Balli family's sons,
Juan, fervently believes the
Valley will one day become the
center of a Republic of the Rio
Grande, but only after wiMing
freedom from Mexico oppression. His dream 1s cut short
when he is murdered by
Plans for a possible merger board
would
consider
Mexican Centralists. This
·anything that would help the
moves Senora Balli, his mother, with the Umvers1t} of Texas
to strive as best she can for the educational system remain educational endeavor in South
freedom of the Valley from highly spernlalive since official Texas."
Spanish
and
Mexican word of the investigation was with the UT svstem include
given al the Pan Am board of gaining the political pull endomination.
In the course of the play, the regents meeting Aug. 15.
1oyed b) the UT system in the
University president Dr. state levislature. Under the
Balli family is instrumental in
freeing Stephen F. Austin from Ralph Schilling. said al the system more professional
a Mexican prison. The battle at meeting any action taken b) the schools, such as a m£:dical
Fort Brownsville, where the un1vcrsit\ at this time would be school, could possibly be
U.S. forces overcome the of an exploratory nature only. established here.
Mexican army, also is part of Schilling stressed the university
In an informal meeting
the drama. The dream of the must study the pros and cons of earlier in August. UT officials
Balli family is realized at last, such a merger before any stated they were impressed
and the aged Senora BaJli's proposal can be made. He with Pan Am's growth and with
added no concrete decision the number of programs Pan
would be made without con- Am has initiated in the past few
suiting the student body, years. ··At this point:· Schilling
faculty. administration and said, ..UT is merely looking at
the tugh education Title I community. Schilling said the us and w_e. them."
Commumt,· Service an<I Conli nurng E~lucation Program.
The city-manager-in-residence
After four week·s ~\'Ork at ready in De~ember or Jaouar)',
program was approved by the Michigan St.ate Universit) in wnen tie will ret~rn to '1SU to
Coordinating Boarcl m June. Lansing this summer. dean of def~nd his thesis.. Chapa ex\\orkmg primarily with till' t'lt)' men Ricardo Chapa has plamed his study will compare
managl'rs from Valley l'Olll- completed two chapters of his the achievement of a i.;r~up of
munitws. :,;abcrs will strin• to doctoral dissertation.
s~?nd graders enrolled m the
help t·ommun1ties 1110, t• awa)
b1-hngual program for three
from an mcllvidual approach to
Conducted in the Valley. his \'ears to the achievement of a
problems and toward a regional study. on bi-lingual education in group not enrolled in bi-lingual
t·ommunal approach.
the second grade should be education.

UT-PAUMergerTalk
Remains Speculative
J

Nabers To Help V,alley Cities
, Henry B. '.'labers, an experienced practioner in city
managment who has tallied 22
year's experience in the field,
will join Pan Am's department
of political science this fall as a
visiting professor.
With the collaboration of the
bureau of business and
economic research, Nabers will
put into effect a recently approved program aimed at
encouraging cooperation

among Valley commumlles·
municipal service. To undert;ike the project. Nabers will
have the aid of a student in the
Urban Internship Program as
well as resources available
through faculty and staff
member.
The program which :\aber:s
will develop 1s the first of its
kind in the nation and is funded
through a federal grant from

Chapa Works On Ph.D. At MSU
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Book Exchange
Operates At SCSI
A student book exchange.
sponsored by the Pan American
University Student Association,
will be in operation through
Sept. 1:1 at the Student Center
for Social Involvement at Hil5
W. Kuhn. just west of Emilia
Hall.
The exchange will take in
books only during the first
week. Starting Sepl. !l, students
may buy books at prices set by
the owners. During the week of
Sept. Iii, PAUSA will mail
checks to students whose books
were sold.
Although a 20 cent service
l'harge will be required on each
book brought to the exchange
for sale, PAUSA members are

emphasizing that this is a nonprofit venture. The charge is to
cover costs of receipts, stamps
and other materials needed to
rw1 the exchange.
Books not sold al the exchange will be held in the
student government office,
room 20:1 Emilia Hall witil
owners pick them up. Unclaimed books will be donated
to a charily organization.
Hollis Rutledge of the book
exchange committee stressed
the need for student workers for
the duration of the exchange.
He expressed hopes for more
participation from student
goverment members than
received in previous years.

I.IITEI.I.E'S'
22A E. CANO

The Friendly People
Of

STUDENTS TAKE ADV ANTAGE of the recreation area in the recently opened university
center. Pool tables, ping pong tables, foos ball games and magazines are available on the
second floor of the building. First and third floors, wllich will contain TV lounges, a quiet
lounge, student organization offices and student affairs division offices, will be open later
this month.

In New University Center

Recreation Area Opens
The second floor of the
recently completed and expandrd university center is now
open. Housing the recreation
area and student activities
offices. the second floor will be
the only floor open until other
student affairs offices movt·
into the building.
Pool tables. ping pong tables,
foosball games and magazines
are available to the student on
the attractive second floor area.
A graphically designed nirpet
in charcoal and burnt 1irangc
covers the walls and floors of
the recreation area.
Hight now. the only hold up in
moving the student affairs
division from Emilia Hall to the
new building is the arri,·al of
furniture. l ' n1vl'r:-.11~ n•111<•r
director Tony Vela said 1mh
part of the fw;nitun' has arrivecl

Nevertheless. student affairs
vice-president. Dr . Miguel
Nevarez. has tentatively set
Sept. 9 as the moving nate. /\
continued stn ke by the
telephone company which
serves Pan Am. may further
delay the move, he said.

for climate control by a bronze
glass dome, which appears to
be a gold dome from afar.
Eventually. two television
lounges, a quiet lounge, a music
listening room and offices for
student organizations will also
be open in the new building.

When the move into the new
building is completed. occupants of the university center
will include Nevarez. the dean
of men, the dean of women,
financial
aid
personnel.
placement and testing counselors and continuing education
personnel.
Construction on the $7:15,757
two-floor expansion began in
February, 197:1. The new
building is very striking, Vela
commented . .. It's a vast improvement over what ,n, han•
had in size, fwil'lion and looks...
he said. The building is sealed

tL-,

Circulation Man Needed
The
Pan
American
newspaper is looking for a
circulation man to replace
retiring Arnulfo Guerra.
The job is a paid staff position
and its duties include the

distribution of the newspaper
and the maintenance of the
newspaper racks on campus.
Students may apply al the
office of student publications,
room 20G. or phone :181-2541.

, .... .m..

Editor
.Jim Townsend
Associate
Craig Smith
Copy F:d
Beatrice Egle
David Newman
Sports
Cherie Gossett
Staff
Ron Keller
Ray Hall
Hector Cruz 1'hotography
.John Simon ,\dvcrtising
Harry Quin
:\dvisor

THE FIRST STATE
BANK & TRUST CO.
Of Edinburg

WELCOME
All Students, Faculty And Staff

NO SERVICE CHARGE
For Student Accounts

ASK ABOUT
The All-American Account
12 Service For Only

$3 A Month

The Pcrn American, ~fudent newspaper

df Pc:1n 1,m~r,cc11n un ,versity , ,s published
at

Echnburq,

Texas.

on

W~n<!'sdays

dur1nQ < l~<..s week~ c-xccpt during f inals
,,nd t,ohdc1vs It 1'> under the s.ponsors.hip ot
Or M•QU('I Ncvarc1. v,ce prcSidenl for
...tudcnt rtt ta1r\, and Harry Quin, '!.ludcnt
publication~ t1dv1\0r Views presented r1re 1

those· ot ,tudrnl~ ilnti do not nec.CS$<1rdv
rf'lll'<.t ,1dm1n,s1rt11,vc policies ot the
\Jl'•vr.r..,ity ~uh4.i< r1pr1on price ,\ SJ d v~a,

FIRST STATE BANK
& TRUST COMPANY
OF EDINBURG
100 East Cano
Ecl1n! )LJrQ .TCX<'l5 78539
MEMBEH 1-'DfC

LAVNE JORGENSEN, swimming instructor at Pan American, will be
swimming will be offered Tuesday and Thursday at 7-3 p.m. and intermediate
teacbing beginning and intermediate swimming under the continuing
swimming, the same days at 8-9 p.m. Persons interested in registering for
educatiol!J)rOgl'am starting Oct. 1. The two courses are part of 14 new courses
courses may contact L.A. Youngman, continuing education director, in Emilia
being c:lfered by the continuing education program this fa,..n_._Be..;g;...inn
...in_g;;...._H_all...;,_r.;..!)()_m.;;;;2...09_._(_Ph_o_to_b_y_J_ay__
Ru_d_er_)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _""I

Continuing Ed

Stretches Program
Yoga and auto mechanics for'
both men and women are two of
the 14 new courses being offered
under the continuing education
program on campus this fall.
The year-old program will also
offer 21 other courses which
have been previously offered in
addition to the new ones.
Commercial design and
English as a Second Language
are two other new courses. Also
included are social dancing,
recreational volleyball, oil
painting, sculpture, contemporary jewelry design,
intermediate photography,
beginning shorthand, computer

principals, science and the
environment, inkle loom
weaving and real estate.
This is the second year the
continuing education program
has been in existance at Pan
American. According to L.A.
Youngman, approximately
1,000 persons have taken
classes under the program.
Everyday Spanish, instructed
by Coltilde Nanez, is the first
class to begin and is scheduled
to start Sept. 23. Registration
for continuing education classes
has begun and persons interested in enrolling may do so
by contacting L.A. Yo~an.

No Service Charge
No Minimum
Balance
to

THE ATHLETE'S FOOT
SAYS
WELCOME BACK
PAU STUDENTS AND FACULTY
CHECK YOUR NEEDS ON THIS LIST
,.c;q ~

~ , . \ ;,;C.···· .··c;A ..,..

□ LEOTARDS

1
'l ll!IEE
l'i

0

TENNIS EQUIPMENT
□ SHI_
RTS AND JERSEYS
□ REVERSABLE SHIRTS

□

.I

R
.
j

~L___,

dt;~ ~
FR.EE INITIALING
v

,._.

ON ANY CLOTHING
BOUGHT DURING
SEPTEMBER
WITH THIS AD

ATHLETIC SUPPORTERS

□ PADDLE BALL AND RAQUETS

COLLEGE
STUDENTS

□

SWIMMING TRUNKS AND CAPS

or
THOSE OVER 65

□

SHORTS FOR GYM OR COACHING

0

TUBE SOCK IN AN ARRAY OF· COLORS

j (
A"i

7~~'4'J~

~...1414 W. University 383-8391
M E MBER F.D. I.C.

RIGHT ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY CENTER

BACK JO
CAMPUS
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EVERYTHING UNDER TH£ SUN PR!CE_o LOWER

l.OBE

DISCOUNT CITY

SALE

EXTRA-SAVINGS COUPONS
GWBE COUPON

GWBE COUPON

GLOBE COUPON

C-60 RECORDING TAPE

TIMEX WATCHES

WEBSTER'S

Scotch Low Noise
Globe Reg. $5.91

5

DICTIONARY
e

One Coupon Per Watch
Globe Reg. $8.97 & Up

3~~-0(3

OE'\/11\J BOUND
<:LORE REG. $l.2i

$200 OFF
DISCOUNT
GLOBE
LIMIT 2

Ll~IT2
GOODTHRU SEPT. 7

88

WHILE LIMITED

SUPPLIES LAST
Limit 2
GOOD THRU SEPT. 7

REG.LOW
PRICE

GOOD THRU SEPT.7

*********************
HIGH INTENSITY

GLOBE

LAMP

MEN'S

EASY
PURCHASE PLAN

MAKES STUDING EASIER

$397

SOCKS
ONE SIZE ORLON

AVAllABLE

COMPARE AT $4.97

• MASTER CHARGE • BANK AMERICARD
• INSTALLMENT
• lAYAWAY

COMPARE AT $1.00

26" RACER

CLAIROL INSTANT

LADIES'

10 SPEED BIKE

HAIR -SETTER

PANTYHOSE

LADIES' OR MEN'S

20 CURLERS

$&900

$1092

ASSORTED SHADES

GLOBE REG. $87.88

GLOBE REG. $12.73

FOR
77c VALUE

GLOBE

LLOYD'S

MEN'S

TAPE PLAYER

JEANS

COLOR FILM

2

$100

NO. 126-12 EXP.

8-TRACK

FlARE CUT

66e

$6437

5700

GLOBE REG. $79.00

COMPARE AT $9.97

GLOBE REG. 77c
JIM CROCE

ALBUMS & TAPE
• DON1 MESS AROUND JIM
• LIFE AND TIMES

$487
GLOBE REG. $5. 77

***

******

SOLID & PRINT

MEN'S NOVELTY

BATH TOWELS

SHIRTS

EXTRA EXSORBANT

2

FOR

PRINTED PICTURES & NUMBERS

$257

$300

GLOBE REG. $2.97

VISIT OUR ALL NEW JUNIOR SHOP

COMPARE AT $3.00

***

A COMPLETE SELECTION OF LADIES' FASHION SPORTSWEAR IN JUNIOR SIZES

*******

009100 Copyright Glohl• Stnn•s hu·. PriN•s Erf<'l·tivl• Thru St•pt. 7. l{ight To Limit Quantities l{t•st·rvt·d

~i•'"""'"'"'•0,scouNT aTv

OPEN 910 9 MONDAY THAU SATUIUAY...GAOCERY OPEN 9 10 6 SUNDAY

10th and HOUSTON ... McALLEN
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English 1301 Takes Individualized Approach
By Ron Keller
In the past, many Pan Am
students have had considerable
difficulty with English 1301 and
have felt that the course failed
them as much as they had failed
the course.
According to English instructor Earl Frankenberger,
this attitude may soon disappear, due to a new method of
instruction being implemented
this fall. In his two sections of
English 1301 Frankenberger
will be using a personalized
instruction plan which allows
the student to progress in accordance with his own ability.
The students will begin by
taking pre-tests, grading them
and analyzing the results on
their own. The textbook used in
the course will tell the student
which skills he needs to
strengthen and will provide him
with exercises in that particular
area.

Baca Heads
Chemistry
Dr. Ernest Baca, professor of
chemistry, will ser ve as acting
head of the chemistry department his year. Former head Dr.
Lell Elliot has reached
retirement age for department
heads and will handle teaching
duties only from now on.

Each unit of study in the six
unit course is divided into
lessons. If a student is weak in
one lesson area while strong in
the others, he then needs only to
concentrate on the weak area.
When a student feels he is
ready he will request a post-test
over the entire unit of study.
The scores written on the six
units will provide the instructor
with an idea of the students
progress and ability, and these
scores will be used in determining the student's course
grade.
Since the learning rate and
ability of each student varies,
the student will be responsible
for setting his own pace, with
the instructor's assistance. As
soon as the student finishes the
six units, which begin with
basic skills and progress into
writing· techniques, he will
begin writing a set number of
essays assigned by his instructor. These essays will also
follow the individualized instruction format, as they will be
assigned in accordance with the
student's interests.
It is conceivable that a
student in the individualized
instruction program could
complete
the
course
requirements by mid-term.
Other students may need an
extended period of time to
complete the course work,
depending on the amount of

BSU Plans Fall Retreat
A fall retreat and a welcome
party will highlight the opening
of the fall semester at the
Baptist Student Union, located
in front of the university.
The retreat, to be held Friday
and Saturday, will feature Dr.
Gerald Mann. pastor of
University Baptist Chw·ch in
Austin. Dr. Mann, who is only
:15, will conduct extensive
discussions on what the Bible
has to say about the hard
questions of life. BSU director
David Stricklin feels Dr. Mann
will provide youthful.. relevant
interpretations in this kind of
discussion.
The retreat will be held at

personal tutoring needed.
Since the student is responsible for measuring his own
weaknesses, abilities and rate
of progress, he should not
receive a failing grade simply
because he requires an increased amount of time to
complete the course work,
according to Frankenberger. At
the discretion of the instructor,
the student who might normally
received a grade of "D" or " F"
may be given a grade of "l. 11
This will signify "inprogress"
rather than incomplete.
Receiving an "in-progress"
grade will automatically
preregister the student for the
same course in the following
semester, in which he will be
required to complete the
remainder of the work. In this
respect the course will no
longer fail the student.
Frankenberger began
organizing the course this past
summer with cooperation from
the staff of the Office of Institutional Development and the

Learning Resources Center. In
the future Frankenberger plans
to use cassette recordings in
tutoring and instructing
students, and the Learning
Resource Center, would play a
part in the future development
of the instruction.
In addition to tutoring from
the instructor, which may or
may not be needed, tutoring will
also be available from other
sources. A textbook tutor will be
available to students without
charge.
This t ex t
is a

compilation of 3,200 problems
for the student to answer
thereby giving him practice in
recognizing his own errors, and
helping him to learn to avoid
them. The textbook "tutor" is
··English 3200."
In addition to the two sections
of individualized instruction
being taught by Frankenberger, another type of personalized instruction section
will be taught by; Dr. Jack
Holliday and two sections will
be taught by William Davis.

FOR
TEACHING AIDS

THE SCHOOL ROOM
OF
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY

1807 North l 0th

McAllen

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...

Feel the Fit!

Cone-Oasis Camp near La
Feria. The cost is $5 and all Pan
Am students may attend.
The following weekend, the
BSU will welcome new freshmen as well as returning
students back to school at its
annual fall welcome party,
Sept. 1:1 at 7 p.m. ··The Way
Home," a religious singing
group led by Chuck Girrard
will provide entertainment.
Stricklin said Girrard has
served as lead singer and
composer for ··Love Song," one
of the best nationally known
religious singing groups.
The BSU has invited all
interested students to the party.

Planetarium To Feature
Ancient Mayan World
··The World of the Ancient
Mayans"
will
be
the
planetarium's public night fall
premier Friday at 7:30 and 9
p.m.
The program will explun.' the
works of the ancient Ma\ a
civilization which flourished· in
Mexico and Central America
thousands of years ago. Their
achievements in astronomy.
mathematics. architectw-e and
other areas will be featured.
Slides of pyramids, observatories 'and buildings in
Yucatan, Guatemala and

Honduras will enhance the
program.
If the sky is clear, the observatory's 17-inch reflecting
telescope with its newly
aluminized mirror which
provides much more light, will
be set up to observe Jupiter and
other objects late in the

evenilll.
Reservations may be made at
the planetariwn office, 381-3531,
to insure a seat. Admission is 25
cents for students and 75 cents
for adults. Doors will close
promptly at the program's
scheduled starting time.

Vet Counselor Needed
The office of student affairs in
Emilia Hall will be taking
applications for a veteran's
counselor thr<~ugh Sept. 10.
The 40-hour per week job will
involve outreach work for the
Veterans' Affairs office on
campus. Applicants must be
veterans enrolled at Pan Am,
must have transportation, must

be certified by manpower
guidelines and must have junior
or senior standing.
Although the position is a fulltime job, Dr. Miguel Nevarez,
vice-president for student affairs, said the counselor would
be allowed to work around his
class schedule, including
weekends.

DITTOS YOU CAN FEEL
THE FIT.
CALIFORNIA BORN, WITH A KNACK FOR SLIPPING UP ON YOU.
DITTO'S WITH STYLES AND COLOR COLORS THAT MOVE...
SLIP INTO SOME SOON!.
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Placement To Offer Jobs
Beginning in late September,
recruiters from companies,
firms and school districts
throughout the country will be
on campus to conduct job
placement interviews with
prospective graduates.
This placement service,
made possible by the Career
Planning and Placement Office,
is available to all seniors. Office
director Romulo Martinez has
urged all students to register
with his office as soon as they
reach senior status.
Registered ·seniors will be
sent a list of scheduled interviewers each month, but
Martinez urged students to

check " The Pan American" for
an updated list each week.
Students may schedule interviews with representatives
at the placement office in 110,
Emilia Hall.
This year, the office experienced a 70 per cent increase
in the nwnber of interviews
conducted the past school year.
Martinez proudly pointed out
that during the 1973-74 year,
1,930 interviews were conducted.
Although· organized primarily
to place seniors in jobs, the
office also offers career
planning assistance to underclassmen.

SHOES FOR THE COLLEGE MINDED STUDENT

mctael;
Family Shoe Store

HERB'S COLONIAL VILLAGE .

...........
OOL KENNE'nl RICHMOND confers with Sgt. Nat Arriola over ROTC procedures. Col.
Richmond replaced Col. Dennis Heitkamp as head of Pan Am's ROTC detachment.

New ROTC Commander

Richmond Takes Over

Lt. Col. Kenneth W. Richmond, command pilot, has
replaced Lt. Col. Dennis M.
Heitkamp as the Pan Am ROTC
professor of aero space studies.
This is Col. Richmond's first
assignment to an AFROTC
detachment.
Col. Richmond, originaJly
from Raymondville, is an
ROTC graduate from Texas
A&M. He has served in the Air
F orce for 20 years in many
capacities including command
pilot. detachment commander,
instructor pilot for the C-141
program, military advisor and
advisor to the U.S. air staff at
the Pentagon.

Before his assignment to Pan
Am, he completed a tour in
Southeast Asia where he was
the last U.S. Air Force pilot
assigned to the Vietnam
theater. Col. Richmond has
spent close to 10 years in and
out of Southeast Asia where he
has served as a pilot, a military
advisor, an air operations of.
ficer and an executive officer.
Col. Richmond has been the
recipient of many awards including the Air Force Commendation Medal, the Air
Medal and a Bronze Star.

said, and finds the job interesting and challenging. Col.
Richmond will stay at Pan Am
for four years as professor of
aerospace studies where he will
be responsible for directing
cadet activities and instructing
freshman ROTC classes.

Col. Richmond is delighted
with his new assignment he

Mexican Film Course

D'GAlA

A course designed to study
the Mexican film as an art form
is being offered for the first
time this fall under the sponsorship of the honors program.
Dr. Clyde Miller of the
English
and
journalism
department has been in Mexico
this summer conducting
research on the subject and will
teach the class. The class will
meet Wednesday, seventh and
eight periods a nd Friday,
seventh period.
Although registration is over,
honor studies director Dr. Bob
Dowell said students may still
sign up for the course at his

office in the administration
building, 108.
The course, open to any
sophomore, junior or senior
with a 3.0 GPA, will examine
how t he film reflects the
historical,
sociological,
philosophical and psychological
aspects of the Mexican culture.
Seven of the nine films to be
used in the study are
..Macario," "Flor Silvestre,"
"Maria Candelaria," "Pedro
Paramo," "Tiempo del Sol,"
..La
Perla"
and
" Los
Olvidados." Produced in
Spanish, the films will have
English subtitles

August Graduate Praises
Job Placement Service

GENTS,JEANS
NORTH TENTH AND HARVEY
NORTH OF HERB'S COLONIAL
VILLAGE
McALLEN

Due to the services of the approximately 20 interviews
Career
Counseling
and before he was successful in
Placement Office, Rosendo finding a job, Zamora urges all
Zamora, an August graduate seniors to register with the
from Raymondville, is now office. "You can't place a value
working at the office of a on the services of the office," he
McAllen certified public ac- said. He explained the office
tried its best lo find em•.
countant.
ployment for the seniors
Z.imora is enthusiastic m his registered there. ·They keep
praise of the placement office in
\ 'OU in mind 11 II the time."
room l JO of Emilia Holl. The 7.amora said.
office invites representatives
Unlike profc:-;sional cmfrolll firms and c:ompanies and plo) 111cnl agcndcs that require
sd1uol distril'ts throughout the
a fee after job placement, the
rn1tio11 to interview prospect
plan:mcnt office scrvrc:cs an·
gratlu;1te:-; for Jobs.
free lo all studcnL-;, Zamora
,\lthuugh he h.icl t11 gu through
said.

Clltl s Notes are Rreal any time You
need help ,n literatu1e1 We
,ecommend buy,nR eady so lhat
you can use them as you study
lhe dSStRl1ed play or novel and as
• helpful review pno, to exams
Gel lhe Clltf s Noles )'OU need
today You·11 see why they·re lhe
1uefeued study .,d of m,tltons of
students naf1onw1de IP SI If your
Oe•lrr , out of a htle. he can Rel
,tnolhei la,t wtlh Chll s ·•ttol ltne'"

~

_LCliffs~Nnte&Om 200 titles - always available

wherever books ue sold.

0nly$l/Jl25 mh

Here!

{,

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE
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Evaluation Pl,anned For September ·

' --

Orientation Runs 'Smoothly'
Orientation
for
approximately 1,250 beginning
freshmen , held Aug. 20-22, went
very smoothly, according to
dean of men Ricardo Chapa.
An expansion over previous
years' orientations, this year's
orientation was aimed at
providing
greater
communications between the new
freshmen and student affairs
personnel. The three-day
orientation featured services
offered to the student by the
student affairs division.
Chapa plans an evaluation on
the student affairs orientation
during September. Although
details a re not definite yet,
Chapa is considering administering a questionnaire to
beginning freshmen who
participated in orientation or
calling a meeting of 40-50
beginning freshmen to gather
opinions on freshmen's views of
orientation.
Changes and improvements
for future orientations will be
determined through this

evaluation.
Dean Chapa explained that in
past years, the only orientation
available to new freshmen was
academic orientation. The only
student affairs orientation then
was conducted in one hour in
the form of short talks by the
division's personnel before an
audience of all beginning freshmen. "This was boring to the
new freshmen," Chapa said. He
added that students could not
ask questions in such large
group.
This year's orientation was
the student affairs' division
second attempt at an expanded
orientation . Last year, the
entire group of beginning fresh-men was handled in one day,
but even when broken into
groups of 200, the groups proved
to be too large, Chapa pointed
out.
For this reason, Chapa explained, orientation was extended over three days this
time.
Although a mandatory

academic orientation was held
Aug. 26, Dean Chapa said the
main purpose of student affairs
orientation was to give the new
freshmen as much information
as possible on services
available and on the way the
university functions. He feels
the three-day orientation accomplished this.
Dean Chapa expressed
disappointment over the
number of freshmen who
skipped orientation. Although
student affairs orientation was
mandatory also, many freshmen left after they received ID
cards. Chapa explained he
didn't want to force freshmen to
do anything they didn't want to
do, but he felt participation in
this orientation would be
beneficial to new freshmen.
The freshmen year is the
most difficult for the student,
expla ined Chapa. " It's a
transitional and crucial time.
This is why orientation is so
important," he explained.

-

-

. .RON KEILER OF STUDENT PUBLICATIONS participates in a preseiitation during
freshmen orientation, Aug. 10-22. Student publications, along with the Greeks, student
organizations, ROTC, honors studies and the Veterans Organization presented brief talks as
one part of the students affairs division orientation. Freshmen were allowed to attend three
of these six presentations in the liberal arts building.

A PAm OF BEGINNING FRESHMEN STUDY possible
schedule arrangements during pre-r egistration. Preregistration was started last year to insure beginning freshmen
would sign up for the courses they wanted. Approximately 1,200
freshmen pre-registered Aug. 26.

A BEGINNING FRESHMEN PONDERS OVER material
handed out at freshmen orientation Aug. 20-22. Approximately
1,250 new freshmen participated in the three-day orientation
designed to acquaint the student with services available through
the student affairs division and the university in general.

FOR

HIM-N-HER
LEE
KARMAN
THE STOCKMAN

ELY PLAINS RIDER
JUSTIN
CHRIS ROMERO
NACONA
For
Men and Women

FENTON
FOR

Womee And Girls

DID YOU KNOW...?
...that~LLEY
E300KSTORE #2
5OOyds. frvlll p.A.U.??
...sells all of the P.A.U. TEXTBOOKS??
...rehns to students IN CASH 5% ofe:!a't::n ??
...has more BOOKS than a dog has FLEAS??
...canies less expensive CLASSRINGS??
...is located only

IF YOU DON'T BELEIVE IT, COME SEE
FOR YOURSELF!
BEHIND THE PIZZA HUT!
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Joan De~ooy Leads Graduates
Patricia Didner, Marsha
Eastman, Imelda Garza,
Marcia Harris, Tora Hatley,
Carlos
Hinojosa,
Shally
Johnson, Noelia Munoz, Jimmie
Pealor, Oscar Salinas, Elsa
Sanchez, Norma Vento and
Martin Westermann.
From the school of social
science are Barbara Cardenas,
Brian Dutremaine, Fernando
Galvan, Jose Guerrero, Meliton
Moya, Antonio Ramos, Dale
Ray and Patricia Schmoker.
Others include Sylvia Cnatu,
Gustavo
Garza,
Dahlia
Longoria, Shirley Pearce,
Maria Sanchez and Forrest
Thompson from the school of
science and math; Forrest
Fenwick, Ruben Moreno,
Elizabeth Roberson and Mary
Watkins, from the school of
business administration; and
Sonia Pena from the InterAmerican Institute.

Joan DeRooy was Pan Am's

Hansen and-Luanne Ledbetter,
science and math; and Bertha
summa cum laude in summer Corten Donald Fritz and
commencement exercises held Elizabeth Vidaurri from the
Aug. 25. Miss DeRooy attained school of education.
the highest grade point average
Graduating cum laude are
of 3.90 in a 4.0 system.
Irma Acosta, Lou Anne BledMrs. Ingrid Bloom also soe, Sylvia Calvillo, Vincente
gradua~d summa cum. laude, Campise, Maria (',astillo, Albert
along with Sharleen Bullion and Cavazos, Janis Chandler, Darla
Jeanette Anderson. Each at- Dorris, Marina Flores, Marina
tained .a 3.89, 3.86, and 3.85 Fuentes, Ofira Gonzalez, Lucy
respectively.
Guerrero, Floyd Hannah, Dora
Other summa cum laude Hernandez, Marsha Howell,
graduates are Patricia M_a_rlin Enrique Lozano, Eduardo
from the school of ~uma~1ties; Martinez, Carolyn Ranton,
Cheryl Rhodes, social science; Ernestina Rodriguez, Paulo
Joan McDonald, science and Rodriguez, Miguel Saldana,
math; and Catherin Flores Mary
Schoepner,
Karen
from the school of education. Schulle, Marina Soto, Pamela
Magna cum laude honor Stroud, Juanita Tello and Maria
graduates are Lynne Massey Venecia all from the school of
from the school of humanities; educati;n.
Marilyn Kieffer, business
·
administration;
Elizabertha
From
the
school
of
Garza, social science; J'Ann humanities are Kim Cape,

top honor student, graduating

YOUR FUTURE
SAVE FIRST-buy later

IT'S

'l1IIS PRE'ITY PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY student
appears to be asking that familiar question - "What's left."
During last weeks registration in the PAU Field House some
students got the courses they needed and some didn't.

VALLEY FEDERAL SAVINGS

Enrollment Misses Prediction
The
computer
center week.
processed
6,754
student
An accurate enrollment
registration packets following figure will not be available until
three days of registration last after the last day of registration
Sept. 5.

Helpline Seeks Aid

Helpline, sponsored by the
Hidalgo County Mental Health
Center, is recruiting volunteers.
The agency needs about 40
volunteers as listeners.
Any interested persons may
contact Pat Prucil at 383-0121.

Your Number I Savtngs Association 111 the Valley
McALLEN

This preliminary figure falls
short of the projected final
enrollment figure by nearly 450
students, however, it is of the
comparable figure for this time
last year and several hundred
students are expected to
register late.
•

"When you grow up you'll probably
shop at t~e men's store with the

• EDINBURG

- w#Jl DC,.,,., ACor
., I

·-•
--40C&220

~ · euon

Phono/AM Radio Combo

2ftlltl

Solid state! Two
speed phono. Less batts.

;::,--

•

PHARR

•

WESLACO

Comeswltll
twoaurfece

mountapeeh,sl

78!!

8 Track Car Stereo Kit •••
Powerful, dependable
complete! Auto/manu:
al track selection.

«>enue

old Fashion Atmoshere."

_..

.CHltlSfOFHE~S

~

JERRY CURL

·-

~

M I N ' S

ALL THIS

AND
MORE
AT

W I A R

1920 North 10th
McAllen

682-7452

Mini-Compact Stereo
Oopenda*m1nt•Ch1nge,
aollcl clfcu,t,y
•• J1mp,oof
with
IMthOt•llgM tone .,,,,
• M11ched ,t.,eo ..,..._ -,.MWn
• "'llubcl•top·· pi.tk: • Pita plug-on tte,eo -

8488

-

-

SAVE $10
Wizard 4-Function
Mini Calculator

tl••·
=~;4m5u-;.;99S
••••
••••
....
••••
«.,

)

Fast and accurate .... 8 digit
readout capability with full
float mg decimal. Pocket size
5¾ X 1-1½ tn. deep.

AC Adapter Kit M499612.99

215 East Cano
Edinburg

383-1542
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Von Ende
Publishes Paper
Dr. Frederick von Ende
English professor has an articl~
in the "1974 Proceedings of the
Conference of College Teachers
of English of Texas."
His paper, entitled "A New
Look at an Old Face: The
Autobiographical Essay with a
Twist," was read at last year's
meeting of the conference. The
article presents a novel approach to the traditional
biographical essay often
assigned in freshman writing
classes.
·
In writing the essay. von
Ende drew on his classroom
experiences and cited student
work to support h1s suggested
m~thodology. "The results," he
said,
are quite
often
enlightening and always more
satisfying than those with
regular autobiographical
essays. Besides, one students
understand the assignment
they enjoy it,--and writing
assiglJments which students
enjoy are not all that plentiful."

HEP Seeks
Five Work~rs
Five part-time positions with
the High School Equivalency
Program are now available.
Applications will be taken
through Friday.
Two clerical assistants and
three teacher aides are sought.
Students applying need not
qualify for work-study. The $2
per hour positions require a 50
wpm typing ability.
Above average academfc
standing is required and jwiior
and senior level students are
preferred. Applications may be
made in the HEP office in
Emilia Hall, room 211.

Clubs May Request
Office Space In UC
Student organizations which
would like an office in the new
wiiversity center should make
an application with the dean of
men's office in 110, Emilia Hall
or with the student activities
office on the second floor of the
university center now.
University center director
Tony Vela said the offices woul<t
be assigned after school starts.
Approximately 40 organizations
will share 10-12 offices in ·the
new building.

The Pan American
Classified Ads

PASS Theater Trains Young Actors
"We don't try to interest
students in drama. They
already have to be interested.
With drama there is no middle
of the road liking it, as in
English or in history. You either
hate it or love it. Usually by the
end of the summer workshop,
you either hate it more or love it
more." This was Dr. Marian
Smith's evaluation of the Pan
American Summer Stock
Theater held during the first
swnmer session.
Combining the talents of 47
high school and college drama
students, PASS presented four
light comedies in six weeks.
Because of the right summer
schedule, the actors 'participated in 11 aspects of each
production.

Publicity pictures were
taken, developed and printed by
the actors. Behind the scenes
activities, such as construction
of sets and props, sewing
costumes, make-up techniques
and set lighting were also part
of the actors' learning experiences.
Originated in the summer of
1972, PASS is the only theater
workshop in the state to be
accredited by the Texas
Education Agency as a one
credited course for high school
students and as a six-hour lab
and lecture course for college
students. Jointly sponsored by
the University Center Program
Council and by the speech and
drama department, PASS
presented the plays, " The

Kammaker," "A Flea in Her
Ear," "Arsenic and Old Lace"
and ·'Media Madness."
Directors included Dr. Smith
Dr. James Hawley and Doug
Cummings, all of the speech
and drama department.
For many students, this was

not the first time with the PASS
company, and it will not be their
last, commented Dr. Smith.
"They are a great bwich of
students and really work hard.
Most are considering acting as
their career," she cited.

1205 SOUTII CWSNER
EDINBURG
383-3011
2220 PECAN
McAILEN
682--0331

815 EAST 9th
MISSION
585--5961

Open Nightly

Until 9:00 P .M.
Las Palmas Shopping Center
Edinburg

Beall'• has
a wide Assort·m ent ot
Levis to dloose
from
Come By For
A Great
Assortment Of

• Saddlem.en Boot Jeans
• Bell Bottoms
• Denim Jacket
• Preshrunk And
• Shrink To Flt

Twenty-cents a lln~ with a
mlnumum of one dollar each in
insertion payable in advance.
WANTED:

PLANNER.

Salary

,a,000.9,soo. Job requ,rements·
Bachelor's degree in Go'-'ernment,
Community Services, or other
government re,~ted fields. Also at
least one year of pract,cal exper1fflce In a planning office. Job
description ;
Assnt
,n
the
development of planning procedures
for
open
space.
economic
development. housing, the Natoonal
Flood Insurance Program, and
progr.tms on recertification A
generalist type planner 1s required.
A qualified appt.canl wilt be
utected by Sept. ♦, 1974 Subm11
resume to: Richard Monlesdeoca.
Otrector of Regional Planntng,
Lower
Rio
Grande
Valley
Development Council, Room 411,
First Naloonal Bank Bldg., McAllen,
TX 71S01, Phone 682-3481
WANTED: YOUTH DIRECTOR
w,th mus,c ab,tity and tnumng.
Salary negollable. Contact F,rst
United Methodist Churchf McAllen.
Phone: 686-3714,
NEED TO LOCATE
, Four tuba players. Reward: s100.oo
Heh. See Mr. Canty In F,ne Arts l 19.

r

Levi Jeans For The
Young Men. These Are Good
Fitting And Good Looking.

,.
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Pan-0-Rama
On Sale Soon
The first semester edition of
the Pan-0-Rama, a literary
magazine, will be on sale for 50
cents a copy the second week of
September. according to
Rosemarie Newsom, Pan-ORama editor.
The magazine will carry
short-stories, poems and essays
in both English and Spanish.
The entire contents will be
enclosed in what Miss Newsom
describes as an unique hand
screened cover designed by
Javier Flores, a Pan Am exstudent.
All material in thE! magazine
is contributed by Pan Am
students and is under the honors
program. According to the Pan0-Rama staff, the magazine
this year is " truly intercultural
and covers a wide cross section
of talent from the university."
The magazine has been ready
for sale since last spring but the
screening process of the cover
has held up its release until this
fall.

This edition~ staff include
Miss Newsom, editor; Kent
Smither, circulation; J aviar
Flores, art editor; and Linda
Wright, business manager.
Other staff members are
Harriet Nolan, Jean Bryan and
Maria Araujo.

Pre-Law Library

TRilJMPH OF MAXIMl'LIANl", a 15th Century woodcut by
Hans Burgkmair is one of the approximately 1,000 original
graphics which will be on display and sale at the Pan American
library Sept. 5. The exhibit will include prints by Rouault,
Hogarth, Goya,, Miro and Picasso as well as many modern

artist which will sell from $10 to $100. The show and sale is
sponsored by the Ferdinand Roten Galleries who sponser more
·than 1,500 exhibits each year for various universities, community organizations and corporations.

Play TryoutsSetForSept. 5-6

The Pre-Law Society has
compiled a library consisting of
catalogs from every law school
Tryouts for two dramas to be
in the nation, according to presented in October and
Hollis Rutledge of the pre-law November will be held Thursday at 7:30 p.m. and Friday at
group.

· ·
Pl
F 11 S hed
MUSICians
ans a C ule

This is the tentative fall music schedule for September
through December. All musical productions and concerts start
at 8: 15 and are free to the general public.
Sept. 24, Recital Hall
Faculty Concert, Harold Worman
Oct. 15, Auriitorium
Faculty Vocal Quartet Concert
Oct. 22, Au\litorium
University Band and Choir Concert
Oct. 29, Recital Hall
Faculty Concert, Thomas H. Greer
Nov. 12, Auditorium
Symphony Orchestra Concert
Nov.15, Auditorium
Faculty Concert, David Stevens
Nov.18, Recital Hall
Mixed Vocal Ensemble Concert
Nov. 19, Recital Hall
Woodwind Chamber Music Concert
Nov. 26, Auditorium
Stage Band Concert
Nov. 29, Auditorium
University Chorus Concert
Dec. 2, Recital Hall
Mu Phi Recital, Patricia Jeske
Dec. 3, Auditorium
University Band Concert
Dec. 6, Auditorium
• University Choir Concert
Dec. 9, Recital Hall Junior Recital, Diana Martinez and Dahlia
Garcia
Dec. 10, Recital Hall
Senior Recital, Lindslee Greer

Across From PAU
For Those 18 Or Over

DRINKS
ON TAP
NOW BEING SERVEO
PLUS

GAP BURGERS
"CHARGLOWED FOR FLAVOR"

PIT BAR-B-QUE

4 p.m. in the studio theater.
"Physicists," to be presented
Oct. 1-12 in the studio theater,
takes place in a madhouse
"."here three physi_cists are
inmates. One believes he is
Newton, the second believes he
is Einstein and the third claims
to have vis1·tat1·ons from
Solomon. In the course of the
play, the audience learns how
each physicist has ended up in
the asylum, leading to questions
on the sanity of the outside
world in general.
The entire play is tinted with
a science fiction flavor. A fourth
character,
the
woman
psychiatrist who heads the

sanitarium, enacts the most compete in this national drama
frightening scene of the play at contest.
the end. Dr. Marian Smith of
Edward Albee's "Tiny Alice"
the speech and drama depart- draws for its characters Miss
ment will direct this play, Alice, the richest woman in the
written
by
Friedrich world and a fueding lawyer and
Duerrenmatt.
cardinal. Having promised to
make a $100 million a year
"Tiny Alice," will be contribution to the church for 20
presented Nov. 6-9 in the fine years, Miss Alice goes about
arts auditorium. After the Pan seducing the cardinal's ascetic
Am production, director Jan secretary. Miss Alice uncovers
Courtney will travel with the the passions and emotions
cast to San Marcos where the which Julian, the secretary,
play will be entered in the had up till then successfully
American Educational Theater stiffled through religious
Festival Nov. 13-16. Up to 12 control. All Pan Am students
other Texas • colleges and may attend these productions
university drama groups will free using ID cards.

I·
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UCM Schedules
Weekly Lunch
United Campus Ministries
has made plans for another
busy year, according to Rev.
Mr. Doug Graham.
UCM will offer a weekly 1
luncheon for 50 cents at the
First MethC1d1st Church, loth
and Cano in Edinburg. The first
luncheon will be on Friday at
noon. Also slated as a regular
activity is a weekly chapel
service, to be held in the
IUliversity chapel Wl!dnesday at
noon.
The group completed last
year's activities with a trip to
Mexico, where a group of Pan
Am students helped rebuild an
earthquake damaged village in
the mountains south of Mexico
City. United Campus Ministries
spoMOred the event.
UCM, which previously held

offices in the Student Center for
Social
Involvement,
is
presently in the market for a
new meeting place.
According to Rev. Graham,
long range plans include the
construction of their own
student center on the corner of
Sugar Rd. and McIntyre. "In
the meantime," Graham said,
··we're meeting wherever we
can." Graham teaches bible
classes in the Pizza Pub across
from the university.

Honors 8-tudies
Plans Newsletter

'l1tE REV. MR. DOUG GRAHAM presents a series of slides of United Campus Ministries'
The honors studies program
trip to Mexico in the ladies' restroom of the First Methodist Church in Edinburg-for the
council will publish a monthly
lack of more suitable lighting conditions.
·
honors newsletter this year to
take the place of weekly
meetings, according to Harriet
Nolan, student honors council
president.
The $343,096 marine biology provement over the past Bradley who retired from thl'
The newsletter will include a laboratory on South Padre facilities. One classroom. two Pan Am science faculty four
MEXICAN FOOD
column by the council president Island on which construction student labs, six research labs years ago. Shell and plant
gathered
b~
and all pertinent news con- was started in the spring of 197:1 and a museum display area will specimen's
TOGO
students
also
will
be
displayed
be
available
in
the
new
cerning council activities and is now ready for student use.
SPECIALIZING IN
in the museum.
projects. Honor students are
The one-story building just building.
DELICIOUS
De Sorenson said the lab
Dean of the school of scienn·
urged to contribute comments north of the picnic area at Isla
FLOUR TACOS
would not be used t'ontinu;11ly
about the program and their Blanca park, was completed in and mathematics, Dr. I, 0
TRY EM
classes and may submit mid July. This fall, labs in Sorenson, said the musemn during the week. but labs will bl'
YOU'LL LOVE EM
literary articles to the marine zoology, marine botany would be open to the publit' at a meeting there throughout l'at'h
LOCATED
newsletter in
building A. and marine phycolog'y , a later date. He said expedmg week . Paul Leonard, a Ill'\\'
Comer of 495 & 23rd
Newsletters will be available in branch of botany dealing with public schools and tow·ists to addition to the P ..m Am fat'ully.
'McALLEN
will be the 111arinc biologist and
_ algae or seaweeds will be especially use the museum.
all honors classes.
The museum will display will be al the island lab at all
conducted throughout the week
local plant and animal life. times.
' at the new building.
Sorenson expects :rno-:a10
In the past, a 12 ft.-by-:14 ft. Exhibits to be plat'ed in lht>
science
students will use lht•
musewn
include
a
small
pigm~
metal portable building had
whale, repn•sental1ve turth:>s of new building this first
) y
been
used
on
Saturday
only
to
218 SOUTH 12th AND 208 EAST CAN
accommodate marine biology the island. a dolphin nuw at l111• semester. although not on a
EDINBURG
labs. The new 8,()(l(l sq. ft. taxidermist and llw shl•ll continu.il basis. He predicted a
building will be marked im- collection of Dr. ~ 1nifn•d number of classes other than
marine bioloi-,,y classes would
be making field trips to the Jab
through the semester.
....
Labs to be condrt'lcd al Ow
•.:
To bolster a new program in number of new courses <1s well Padre Island building inl'ludt•
as
additional
advanced
courses
mass communications, Dr.
~~
Dr. Sorenson's 111arine bot..111~
.,,l • ~,
Bruce Underwood of Temple in mass communications will lab. Dr. Sammie Sides' marine
make
possible
specialization
in
University in Philadelphia joins
phycology lab anti Or. Wilmer
the Pan
Am English and either the print media or the Stowe·s marine z,,olog~ lab
electronic
media
.
journalism faculty this fall.
from the Browns\'ille l',1111J>LL".
A major in mass communications was approved by
ia
For Your Prescription Needs ...
the Coordinating Board, Texas
"(
College and University System
(
last October, and the new
degree became effective during
Edinburg
the spring semester. The ad51 1 South Closner
dition of Dr. Underwood will
make it possible to offer new
and advanced courses in mass
communications. Dr. Un,
derwood will join Harry Quin,
...
the only other full-time jow-na lism faculty member on
campus.
#
Dr.
Underwood
is a
recognized authority in the
>
Mexican mass media, having
>
conducted extensive research
•.
in that area. Professionally, he
I
began his journalism career as
a reporter for the --Dallas
Dispatch" in 19:15. He has also
edited a small South Texas
newspaper, done free lance
writing, written editorials for ,
the
"Columbia
Daily
Missourian." served as an
information officer in the Air
Force and worked as news
service director and sports
publicity director al the
University of Houston.
Born in Tulia. Texas. Dr.
Underwood is a graduate of
Southern Methodist University.
He earned a master of
edut'ation administration
degree
from
Stanford
dflJfWill '131%.
University and his Ph [) in
220 SOUTII CLOSHH
journalism from the l!ni\'l'rsit~
,01H1UJIG, TEXAS 74'39
of
:\1 issouri.
PHOHs;
Appro\'al ot a clegrt'l' 111 111as~
~2801
eommunit'ations had lil'l'll
snut.!ht b~ P,lll ,\J11 sim·,· '. !i-t . \

_Marine Biology Lab Opens
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"Wear the look of today
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Soccer Trots Out
New-Kick Season
order to finish the degree he
began in the Valley. Guven set
many scoring records during
,.._.,.... I 1
hls stay at Pan Am.
The Broncs will have 10
scheduled games this season,
five at home and five on the
road. One road game and one
home game will be played
against each of the five teams
that help Pan American make
up the Texas Intercollegiate
Soccer League.
These teams, and the date
they visit Pan Am are as
follows · Trinity, Sept. 14; St.
Mary's, Sept. 28; Houston, Oct.
. .., ..
5; Lamar, Oct. 12; and Rice,
SO(X;ER KICKS off a new season with daily practice sessions which started last week. The
Oct. l!l.
Broncs start a 10-game schedule Sept.14 against Trinity of San Anotnio. The game will be ~t
Bronc squadmen have made
2 p.m. here at the Pan Am soccer field.
th~ir new home Pan Am from
several foreign countries.
Coach Tredaway has the
enormous task of molding these
varying pasts into one solid
Coach Jorgenson, who led the soccer future for Pan Am by
Broncs to a 6-4 winning season Sept. 14.
last year, will serve as an
The game will begin at 2 p.m.
assistant-advisor to Tredaway and will be played against a
chair seats and $2 for general
this year.
Tiger team that defeated Pan
"Tickets are going fast," said last year and held the nation's
Scoring star Ruhl Guven has Am both times they met last Rob Robledo, assistant athletic number two major college
admission. Tickets purchased
through the mail I with a check
left Pan Am in favor of USC in season.
director, about the American scoring berth.
payable to Pan American
Basketball Association•s - The Spurs, one of the most
University) should be sent to
premier in the Rio Grande financially solvent
organizations in the ABA,
the PAU Athletic Department,
Valley.
Edinburg, 785:19.
San Antonio's Spurs will averaged 6,234 spectators for 42
Three previous games, which
collide with the St. Louis games played at the HemisFair
were held in the Valley, inSpirits, formerly the carolina Arena. The Spurs return to
vol ved National Basketball
Cougars in an exhibition action with four top scorers.
Lupe Salinas and Jerry 40 home runs and 25 runs in five matchup on Sept. 26 in the Pan
Tickets for the fourth
Association teams.
Gonzalez, both former All- games.
PAU season ticket holders
American University Field professional basketball game
Sonic pounded Laughlin Air House.
America baseball players for
played in the Valley are on sale
have a reserved-seat option for
Pan American University Force Base of Del Rio, 33-13 in
the first professional basketball
Robledo added "The Spurs at the athletic office and can be
gained all-tournament honors in the finals, to claim the title with broke all attendance records purchased by Jl1.iil.
game to be played in the Valley
the third annual Edinburg a perfect ~ record.
Tickets cost $3 for reserved since 1971.
last year and they should draw
Al Marsh, pitcher-catcher for as well in the Valley as they do
Evening Lions Club Slow-Pitch
Sonic, was a runaway choice for in San Antonio."
Softball Tournament.
the offensive most valuable
Valley fans will get the opSalinas recently finished his player award. Mike Duffey of portunity to see the ABA's red,
Intramural sports at Pan 15 players for softball and eight
season as a star pitcher for Sonic claimed the defensive white and blue basketball in
American University kicks off players for volleyball.
MVP
award.
Reynosa in the Class AAA
action under the unique threeThe deadline for entering
Six Sonic ballplayers made point rule. All goals made from the '74 fall season with
Mexican League. Salinas will
meeting
of
prospective both men's flag football and
the
all-tournament
team
Dan
report to pro winter baseball in
outside the 30-foot arc are managers of men's flag football
women's volleyball has been set
Marchan, Joe Munoz, Chito awarded three points.
a few months.
and women's volleyball teams for 12 noon Sept. 11.
Sonic Drive-in in Edinburg Vela Jr., Mario Vela, Robert
Sept. 10 at 4 p.m. in the indominated the tournament with Alaniz and Joe Alvarez.
The game will initiate the tramural office.
Spurs' nine-game exhibition
Managers must fill a 20JOCKEY
ARROW
schedule. A tentative date of player roster for flag football,
Any person interested in
Sept. 25 has been set for the 12 player roster for basketball,
Slor.- For ~c·n
joining a local group of physical
Spurs second South Texas
Free Gift Wrapping the year round.
fitness enthusiasts may do so by
exhibitioner , which will be
meeting outside the east en6
played in Corpus Christi.
HAGGAR
soE~Hh
FLORSHEIM
trance to the gym Sept. 9 at 5
Terry Stembridge, Spurs'
p.m., or by contacting Dr. Tom
communications director, tried
Semper, office 108, p.e. comto schedule a contest between
plex.
the Spurs and the Indiana
A mandatory meeting for all
The primary thrust of this
Pacers, which would have
health and physical education group is to improve cardiomeant the return of Pacer
majors will be held at 7 p.m. vascular fitness, increase
rookie, Bruce King. King led the
Sept. 9 in science auditorium flexibility and aid in weight
Broncs in individual scoring two.
control.

Soccer has an official
beginninE! at Pan Am on Sept.
14; the Broncs will tackle the
Trinity Tigers as they start a 10game schedule under new head
coach Reggie Tredaway.
The unofficial beginning for
the soccer Broncs is taking
place at this very moment with
daily
practice
sessions.
Tredaway will be putting some
seven or eight returning
starters
and
several
newcomers through their paces
at six p.m. on the soccer field by
the dorms.
Tredaw ay, a former AllAmerican third baseman for
the 1971 World Serief Bronc
baseball team has tak~n over
the soccer reins from Dr. Layne
Jorgenson, along with the
assistant baseball coaching
duties.

Tickets On Sale For Debut
Of ABA's Spurs vs. Spirits

Past PanAmPlayers Star
In City Softball Tourney

Intra Managers Meet
a

Joggers

RUMLEY'S
!~:if~

PE Majors

THE

WHITE ELEPHANT
415 South Broadway
McAllen
'I

-

oOOO
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Broncs Do The Baseball Shuffle
Recruits Report; Seniors Scatter

Winning Bronc baseball
Coach Al Ogletree has his hands
full keeping track of his old
players, while simultaneously
getting his new ones on the
track.
Senior members of last year's
50-11 squad are leaving to about
as many places as Ogletree's
newcomers came from. Mike
Beeler, last year's Jody
Ramsey Memorial Award
winner, has left two 300 seasons
at Pan Am to become head
baseball coach at Taft High
School in Taft, Texas.
Beeler became the first Bronc
infielder in Pan Am's baseball
history to play an errorless
season. He handled a total of 323
chances during the year. Beeler
was also runner-up to
basketball's Don Cardenas for
the annual Lou Hassell Award
which is given to the senior
athlete with highest grade
point.
Another senior, Fred ( Bino)
Mazuca, a fine defensive catcher for the Broncs last season
has moved on to the assistant
baseball position at Ranger

Junior College, where he spent
his first two years in college.
Speaking of Ranger and
newcomers, Ogletree kept his
streak alive by nabbing the
Ranger MVP for the sixth
straight year. This year's MVP
is Jerry Gonzalez, who led the
nationals JCs in home runs and
RBIs off a 43-21 Ranger squad.
Ranger- MVPs previous to
Gonzalez were J a mes Tyrone in
1969, Wayne Tyrone in 1970,
Allan Marsh in 1971, Laconia
Graham in 1972, a nd Donny
Flowers in 1973. Graham
graduates after a steller senior
pitching season while Flowers
returns to help anchor first
base.
Other Bronc newcomers
include highly touted Mercedes
schoolboy Ray Gonzalez, an
outfielder and pitcher; Robin
Brown of Harlingen, an outfielder; Ron Lair from Temple
Junior College, an AllAmerican catcher and outfielder; Jack Ewing of Temple,
a pitcher; Doug Wood from
Klein High School, a pitcher;
Alex Lopez of Mercedes, a first

baseman; Bobby Rutledge of
Edinburg, an outfielder; and
coming off last year's red-shirt
list is first baseman Joel
Kuenstler who was forced to sit
out one year since transferring
from another NCAA baseball
school.
Pan
Am's - fleet-footed
shortstop Ricky Brockway,
whose base thievery last season
led to a new national record in
the NCAA, received honors by
being placed on the third team
All-American list of the NCAA.
Brockway led the Broncs in
seven categories: hits (60), at
bat 1189), runs scored ( 57),
walks (46), games played r61,
all starts ), assists ( 137) and, of
course, stolen bases.
Coach Ogletree describes his
1974 team as "good overall
hitting, plenty of speed in our
outfield, a fine nucleus of
returning pitchers, and a solid
returning infield". With only a
couple of links taken out of the
Broncs' 50-11 chain, the 1975
team could be the strongest
squad ever.

Tennis Cour-ts Get Facelift
Coach Dennis Conner's tennis
Broncs will sport many new
faces on Pan Am's new tennis
sport face. Huh? In basic
English that means several new
Broncs will be showing their
stuff on a brand new tennis
court surface.
Resurfacing of the Orville. I.
Cox tennis stadium was completed Aug. 16 by the BaseyGlass people of Corpus Christi.
The new court, which according
to Conner will make for a
slower game with more rallies,
js made of a material called
Decoralt. This material, which
is similar to Layco, (the
!"-3terial used on most college

finest possible facilities to
practice and play tennis on,"
remarked Conner.
When speaking of "these,''
courts, Conner was referring to
the new Cox surface and the
portable indoor surface that
Pan Am purchased last year.
The sw-face, used in the finals
of some Pan Am tourneys last
season, was purchased from the
pros of the World Championship
Tennis after use in one of their
top tournaments.
Pan Am became the first
university in the country to own
such a sportface surface and
took advantage of this first by
loaning it out to the World Team
Tennis pros for a July 'J:l game
in Kingsville.
The match, which was played
at Texas A&l, was between the
John Newcombe-led Houston
Easyriders and the San
Francisco Golden Gaters.
As in previous yeatrs, the
Broncs will post a tough
schedule against several top-2!0•
college teams, however, Coach
Conner stated that Pan Am's
home schedule would be better
and bigger than any year
previous.

tennis courts), has a rougher
texture than the worn-out
courts used at Pan Am in the
past few years.
The old surface, placed on
Cox · stadiwn six years ago, had
grown slick and fast from
constant team and intramural
wear.
~ Coach Conner and the athletic
department asked for student
and faculty cooperation in
keeping the courts in top form
in the years to come. T h e
courts will be open to student
body play most afternoons,
"I believe these courts will
give Pan Am students as well as
the Pan Am tennis team the

Port~,•,
For The Perrect Gift Everytlme-Jewelry
A Gut That Will Last Forever

101 North 12th

Edinburg

BRONC ALlrAMERICA shortstop Ricky Brockway ta es a
vicious cut during one of last season's contests. Brockway
returns to a veteran Pan Am team that hopes to better a 50-11
mark they set last year.
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Cleavon Little
Now Film Star

LINDA BLAIR as Regan is disturbed by an unknown force
and ELLEN BURSTYN as her mother tries to calm her down
in this scene from William Peter Blatty's "The Exorcist,"
''The word comedy doesn't directed by William Friedkin for Warn er Bros. The film,
tell the whole story about ,NOl'I Sho\lllng .at tbe
CENTURY , also stars Max von Sydow,
'Blazing Saddles.' Even zany Lee J. Cobb, Kitty Winn, Jack MacGowran and Jason Miller.

E

N
T

can't quite classify rhis movie.
J' d call it majestic insanity."
The affectionate philosophy
comes from Cleavon Little, who
stars in the Warner Bros. film
No111 ShOl'ling at CINE 2 Theatre.
Liule plays a sheriff in the
comedy Western that owes much
of its insanity to the genius of
Mel Brooks, who shaped and
directed "Blazing Saddles."
This is the young Black actor's
first starring role in a film. He
has a substantial siage background and has done a television
series, "Temperatures Rising."
"t guess I've seen at least a
thousand Westerns, give or cake
a little," grins Little, "but this
movie is the living end. Every
classic Western situation ever
invented is in this picture - as
seen through Mel's eyes, of
CLEAVON LITTLE stars as the Sheriff and Gene WIider as his
course.
gin-gulping helper In "Blazing Saddles," Mel Brooks comedy
''There's the drunken gun·1 NOW SHOWlNG
at CINE 2 Theatre. The Warner Bros. film was
fighter, the crooked Governor
directed by Brooks from a screenplay he wrote with Norman Stein·
that Mel plays, the school marm,
berg, Andrew Bergman, Richard Pryor and Alar\ Uger. Michael
the dance hall singer, the timid
preacher. J mean they' re a 11 here
" ' " ' ~ ' • .,. . .: : _
-- C - ·
and I don't think I'll ever be
·-- - --.:r--a;::::::::
able to see a Western again
without smiling a bit over a lot
- -- - - - ~ ~ <l~
of things J took seriously as a
kid. We even have an Indian
raid on a wagon train, only the
Indian chief is half Jewish.
Mel plays it himself w1th red,
white and blue warpaint.
"I ha vc Gucci saddle bags
and some of the guys in a posse
ONE COUPON PER PERSON
have Hell's Angel's Jackets and
handlebars
with
rear-vision
EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 15th
mirrors on their saddles. One
wagon in a scene is filled w11h
........ German sold1c,rs. 1t1cJer even
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
,,.,.--- shows up in one scene with a
litcle cottage cheese for lunch,''
ACROSS FROM THE ECHO HOfEL_
concluded Little. ''It's wild'"
EDINBURG
•
You can sec now why l.itclc
_
thinks of "Blazing Saddles" as
•
•
mn1estic insanity. The screen·
A
A ____
play was written by Brooks,
• Richard Pryor, Norman Stein-

Jlt~

~ 30

Slim Pickens, who started
off as a rodeo rider, then found
that film-making is a happier
way for a horseman, wil I be
seen in his 130th motion picture
when Warner Bros.• "Blazing
Saddles' NOl'I Sh<n1lnf.' tCINE 2
1
Theatre.
In the Mel Brooks comedy
Western, billed as the kinkiest
horse opera that ever hit the
screen, Pickens plays the out·
law leader of a strange bunch of
bad guys. "Blazing Saddles"

marks his twenty-fifth year in
motion pictures.
"I've hopped on my horse in
all kinds of movies," says the
veteran Slim Pickens, "but I
never been in anything this
wild, or as much fun to milke.
Mister Mel llrooks is sure one
of a kind."
That onc-of•a·kind Brooks,
who is winner of two Ac.1dcmy
Awards, co-authored .ind dircc•
tcd '' nlazing Saddles.'·

0 0 .<J
-- .

----

1f 1f

Slim Pickens Riding Again!

SPECIAL BONUS

MINUTES OF FREE POOL

PARK BOWL

HEADQUARTERS ·

~;::.

IN

EDINBURG
OFFERING

BOWLING
PIN BALL .
FINE FOOD

--

REGULATION
BILLIARD TABLES
PLUS
PLENTY OF FUN

PARK BOWL

Under New Management
CROSS FROM THE ECHO HOT

NB__

~ii=:~-1•

. 411--~ . -

::0.::

"'AMEIHCAl'I GRAFFITI'" ;2·1\1

The Sock Hop, so named because of the lack of shoes on the
Andy Bergman and Alan
gymnasium floor of the small town high school, is demonstrated
in the Lucasfilm Ltd./Coppola Company production, "American
Graffiti," a Universal picture in Technicolor.
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best movie so
far this year!'
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NtW YORK TIMES

... The warmest, most
human comedy
in a long time ...
masterfully executed .. .
profoundly affecting .. .
sensationally funny:·
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421 EAST UNIVERSITY DRIVE
IN EDINBURG
Golden "T" Composition

MENS
LONG AND SHORT
SLEEVE

BOOK
• le

44 Ct. Assorted
Colorful books.
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SHIRTS
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FROM
FAMOUS MAKER
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FILLER
PAPER
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ASST. COLORS

THEME BINDERS
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1/2

WITH

19c VALUE
POCKET

PRICE

VISIT OUR RECORD DEPT.
Reg. $5.98 Albums

Reg. $6.98 Albums

Men's Gold0

Reg. $7.98 Albums

"T' Pocket

TEE SHIRTS

$557

Short sleeve, crew neck, polo style.
100% Cotton. Assorted colors to
choose from. Pocket on front. Sizes
S-M-L. Buy now and save!

SPANISH ALBUMS $3.69
Reg. 4.98

8-TRACK TAPES••••• s~1a.f577

ri
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.,677
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Schilling Appoints
Pena To New Post .
Dr. Ralph Schilling, president Pena as registrar. Mrs. Snider vice president post have been
of Pan American University, has a bachelor of business
abolished.
has appointed Homer J . Pena, administration degree from
Dr. Schilling spoke on KRGV
Pan Am registrar, to fill a Pan Am.
TV's weekly presentation,
newly created position at Pan Bill Morris, administrative
Valley Newmakers, Monday.
Am.
assistant to Dr. J.C. Nichols,
Schilling said before and during
Dr. Schilling created the vice president for academic
the program that it would be up
position of administrative affairs, will move to the
to the Pan Am board of regents
assistant to the president registrar's office as director of
to decide on pursuing a possible
because as he put it, "It's. admissions.
I president of Pan Am) more
Morris holds bachelor's merger of Pan Am with the
than a one man job.·•
degrees from Pan Am in University of Texas system.
Dr. Schilling said that he will
Schilling said, "When I came business administration and
present a list of advantages and
to Pan American as president, astro-science.
we barely had a $1 million . Pena, registrar since 1971, disadvantages concerning the
budget. Now our budget is $30 will also serve as compliance possible merger on Oct. 26 to
million." Schilling added, "The o:ficer on campus for the Equal the board of r egents in Houston.
Schilling added that the
growth of the institution die- Employment Opportunity
t~tes the creation of the Office program. Pena received Valley community and PAU
position."
a masters degree in education students should voice their
Dr. Schilling said Pena 42, from the University of West opinions and criticisms.
will represent the president and Virginia and has done doctoral
The high cost of a Medical
act for him, when he is'\lllable to work at the University of school might be easier to obtain
attend important meetings.
Houston.
through the University of Texas
Pena will be responsible, "for
Morris, who has been system, but Schilling doesn't
providing the university assistant to Dr. Nichols for say it would be impossible to
president with advice and approvimatly 18 months, lives perate the school without the
counsel on all phases of in Edinburg. Pena and Mrs. University of Texas.
univ er si ty op er a tio ns," Snider are both residents of
However, Schilling estimates
Schilling concluded.
McAllen.
the initial cost of a medical
Mrs. Helen Snider, 32, who
Dr. Nichols says that both the school at 50 million dollars and
has held the post of assistant assistant registrar's position the cost to maintain the school
registrar since 1967 will replace and assistant to the atademic at 20 million dollars aMualy.

Grad Requirements Change
Prospective graduates interested in taking the Graduate
Record Examination will be
considered for admission mto
Pan Am's graduate school
under a new general admissions
requirements policy approved
this summer by the dean's
council.

600 on the GRE and whose
overall gpa falls between 2.5
and 2.0 and whose major gpa
falls between 2.75 and 2.50.
Probationary admission wlll be
limited tu 15 hours of graduate
work, but the classification will
be changed to clear admission if
the student makes no grade
below
B
during
the
To qualify for clear ad- probationary period.
mission, the applicant must
have a 2.75 gpa in his major
U a grade below B is made
field and an overall 2.0 gpa. during the probationary period,
Minimum GRE score are 370 on the student will have one
the verbal test and 370 on the semester to repeat courses in
quantitative test.
which below B grades were
made. The new gpa will include
A breakdown in conditional all graduate grades, and a
admission requirements has minimum B average will be
created tentative admission
necessary in order to continue
and probationary admission. in graduate school
Under tentative admission, a
student may carry a nine-hour
Any student interested in
graduate load,
provided
attending graduate school
transcript evaluation is on file
either at Pan Am or at another
at the admissions office and the
campus may take the GRE.
GRE is taken before enrollment
Although, the majority of
in any more courses. An adgraduate school candidates
ditional six semester hours will
seek admission to the Pan Am
be permitted without GRE
scores under tentative ad- school, Dr. Bill Reeves, dean of
the graduate school, said a
mission if the applicant has at
limited
amount of information
least a 3.0 undergraduate gpa
on
other
schools is available
and no graduate grade below B.
through his office. He said,
Probationary admission will however, that he can frequently
be granted to applicants who locate a faculty member who
scored no less than a composite may be able to provide the

potential graduate student with
first-hand information on
graduate schools besides Pan
Am.
The GRE is administered
nationally at specified dates
throughout the year. The Pan_
Am Testing Office will administer the exam five times
this year, the first being Oct. 26.
A closing date for applications
is Oct. 8. Applications are
available from the testing office
in Emilia Hall, the admissions
office in the administration
building and the graduate
school office in building G. A
$10.50 fee is required.
The test administered at Pan
Am is the aptitude test, divided
into a quantitative and a verbal
section. The verbal section tests
reading skills and the quantitative, math skills. Dr. Reeves
explained both sections test
skills acquired early in public
school education and developed
as education continued. The
best background for the verbal
exam, Dr. Reeves said,' is the
habit of looking up new words
encountered in reading.
The quantitative exam texts
general
knowledge
of
mathematics, but it does include questions on advanced
mathematics such as calculus
and geometry.

Psych Club To Initiate Officers
The Psychology Club will hold
its annual executive installation
meeting Sept. 14 at the Echo
Hotel in Edinburg, according to
outgoing club president Meliton
Moya.
New officers are Christina
Simons, president; Kevin
Griffis, vice-president; Susan
:\kCabe, secretary; Ana Ortiz,
treasurer; and Noe Reyes,
parliamentarian. Psychology

faculty expected to attend the
event include Dr. Bert Levine,
Dr. Roy Cain, Dr. Sherrill
Kendrick, Valerie Ruder and
Gary Montgomery. Dr. David
Alvirez. head of the behavioral
science department is also
expected to be on hand at the
installation.
The affair will include the
introduction of the Psychology
Club's newly formed board of

directors. The board includes,
Moya, in charge of the Bureau
of Prisons; Barbara Cardenas,
in charge of the Hidalgo County
Juvenile Probation Department; and recent Pan Am
graduates Nell Polinard and
Tom Washington.
Students interested in joining
the Psychology Club may
consult Hob Skinner at N-JU5-H
m the men's dorm.

~ -~

~

~ E NEW ADDfflONS to the campus behind the dormitories are bike lockers. These mini-garages are available for
student use for $15 a semester. Students interested in renting
one may contact the cashier's office in the administration
building. The lockers were brought to campus as a service of
student government, who is receiving no revenue from the
venture.

PAUSA To Offer
Student Insurance
In the interests of the student
body the Pan American
University Student Association
is offering a life insurance
pohcy, according to PAUSA
president Eddie de la Garza.

trust program is a non-profit
organization which provides
insurance for students on many
campuses across the nation.
Not only are students able to
enroll in the life insruance
program while in college but
Pan American student they may continue the same
government, in co-operation program after graduation at
with the United States National special reduced rates.
Student Association Life InAs a student service, the
Sttrance Trust, will provide as a company will send information
student service a $10.000 life through the mail to all freshinsurance policy for as little as men and transfer students.
$20 per year for any interested Student government will supply
Pan Am student
the company with the names to
The USNASA life insurance students to be sent literature.

Senate To Plan Election
A student senate meeting creative students offer their
has been scheduled today at 7 candidacy to the student body.
p.m. at the studeot government This year's student government
office in Emilia Hall, 203, acmust provide more responsible
cording to Pan American and responsive
University Student Association
Gonzales urged that all
vice -president Santana Gon- senators and any persons inzalez.
tersted in student government
The senators will discuss attend this meeting. He also
upcoming student senate stressed the need for stude~ts
elections scheduled for Sept. 5- interested in working on the
26. It is not known as yet bow various student govenment
many vacancies in the senate committees. Students may
will need to be filled.
reach Gonzales at the student
govenment office or 383-2661.
Petitions for senatorial
candidates will be be available
PHI CH1 THETA
in the student govenment office,
Sept. 12. Due date on the
Phi Chi Theta, a women's
petitions is Sept. 17. To qualify a
business fraternity. will hold its
student must carry a minimum first meeting Thursday sixth
of 12 semester hours and not be period in education building,
on disciplinary or scholastic 208.
probation. Senators are elected
Husmess acuvmes mc1uoe
in the schools of education, electing a new secretary and
humanities, science and math,
treasurer and discussing plans
p.e., businesss, graduate for the coming year. Any instudies and fine arts.
terested students may attend
In a statement released the meeting or call Clara
Monday by Eddie de la Garza, Buitenbos, Phi Chi Theta,
student body president, he said, sponsor, in the education
..It is the sincere desire of my building for additional inoffice that more responsible, formation.
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Student Government
Needs To Mature
Student goverment is in a rut,
and the harder it tries to dig
itself out, the deeper the rut
becomes. For some inherent,
inexplicable reason, student
government at Pan American
University has always found
itself in a powerless position
both with the student body and
with the administration.
Student government leaders
have always tried to establish a
link betwen the student body
and the
administration.
Judging from comments made
by this year's student leaders,
that goal hasn't changed.
However, comments made to
" The Pan American" staff
members have indicated that
these leaders feel their efforts
have been frustrated thus far.
It's no secret that the student
body could care less about what
goes on in student government.
Election turnouts, both in
candidates and in voters, are
proof of this. Yet, student
government doggeldy continues
to fight for recognition, for
position, for power.
It seems a useless struggle,
but quitting is not the answer. A
bit of public relations may be
the beginning of an answer.
Student government actually
has no position in the ad-

ministrative hierarchy of many
universities and as such has no
bargaining power with their
.administrations . Student
government has refused to
accept this, and the refusal has
not been a passive refusal.
This failure to accept its nonposition in the university's
power structure has taken the
shape of animosity toward the
administration. Attacks, no
matter how subtle, against the administration, will never open
communications and will never
result in the grant of power
student gbvernment seeks.
Questions phoned in to a local
television at the beginning of
this week during an interview
with university president, Dr.
Ralph Schilling, obviously
reveal that student government's attitude toward the
administration is a defensive,
but aggressive position. Attempts to publicly embarrass
the administration through the
news media will not blackmail
the administration into granting the student government tht!
power it so desperately seeks.
These actions only prove that
student government has a lot of
maturing to do before it can
assume
a
powerful ,
meaningful role in the
universi .
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Grad Assistan-ts Total 36
Dean of the graduate school,
Dr. Bill Reeves, has said 36

graduate assistantships at Pan
American University have been
p-ocessed through his office.
Graduate assistants now
working are Reggie Tredaway,
soccer coach and assistant
baseball coach, and Albert
Shuford in the athletic department and Peggy Young, Mark
Jorgenson, Alexandra Barker,
Billy DeVaudrecourt, Nan~y
Faust, William Hyatt, .Lou1S
Vicenik and Ivy Darling in the
physical education department.
Teaching in the English
department are Carla Conley,
Sylvia Rendon, James Overstreet, David DeRooy, Oscar
Salinas, Ingrid Bloom, Berna
St. Clair and Marcia Harris.

newspaper staff. Cadriel is
assisting ''El Bronco,' yearbook
staff. Both graduates are still
being processed through Dr.
Reeves office.
Graduate assistants have five
years to complete study for
their degrees.
Dr. Reeves was especially
proud of the great progress of
the business administration
department. Reeves said that if
the coordinating board in
Austin approves of the proposed
plan for a masters degree in

business administration, it
would be a big boost to the
already growing graduate
program at Pan Am.
When asked about other
possible masters degrees,
Reeves
responded,
"Physchology generates the
greatest number of hours ( in
undergraduate courses) outside
of the major departments."
However, Reeves wouldn't
speculate on what new masters
degrees would be offered in the
future.

IROIMN~MJnPHMIURW@lltMWMUlr'
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Biology assistants are Evans
Anthony, Maximo Ceballos,
Jose Leija, John Pruitt,
Rolando Sanchez, Eduardo
Atkinson, David Guetzaw and
Donald Hockaday.
Working in the history
department are Linda Graham,
Teddy Rentrop, Annie Webb
and Arturo Esquivel.

DR. ROMERO RIVAS, a momitain climber who has climbed
mountains in South and North America will instruct an eightweek lecture course on mountain climbing beginning Oct. 1. The
class offered through the continuing education program is
strictly a lecture course dealing with the theories and principles
of climbing.

Continuing Ed To Offer
Mountain Climbing Class
A lecture course on mountain
climbing will be offered on
Tuesday from 7-9 p.m. beginning Oct. 1 by the continuing
education program, according
to program director L.A.
Youngman.
Dr. Homero Rivas, who has
had mountain climbing experience in both North and
South America, will instruct the
course.
The course is strictly a lecture course which will cover the
theory of mountain climbing.

Staff To Get
New ID Cards
I D cards will be issued to all
Pan Am employees Sept. 9-13
for those who have not had one
made this semester. ID's will be
made in the university center,
conference room 305 between 8
a.m. and 4 p.m. on those days.
Old ID cards will turned in
before new cards are issued.
New cards are needed for all
Pan Am faculty and staff
members and students. Old
cards can no longer be used as
library cards because of
recently installed computer
terminals there.

Other graduate assistants are
Juventino Segundo and Roberto
Lopez in the business administration department,
David Egle in the physical
science department, Jamee
Hardwicke in elementary
education, Donald Geraldi in
the Spanish departmen~ and
Juan Cantu in the math
department.
Additional graduate
assistants are still being
processed.

Included in the course are
Graduate assistants in
lectures in geology, medicine, student publications are Ron
mountain navigation, rope Keller and Carlos Cadriel.
tying techniques, technical rock Keller
assists
student
climbing and snow climbing. publications advisor, Harry
Upon completion of the Quin, in instruction of a
course, students will be invited photography class and assists
to join the South Texas th"The Pan American"
Mountaineering Club and
par_ti~ipate in the club's various Dorms Nearly Filled
activities.
Enrollment in the course will
Both the men's and women's
be limited to 20 students. It will dormitories are 99 per cent
last eight weeks and will be held filled according to Dean of
in engineering building, 116. Women Bonnie Powers. Any
Persons interested in enrolling student inte~sted in living in
should contact the continuing the dorms should contact Dean
education office in Emilia Hall, Powers' office in Emilia Hall,
209 or call 381-2781.
109 or call 381-2631.
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UCPC Provides Entertainment
By Ray Hall
What is "yuc-puc" and what
does it do?
This question has occurred
with an expected amount of
frequency as the University
Center Program Council
( UCPC) steps-up its fall
membership drive for student
volunteers. Posters and signs
requesting
student
participation have been placed in
the new university center, on
bulletin boards, the covered
walk-ways and almost anyplace
that will catch the prospective
member's eyes.
UCPC is the organization
responsible for providing on
and off campus entertainment
for Pan American. During the
last year, UCPC brought many
"name" stars to the Valley.
Peter Nero, Jose Feliciano and
Lily Tomlin head-lined a series
of sell-out concerts that also
included many lesser-known
but equally talented entertainers.
Although these concerts
represented a large share of the
year's programming, and
budget, they were not the only
activities sponsored by UCPC.

The Carnival of the Great
Pumpkin, Bronco Days, an
open-air one-ring circus, many
guest lecturers, weekly movies
and tournaments rounded out a
full program for the students,
staff and faculty who could find
time to participate in extracurricular activities.
Not content with past accomplishments, Mike Perez
and Irma (Flip) Mendoza,
UCPC president and vicet>resident respectively, have
met all summer in order to have
things ready for this semester.
Several meetings have been
held with those committee
chairmen already appointed
and plans are underway to hold
an outdoor concert during the
first week of October. More
information will be available in
the next edition of " The Pan
American."
Although most committee
chairman positions have been
filled, Perez is looking for activity-minded people who would
be interested in chairing the
hospitality, games and tournaments, special events and
coffee house committees.
The coffee house is new to
Pan American this year. Plans

are being developed now to turn
the university center ballroom
into a coffee house, during the
evening hours, featuring live
accoustical entertainment and
refreshments.
The other committees are
carried over from last year and
hold some serious responsibilities. The special events
committee is charged with
planning the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin and Bronco
Days. ·
The games and
tournaments- committee plans
and apministers most of the
tournaments held in the
university center recreation
room and elsewhere on campus.
The hospitality committee will
serve as host at all UCPC
functions and provide on
campus dances and concerts.
Applications for chairman
positions, along with general
UCPC applications,
are
available at the university
center equipment check-out
room on the second floor, from 8
a.m. to 11 p.m. daily.
A general meeting for all
interested applicants will be
held_Sept. 12 at 7:30 p.m. in
'the snack bar. Refreshments
will be served.

Cafeteria Undergoes Change
Pan Am's· new cafeteria two. The role of J0-15 student
manager, Charles Pond, is committee will be to suggest
determined to make his student
customers the most important
a..pect of his job. Pond came to
Pan Am early this swnmer
when the school switched to the
Handy Andy Food Management
service.
A pending priority in Pond's
new position is the creation of a
food committee, made up of
cafeteria personnel, dorm
students and students who
represent ~Y students at large.
Pond hopes this committee can
be set up with the aid of the
dean of men and" the dean of
women within the next week or

FOR-
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LEE
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JUSTIN

CHRIS ROMERO
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For
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FENTON
FOR ·

Womea And Girls

pounds of ground meat. A fried
chicken meal requires 400
students' food preference. "Our pounds of chicken. Stew takes
main job is to please the 90 pounds of stew meat.
students," Pond explained.
Without a doubt, ground meat
Pond said his office in the is the most commonly seen item
cafeteria is open to all on the cafeteria menu, in varied
students,, and he urges students dishes. Pond said he has noticed
to come by and discuss that Valley students prefer beef
!)references and complaints over other meats. However, the
with him. Another move to choice of vegetables preferred
please hungry students is the by Pan Am students is the most
initiation of a delicatessen type varied he has seen, Pond said.
service in the snack bar. Now in Pan Am students will eat
effect, the delicatessen menu spinach, turnip greens, squash
offers a hot sandwich, either and sweet potatoes in addition
ham, turkey or corned beef, and to the traditionally preferred
a pickle for 75 cents.
corn and green beans.
Pond cites this as an alterPond has worked with school
native to eating a full meal at cafeterias since he was
the cafeteria or to eating the graduated from the University
traditional hamburger or hot of Texas at El Paso three years
dog. Pond also invites students ago. In addition to his menu
to come by and check in- developing duties, Pond is in
novations in snack bar of- charge of purchasing, of
ferings. New items and com- maintaining quality and
binations have made a bigger standards, of training personnel
menu selection available to the and of fostering good public
student.
relations with the college and
The concession stand at the the students.
baseball stadium is often
When Pan Am switched to the
overlooked by the student, Pond services of the newly conpointed out. It offers the same solidated Handy Andy Food
foods available at the snack Management service, a nwnber
bar, with the added bonus of of new cafeteria personnel were
convenience in many cases.
acquired. Ed Jenkins, who
In spite of rising food prices, served as food services
cafeteria prices have not gone manager for Pan Am several
up and are not expected to rise years ago, has returned as
in the near future. Students district manager for Handy
may eat breakfast at the school Andy. Headquartered at Pan
cafeteria each day for $1.30 and Am, Jenkins will be in charge of
lunch and dinner for $1.60 each, all of Handy Andy's customers
with unlimited seconds at every in the Valley and will oversee
meal.
Handy Andy's operation both at
One of Pond's duties as Pan Am and at Del Mar College
cafeteria manager is preparing at Corpus Christi. Assistant
the menus for each meal. Each cafeteria manager, steve Conn,
lunch and supper menu offers is another Handy Andy adtwo entrees, a starchy food, two dition.
vegetables, assorted desserts
Based in San Antonio, Handy
and a salad bar. Amounts Andy started as a food grocery
needed for feeding the average store chain and has only
350 students at each meal are recently gone into the area of
tremendous. Tacos require 12o_ ~ d management.
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BOW HAS this man evaded the Pan Am computer for three
years? That's what the registrar's office would like to know. A.
C. Hoff, a naturalized citizen who migrated to the United States
from the Balkans in 1927 has been attending classes at Pan Am
since 1971 but has never been put on the computer's tapes. When
a Pan Am reporter tried to find Hoff and ask him how he had
managed to keep from becoming just another number, he had
disappeared. Now we'll never know.

12 Cadets Enter POC
Twelve Pan Am ROTC cadets
attended ROTC training camp
this summer and have been
accepted into the professional
officers course on campus.
These are Roel Garcia, Mike
Finan, Bruce Ferries, Irma
Rubio, Mark Qeisman, Joe
Cantu. Francisco Chapa, An-

tonio · Garcia, Hardin Gwin,
Mike Polito, Cherie Gossett and
Billy Cox.
Each cadet attended camp at
various Air Force bases across
the nation. Upon graduation,
each cadet will be commissioned as an officer in the
Air Force.
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Vet Reps Link Students To Houston VA
By Ron Keller
It seems as though every
armed forces veteran attending
school under the GI Bill has had
a problem with the Veterans
Administration at one time or
another. While these problems
seem minor to the non-veteran,
they are of a major proportion
to the vet whose financial
assistance has been hindered.
The causes for these
problems vary as widely as the
problems themselves.

TryinJ{
s0II1etfiing
new
You're always trying
something new This year
you began ballet lessons. ,
And today, you finally
mastered that new
position. You feel
wonderful.
Trying Tampax tampons

for the first time can be
a wonderful new
experience, too. They're
worn internally so you
can always be your most
active. No one will know
you ha.ve your period,
even in a leotard, a bikini,
or a tennis skirt. They're
easy to use, too. The
silken-smooth
: .' ,
container-applicator · · ·
makes insertion sate,
easy and comfortable.
And the exclusive Junior
absorbency-size is just
right for a beginner.
Try Tampax tampons
and every day of the
month can be a good day
to try something new.
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Sometimes the vet receives no
check, sometimes his check is
for too small an amount, and it
has been said that the VA
sometimes sends too large a
check.
The
concept
of
VA
representatives on campus is
relatively new. Their main
purpose is to advise veterans,
disabled veterans and war
orphans of their benefits and
rights. Pan Am has a total
veteran enrollment of more
than 1,000 students. This e1r
titles Pan Am to the two
representatives.
With the VA representatives
on campus, the previously
normal delay in problem
solving has been p ramatically
reduced. The communications
which in the past may have
taken six to eight weeks, now
take only a matter of days. The
main reason for this im-

provement is twofold.
First, the Vet Reps can
determine the problem on the
spot, eliminating the usual
paperwork shuffle. They send
the proper form to the proper
person, the first time. The
second reason for the great
improvement is actually a
ramification of the first .These
two VA r epresentatives are
empathetic to the veteran's
situation.

If a veteran has a problem,
according to Vet Reps Arnaldo
Perez and Bill Miller, his first
action should be to contact the
Vet Rep in his office. The
Houston
Veterans
Administration Center then has
seven calendar days to locate
the veteran's records and
research the problem and
return an answer to - the
veteran's counselor.

This answer will explain why
the problem existed, and what
can be done to correct the
situation. When the problem is
minor, such as an improper VA
file number, the answer will
usually be that a check should
be received within 15 days.
When the problem is a
misplaced file folder, it
sometimes takes considerably
longer.
The Veterans Administration
is one of the government's
larger agencies, ranking third
in strength of all non-cabinet
agencies. There are more than
1,200 VA representatives
stationed
on
campuses
throughout the U.S. The
Veterans Administration
recently
recruited
41
representatives for the South
Texas region. Some of these are
retired military personnel, but
the majority of them are hired

through the Civil Service
Commission.
When asked about the
legislation most veterans have
been hearing rumors about,
Perez said, ''It is still pending."
He added that a multi-lateral
bill was passed last month and
was sent to President Ford for
signature. Ford returned the
bill to Congress saying the bill
included too much and that he
was willing to compromise.
The bill included an enti tl em en t extension to 45
months and some educational
benefits for r eservists. The bill
was then killed in the House.
The same day, the House
passed another bill increasing
the rate of payment by an
estimated 22 per cent. This bill
was sent to the Senate for approval, and as yet no action bas
been reported.

Bilingual Program Boasts First Grads
The bilingual bicultural
education program, introduced
into the elementary education
department only last fall,
reaped its first fruits in the
graduation of its initial group of

seniors this August.
Dora G. Hernandez from
Mission, Olga Leal from Pharr,
Juanita Tello from La Villa,
Marina Fuentes from Mission

Sorority Rush To Begin
The Panhellenic Council, the
organizing body for the three
Greek sororities, Delta Zeta,
Kappa Delta and Theta Chi
Rho, will hold formal rush Sept.
13-16 for all interested female
students.
Rush begins with convocation
at 6:30 p.m. in the snack bar
Sept. 13. This is a meeting in
which formal rush and the
sorority system will be
discussed. Women going
through formal rush must attend convocation.
During the weekend the
rushes are to go to at least

seven different parties to meet
the sororities on campus and to
discover which one they would
like to pledge.
According to Lynne Braden,
president of the Panhellenic
Council, all girls taking 12
semester hours and who are
interested in the Greek sorority
system are invited to participate. These girls must sign
up in dean of women Bonnie
Powers' office, in Emilia Hall.
They will be asked to fill out an
information blank and pay a $2
clerical fee for a rush information pamphlet.

Pre-Law Plans Busy Fall
The P r e-Law Society has
planned a busy semester, according to acting president
Hollis Rutledge. The society
met Sunday to organize this
falls activities.
The organization will sponsor
a barbecue Sept. 21 in an effort
to raise money to bri ng
speakers to campus and to tour
several of Texas' law schools.
Rutledge said the society also
will sponsor dances, raffles and
other student oriented activities
in this effort.
For the benefit of those
students interested in law, the
club has organized a catalog

library of all the nation's law
schools. Students may view the
books in the Pre Law office in
the university center , 335.
Rutledge said the society
hopes to establish good
relations with local lawyers and
community groups.
Twenty-five new · members
were r ecruited at Sunday's
meeting. Another meeting has
been slated for Sept. 15 at 2 p.m.
in education building, 113. New
officers will be elected. All
persons interested in law are
invited to attend. For more
information students may
contact Rutledge at 381-2661.

Interviewers To Offer Jobs
Representatives from several
On Sept. 10, the Department
firms will be on campus within of the Army will be conducting
the next two weeks to interview interviews. The U.S. Marine
seniors for
jobs
after Corp will conduct interviews
graduation.
Prospective Sept. 17-19 and the U.S. Air
graduates may schedule in- Force, on Sept. 24.
terviews in the career counThe Houston Independent
seling and placement office in School District will conduct
Emilia Hall, 110.
interviews Sept. 26.

Bilingual Ed Needs Graduate Assistants
The bilingual/ bicultural
program in the elementary
education department is
seeking two graduate assistants
now. according to staff member
Arturo Chapa.

Interested students are asked
to contact the bilingual
bicultural education program
office in education building, 236"
immediately.

and Ruben Garza from Port
Isabel are the first students to
graduate with a minor in
bilingual bicultural studies. All
majored
in
elementary
education.
Although bilingual education
is now mandatory in schools
throughout Texas, Arturo
Chapa, staff member for the
Pan Arn program, feels the
Valley's population has the
greatest need for such a
program. As proof he cited the
· fact all five graduates had job
offers in the Valley before they
were graduated.
Four are now teaching in
Valley school districts. Miss
Tello is now teaching in the La
Villa Independent School
District. Miss Fuentes is in

charge of the bilingual program
at Alton ISD. Miss Leal Fuentes
is in charge of the bilingual
program at Alton ISD. Miss
Leal is teaching in Pharr-San
Juan-Alamo ISD and Garza, in
Donna. Miss Hernandez will
pursue a masters degree at Pan
Am. full time, in elementary
education.
A number of other Texas
schools, including Texas A&I,
the University of Texas, a San
Antonio institution and Texas
Women's University, now offer
bilingual programs, but Chapa
feels Pan Am boasts the
greatest enrollment in this
area. After only one year of
operation, the program now
includes approximately 100
students.

Fo r Your Prescriptio n N eeds ...

CANTU'S PHARMACY
511 South Closner

Edinburg

For The Perfect Gift Everytirne- Jewelry
A Glft That Will Last Forever
101 North 12th

Edinburg

383-2432
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RGV Civic Chorus
Ray Drakeley, a member of
the Pan American University
music faculty, has assumed
directorship of the Rio Grande
Valley Civic Chorus, a completely voluntary organization.
The Valley Civic Chorus,
founded in 1953 by B.R. (Bev.)
Henson has compiled an impressive log of performances
over its 21 years of existence,
according to Alex Sidelnik, one
of the Chorus' original members.
"Henson approached me and
a few other individuals to see
what we thought of the idea of
forming a Valley Civic
Chorus," Sidelnik recalled
during an interview Sunday.
Sidelnik added, "We have
always tried to serve the
community." Sidelnik said one
aim of the chorus was to "foster
a culture of choral work, which
appeals to a variety of
listeners."
Henson directed the chorus
for five years. Al Autry directed
the chorus .from 1958-1960.
Autry was replaced by Bill
Hunt, who led the chorus until
1965. William Bender, a former
member of the PAU music
faculty, directed the chorus
from 1967 until the summer of
this year.
The Valley Chorus has made
many trips to Reynosa, as a
cultural exchange group, to
present Christmas programs.
The Valley Chorus has performed many works with Dr.
Victor Allesandro and the San
Antonio Symphony Orchestra.
One such work, which
Sidelnik readily recalls, is the
program performed in the late
·sos featuring
"Verde's
Requiem." The concert performed with the San Antonio
Symphony in Corpus Christi

and the Corpus Christi Symphony Orchestra.
Annual participation in
operas sponsored by the Rio
Grande Valley Music Festival
highlighted the Valley Chorus'
schedule for 15 straight years.
Many
Pan
American
University students have
participated in the non-profit
choral group. Students from
several of the Valley 28-AAAA
choirs have performed with the
Valley groups.
Sidelnik is not the only
member of the Valley Civic
• Chorus to remain with the
group since its founding in '53.
Other
long-time
loyal
members include Mildred
Aiheart and Jerry Shimerka,
both of McAllen and Connon
Wood of Mission.
Wood spoke optimistically
about the Valley Civic Chorus'
future. He admitted interest in
the group had decline sharply in
the last six years.
Sidelnik said, "I feel we'll be
expanding."
Sidelnik concluded, "We had
a strong showing of over 30
people at the first meeting last
Thursday."
Members of the chorus are
required to buy their own
music. The chorus meets every
Thursday night at 8:00 p.m. in
the recital hall in P AU's fine
arts complex.
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11IE SCHOOL OF BUSINF.SS ADMINISTRATION is proud of its newly completed home
just west of the education building. Two not so perfect signs identify the construction site;
one sign faces Van Week St. on the north side of the building and the other sign faces the
campus on the south side of the building. If construction continues on schedule, the building
will be ready for student use by the beginning of the spring semester.

BSU Offers Thursday Lunch
The Baptist Student Union,
located on University Drive
across campus, will sponsor a
weekly luncheon from 12-1 p.m.
each Thursday beginning
tomorrow.
Women's groups
from
churches throughout the Valley
will provide a home-cooked
meal each week for 75 cents per
student. BSU director, David
Stricklin, said a brief program

will be part of each luncheon. At
the first luncheon, Stricklin will
speak on maintaining Christian
attitudes in campus living.
The purpose of the luncheon is
to introduce students to the BSU
family, Stricklin said, in addition to providing a good,
inexpensive meal for students
once a week. He urged all
students to try to attend the
luncheons.

HOW
ABOUT
A

New Teachers Join Facul-tg

'!'en additions to the Pan Am will join the school of social also teach in the department of
faculty have been approved by sciences. Sarah C. Neitzel, political science. He has taught
the board of regents at its Aug. expecting to receive a Ph.D. at the University of Kansas and
14 meeting. Added to the list of from Texas Tech University. at Utah University.
new faculty members approved will join the department of
New to the school of
earlier in the summer, the history.
humanities in the department of
recent approvals bring the total
David L. Carter, a 1972 English and journalism will be
of additions to 25.
graduate
of Central Missouri Dr. Michael D. Reed, Susan
Three assistant professors
Stafo University, will teach in Prather and Fernando de Luna.
the department of political Assistant Professor Reed has
ARROW
JOCKEY
department. He has worked taught at the University of
with the Missouri State Nebraska and at the University
Stor.- For Mt•n
University Police since August of Oregon since 1965
Free Gift W rapp ing the yea r round.
1973. Robert Mollan, with B.S.,
Mrs. Prather, an assistant
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from professor, expects a doctor's
HAGGAR
SO!]TH STDE SQU~
FLORSHEIH
Edlnb re: 383-1801
the University of Missouri, will degree from the University of
Texas. Recently, she has
worked in the department of
linguistics at UT.
De Luna
will be a one-year replacement
for Sandra Cararas of the
department of English and
journalism, who will be on a
year's leave of absence.
The school of education will
The "IN" Look
have two new associate
professors, both in the departunder pants 'n
ment of secondary education.
N.K. "Dutch" Ohlendorf, with
jeans with a
B.S .. M. Ed. and Ph.D. degrees
from Texas A&M University,
whopper of a wedge, too
comes to Pan Am from Bay
City. Tex. where he served as
LATIGO LEATHER
high school principal since 1971.
George Thompson, with three
degrees from Baylor University. · has had extensive experience as teacher and administrator in elementary a nd
secondary schools throughout
Texas.
Wanzell Nix Rodriguez will
join the department of nursing
education as an instructor. She
received her B.S.N. from Texas
Christian University
/i.n addition to the school of
business administration is
assistant professor Bruno M.
Trevino.
Trevino received
B.J\. and M.A. degrees from the
University of Texas.

RUMLEY'S

TALL

bare tra

AT

$23oo

GUmmmtao

Right Across From
PAU Campus

SHORT ONES

AVAIIABLE
TOO
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Poll Shows Students Favor
Return To Four-Day Week
As some of our readers may
remember, an opinion poll
concerning the four day week
was taken during the three days
of registration. Approximately
2,500 students were polled,

Navy Offers
Two Co-Op Jobs
The Department of the Navy
will be on campus to take a~
plications for two civilian co-op
jobs Sept. 30. Both jobs are in
California and are sponsored
under the continuing education
program.
A job in procurement and
budget analysis and accounting
is open to any sophomore or
junior. For more information or
to set up an interview students
may contact L.A. Youngman,
continuing education director,
in Emilia Hall, 209 or call 381:!781.

representing more than 35 per
cent of the entire student body.
The poll was spearheaded by
Robert Scott,
representing
Students for a Four Day Week.
Scott, along with the executive
council of the Pan American
University Student Association
is presently organizing students
and faculty members interested
in retw·ning to a four-day week.
Of the 2,500 students polled
during registration, 1,484 were
--decidedly in favor" of a fo!ll'
day week, according to Scott,
while 510
.. expressed
disatisfaction
with
administrative response to
students and felt that any effort
to open the lines of communication would be futile."
"However," Scott added,
··the joint committee feels that
the administration will respond
favorable to majority students
requests
for
beneficial
modifications to university
affairs.

l

l

1

· ·There are many pros and a
few
cons
involved
in
progressing to the four day
week. Although the four day
week would add 25 minutes to
the
existing
MondayWednesday classes, it would
give the working student an
extra day to conduct study and
research, to work extra hours at
their jobs or to enjoy more
leisure time.''
Scott said that the faculty will
be polled for their opinion when
the four day week committee
becomes more organized. He
also stressed that anyone interested in reinstating the four
day week should call Scott at
li82-856:1, or phone student body
president Eddie de la Garza at
:!81-21>61.

•

j
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j
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j

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT Eddie de la Garia and Robert
Scott, who conducted the four day week opinion poll during
registration discuss plans for organizing student sentiment in
favor of the four day week.

Parking Lots Are Adequate
Complaints, either voiced or
silent, of limited parking
facilities at Pan Am may be
invalid in light of the fact that
2,411 parking spaces distributed
in seven parking lots, are
available to faculty. students
and staff.
During th e first week of the
fall semester, approximately
4,500 faculty, staff and student
parking stickers have been
issued by the traffic and
security office. Within the next
week, approximately 5,000 will
have been issued, according to
traffic and security chief, Leroy
Eastin.

because all 5,000 cars issued Pon Am parking lots, students
stickers are not present are giving the traffic and
simultaneously on campus. security office the expected
Difficulties arise over limited beginning - of - the - semester
parking spaces in Jots preferred onslaught of parking violations.
because of convenience and During the first six weeks of the
proximity to centers of student semester. Eastin expects 2,000
life.
tickets will be issued. He atThe university center parking tributes the majority of the
lot always seems to be crowded, violations to improper parking
Eastin agreed, but the library, and no parking permits.
university center and dorms Issuance of tickets will level off
are all located nearby.
to 1100-900 tickets per month
Right now, in addition to after the initial weeks of the
learning their way around the semester. Ea5lin said.
.------------------------.

Parking space is adequate to
accommodate all Pan Am
students, Eastin pointed out,
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lllTEll.E'S
224 E. CANO

EDINBURG

IIIIIIUl IID Nllllllll
12" Portable
Black/White

94l!a..
onaleetWft

~-w...........

Enjoy TV viewing wiUI
crisp. clear, powerful
13.000 volt picture tublt.
Handsome hi~mpactwoodgraln cabinet. 20C3412 .

WHEN COMPLETED IN TWO TO THREE WEEKS, this
brick column will be the official marker of Pan American

University. Located behind the library. the marker ~ill rise :!:!
feel from the ground. The school's name will be written in block
letters six to seven feet off the ground on the marker.

AND
MORE
AT
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Presents

Juan Jose Burgos
· Artist in Residence·
Noted Teacher
&
Of .
Ballet Folklorico de Mexico

AC/DC
Cassette Recorder/Player

Sr. Bw·~os will instruct
elJsses m Flamenco
and Mexican Folk Dancing

w,1h dependable sohd sla1e c11cu111y
Pop up door for e,,sy loading'

g.~ mnastic c lass by
Fidencio Rodriguez
and Classes for classic
ballet. modern and
modern jazz \\ 111 be taught
b~ /)01/1 Jlurton
at h~r new location
ho1 mfonnation Call !lfi8- .:-:-117
71:l E. H,, \. 83
1111d C of C' bldg. l
Wt'slaro. Tt•xas ·

ALL THIS

ll)estem

Dottie Bu1ton
School of· Dance

Premier Dancer

Mllce & Blank
C,3ssette Included'

3199
•OC i 36!1

1.~,t)all&

215 East Cano
Edinburg
383-1542

CUT$19.96!Car
Stereo Tape Kit

____

. ...

I

I
I

Regular4Wi.9
'
_____________________
__

...,;;,_,

2 Speakers Included'

69 95'
Solod state' Auloma4i,, ·,,w,
tic ch;rnncl -.elector
Auto Stereo Lockmouot 3055•19 6 .75
Two Flush-Mount Speakers. 307963 14 99
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Pro Basket Ball Shooting
Duel Invades Edinburg

George Karl

-------------------•:=~~~=•
,..

•

The San Antonio Spurs will
try to match shooting accuracy
againt the shooting volume of
the St. Louis Spirits when both
materialize in Edinburg for an
American
Basketball
Association
exhibition
basketball game.
The Spurs hope to get accuracy from hustling George
Karl, who managed to zero in
one .364 of his 3-point plays last
season; while the Spirits look to
James (Fly) Williams, who
after leading the nation's
collegiate scorers season before
last promises to pour through
several shorter-range buckets.
The 3-point play, a tough feat
in the rival National Basketball
Association, is somewhat easier
in the younger league since the
installation of the 25-foot circleline some years ago. All you've
got to do (all?) is sink the ball
from behind the line for the
three points.
Karl led the Spurs, who hit 3pointers at a team clip of .212,
while doing pretty well in the
field goal percentage area
1.475) and free throws ( .832).
Karl also did well in the assist
department, bagging 160, as a
rookie in the rough ABA. Karl
came from the North Carolina
Tarheels where he had 1000
career points and 300 career
assists.
As far as the 3-pointers go,
Karl admitted "I consider

myself a streak shooter, when
I'm hot I can make shots from
out there. I try to control my
ego and take that shot only
when I can make it. I'd like to
repeat that percentage." The
ABA as a whole only managed
25 per cent.
Karl has stated how anxious
he is to start the new season
Sept. 26 at Pan American
University Field House. Tickets
to the affair are now on sale, $3
for a reserved seat or $2 general
admission. Pan Am students
will be charged $2 also. Tickets
can still be mail-ordered by
sending a check to the Pan
American University athletic
department.
Karl joins Rookie of the Year
Swen Nater and James Silas as
top returnees to a playoff team.
When asked what he thought
was the big difference in college
and pro basketball, Karl
replied, "It's hard to say one
thing that's the worst problem
for a rookie in pro basketball,
but pro basketball is so much
more physical than college ball.
The rebounding is far tougher.
Every player you go against
has superior ability and
everyone can beat you."
..As a rookie you learn a lot
about the game. I thought I had
a good year and played fairly
good basketball, for a rookie,
particularly the last two
months."

W i"' .,.,.
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When asked about the Spurs
development from a non-playoff
team the year before, Karl cited
Nater and Silas as the main
help while stating, "A lot of
credit has got to be given to
Coach ( Tom) Nissalke for the
way our young players
developed and the team jelled
as a unit."
And what about their opposition, who have been in the
playoffs recently under their
old name of the Carolina
Cougars? Williams gave up his
last two college years of
eligibility at Austin Peay State
University in Tennessee in
order to turn pro.
Williams, who gunned in 44
points against Pan American, is
being tried on his new team as
both a guard and forward. He
promises to show Edinburg fans
his amazing grace on the court
when they roll into town Sept.
26.

J>AU Pool Open
The Pan Am pool, located in
the athletic complex,. is now
open for student use.
Monday through Thursday
the pool will be open 3:30 p.m.6:45 p.m. and 1 p.m.-4:45 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday. Students
must present their I.D. card for
admittance. Each stuaent is
allowed a guest.
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FREE INITIALING ON ANY CLOTHING BOUGHT
DURING SEPTEMBER
WITH THIS AD
CHECK YOUR NEEDS ON THIS LIST
□ LEOTARDS

--

'DIE CHALLENGE of per sonal combat, tennis style, awaits
two Bronc competitors. Tennis at Pan Am this semester is being
played on new, resurfaced courts.

□

TENNIS EQUIPMENT
□ SHIRTS AND JERSEYS
□ REVERSABLE SHIRTS

THE FASTEST RELIEF
FOR GAS PAINS!

□ ATHLETIC SUPPORTERS

0

PADDLE BALL AND RAQUETS
□ SWIMMING TRUNKS AND CAPS

0

SHORTS FOR GYM OR COACHING

□ TUBE SOCK IN AN ARRAY OF COLORS

j (
CYCLE SPORTS CENTER. 15 'le Student
V ~ Mi. North 281
1 , Mi. East
Pharr

Discount on
Parts and Acessories plus
Discounts on New
Motorcycles.

~414

~~-:'!~::.~::e

RIGHT ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY CENTER
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28 To Try Out

Golf ProgramBiggestEver
Pan American golf mentor
Oton I Tony) Guerrero has
opened qualifying rounds on
what promises to be Pan
American's most exciting and
complicated year.
A record-breaking 28 hopefuls
will be walking the links trying
to win a spot on the 16-man
Bronc squad for the fall season.
Coach Guerrero cited the
national publicity Pan Am
received last year for attendance at many major
tournaments as the major
reason several northern players
are seeking to play in the Valley
this year.
Qualifying began
last
weekend at Rancho Viejo
course near Brownsville with
the new squad being based on
the best scores of 180 holes, or 10
rounds. The 12 non-qualifiers
can
continue
practice
throughout the semester and
try for a team position in the
January tryouts.
When the official squad of 16
is determined, more rounds will
be played which will determine
the initial travelling squad of
six players. Five will participate in the tourneys with one
alternate in case of injury.
Some of these players trying
for the s pots are Edward
Ghelardini, a returning letterman; Bruce Martins, an All-

America newcomer from a
Boston junior college; Jeff
Freelong, a New Berlin, Wisc.
native; Carlos Pamplona, the
freshman who was Mexico's
junior champion last year; and
Edward Aguirre, a Mexico City
native.
More hopefuls include Sergio
Cantu, a returning letterman;
Juan and Jose Martinez,
brother-golfers from Monterrey; Phillip Gonzalez, a
returning letterman; Miles
Beeching, an Indiana product;
David Ramirez, a returning
letterman; Paul Carlisle, a
Temple JC redshirt; Richard
Mangas, a returning letterman;
and Alan Jones , another
Temple JC redshirt.
Additional golfers are Daniel
Struve, a return.ing letterman;
Joe Young, a Temple JC
transfer; Jesse Lucio, in from
Brownsville; and Jack Ebbs.
Last year's pacesetter Manny
Martinez has used up his
college eligibility and gone on to
the Pro Tour. Daniel Nelson,
one of last year's top players, is
at Pan Am finishing his studies.
The Bronc team, a college
golf independent, has already
secured spots in nine major
tournaments this year and
Coach Guerrero is hopeful of
landing a tourney for mid-

March and a couple for early
April. Pan Am usually plays in
13 or 14 tourneys a year.
The type of tourney Pan Am
attends usually contains
anywhere from 15 to 25 teams,
which makes for tough wins. A
greater number of players
hoping to attend Pan American
will be helpful in building a good
player-program to parallel the
coaching-tourney program that
Coach Guerrero already has
established at Pan Am.
Once again this year Pan Am
will sponsor the Pan American
International
Intercollegiate
Golf Tournament at Club
Campestre in Mexico. The 25
spots for the tourney are

Dr. Amilda Thomas has been
appointed Pan American
University's first coordinator of
women's · intercollegiate
athletics.
This will be a part-time
assignment. She will continue to
teach as a professor in the
department of health and
physical education.
Dr. Thomas is starting her
15th year at Pan American
University. She came to the
Lower Rio Grande Valley's only
four-year university in 1960
after serving as director of girls
health and physical education
at Donna High School.
A graduate of Texas State
College for Women in Denton,
she received her Bachelor of
Science and Master of Arts
degrees from TSCW. After
TSCW changed its name to
Texas Women's University, Dr.
Thomas earned her doctorate
from TWU.

Coach Reggie Tredaway has
three newcomers from South
America-Enrique Alvarez of
Peru, David Stepp and Paul
Lozuk, both of Venezuela.
Ruhi Guven, the Turk who led
Pan Am in scoring last season,
has transferred to the
University
of
Southern
California.
Four promising freshmen are
included on Pan Am's 22-man
roster. They are John Guerra of
McAllen and three men from
Mexico, Daniel Viveros,
Francisco Ortegon and Salatiel
Vera.
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815 EAST 9th
MISSION

2220 PECAN
McALLEN
682-0331

585-5961

1205 SOUTH CLOSNER
EDINBURG

The McHi Steppers stomp into
the Pan American fieldhouse
this Sept. 26 to do their thing at
halftime of the pro basketball
game between the San Antonio
Spurs and the St. Louis Spirits.
The Spurs will act as the host
team during the game with the
McAllen High School precision
drill team taking over the
hostess duties at the mid-way
point.
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herself although s he has
coached in the past.
Long active in the women's
physical education field, Dr.
Thomas is a former chairman
of the Texas unit of the division
of girls and women's sports,
Texas Association of Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation.
She is chairman-elect for the
dance section of TAHPER. She
has held numerous committee
appointments at the state,
southern district and national
level of the American
Association of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation.

Halftime Entertainment

Ticket-Holders Get
First Grab At Pros

S

Prior to becoming an
educator, Dr. Thomas was
associate director of physical
education for the Dallas YWCA
and a field secretary for the
Dallas Girl Scout Council.
When she first was employed
at Pan American University,
Dr. Thomas was the only fulltime woman faculty member in
health and physical education.
Now there are four women
fac ulty members and four
women graduate assistants.
S h e originated
PAU's
Summer Cheerleading Clinic
and has directed it for 14 years.
She also organized and directs
the PAU Dance Group, which
specializes in performing the
traditional dances of Mexico,
and has earned wide acclaim.
Dr. Thomas will direct P AU's
participation in nine intercollegiate sports for women.
She does not plan to coach any

McHi Steppers Plan

383-3011

G£ N T $

Tony Guerrero

Thomas Named To Women's
Sports Position At Pan Am

Soccer Launches New
Season Against Trinity
Nine veterans of the college
soccer wars will compete for
Pan American University when
the Broncs begin their season at
2 p.m. here Saturday against
Trinity University.
Goalie Martin Arrambide and
five other lettermen are U.S.
players. The other U.S. lettermen are Jose Armora, Elias
Bazan, Ruben Cuellar, John
Kilroy and Tomas ·Rosales.
Miguel Letelier of Chile is
joined on the Pan Am team by
two other foreign veterans,
Roque Lemarroy and Jaime
Catan, both of Mexico.

already filled with several other
teams anxiously on the waiting
list.
· ·This is by far the best
looking squad that I have
received in five years," Coac--h
Guerrero said of his 28
prospects. He related the difficulties of obtaining golf
courses' permission to use their
facilities in planned tournaments. The coach must get
an okay from the club pro and
the pro must in turn get permission from the club board of
directors. All this takes time
and effort.
The Broncs open their year
with a tourney in Houston later
this month.

Season tickets for the 1974-75
Pan American basketball
season are still trying to find
their way into your hands.
Hands having first grab are
hands that held season tickets
last year.
These hands holding new
season tickets have first option
at holding a reserved seat ticket
at the San Antonio Spurs vs. St.
Louis Spirits ABA pro
basketball exhibition contest at
Pan American.
The game will be Sept. 26 and
seats are $3. This favorable
option will expire Sept. 19 and
these beloved tickets will be
swallowed by the masses.

The Steppers performed last
year at a Dallas Cowboy
football game and are still
sponsored by Mrs. Dolores
Savage. The Steppers will be 42
members strong when they visit
Pan Am.

~

Dr. Amilda Thomas

TG&:Y
fflJ family center
421 EAST UNIVERSITY DRIVE
EDINBURG

RECORD DEPT.
REG. $5.98 ALBUMS REG. $6.98 ALBU

$4.37

$5.57

REG. $7.98 ALBUMS

$6.57

8-TRACK TAPES

REG. $6.98

REG. $7.98
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Active Student Organizations 1974-75
ALPHA CHI
Meets as needed
Act. Period
LA 123
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
I & 3 Sunday
2p.m.
Edinburg City Commission
Room
ALPHA PSI OMEGA
Meets as needed
Time varies
Studio Theater, Fine Arts
Complex

INTERCOLLEGIATE
KNIGHTS
Thursdays
10 p.m.
Science Bldg. Rm. 118
INTERFRATERNITY
COUNCIL
Wednesdays
7 p.m.
Men's Dorm

SPELEOLOGICAL
Meets as needed
Act. Period
Engineering Bldg.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Meets as needed
Time varies
Place varies

PANHEU.ENIC COUNCIL
Mondays
7 p.m.
Men's Dorm

PAN

ANGEL FLIGHT
Tuesdays
4:30 p.m.
Office Bldg. H

Meets as needed
Time varies
Place varies

KAPPA SIGMA
Mondays
7:30 p.m.
Golden Jersey Creamerv

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
Daily activities
Time varies
Baptist Student Union

CINEMA SOCIETY
Meets as needed
Time varies
Place varies
DELTA ZETA
Tuesdays
6:30 p.m.
Faculty lounge
EL SOL
Wednesdays
6 p.m.
SCSI
GREEK COUNCIL
Wednesdays
8:15 p.m.
Men's Dorm
HOPE ( Proyecto
Esperanza)
Tuesdays
2p.m.
Office Bldg. E
PAU SAMOTHRACE
Tuesdays
6:30 p.m.
Place varies

PHI CHI THETA
Sundays
3 p.m.
Place varies
PHI KAPPA TAU
Mondays
7:30 p.m.
U.C. Faculty Lounge
PHI KAPPA THETA
Mondays
•7:30 p.m.

MU EPSILON

Thursdays
7:30 p.m.

ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY
Wednesdays
5p.m.
Office Bldg. H

UNIVERSITY

STUDENT ASSN.

KAPPA DELTA
Tuesdays
CHEMICAL 6 p.m.
Jackson Rd. & Hwy. 107

AMERICAN
SOCIETY
2 & 4 Tuesday
Act. Period
Science Bldg. Aud

AM

SOCIETY

SC::SI

Place varies
MU PHI EPSILON
2 & 4 Monday
6 p.m.
Fine Arts Complex
NEWMAN MOVEMENT
Tuesdays
7.:30 p.m.
SCSI

PA U HEALTH CAREERS
SOCIETY
Meets as needed
-Time varies
Science Bldg. 218
PAU STUDENT HONORS
COUNCIL.
Meets as needed
Time varies
EB 159
PAN AMERICAN
TEAM
1st Monday
7:10 p.m.
SCSI

CHESS

PAN
AMERICAN
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Meets as needed
Act. Period EB 107
VETERANS ORGANIZATION
2nd Tuesday
Act. Period
Liberal Arts Bldg.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MAJORS CLUB
Date varies (meets monthly)
Act. Period
PE Complex

PRE-LAW SOCIETY
Meets every other Tuesday
5:30 p.m.
Emilia Hall 203

hr

Physicist;s' Cast Chosen

Three student actors cast as
physicists in an insane asylum
will head the cast of the speech
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
and drama department's first
Tuesdays
production of the fall, "The
4:30 p.m.
Physicists," by Friedrich
Education Bldg.
Duerrenmatt.
Director Dr. Marian Monta
RODEO CLUB
Smith has selected as the three
Thursdays
physicists Scott Pharis, of
Act. Period
McAllen, as Newton; Jolmny
Liberal Arts Bldg.
De La •Vina, of Edinburg, as
SHOTO-KAN KARATE CLUB Einstein; and Thomas, a
Sharyland native, as Mobius.
Tuesdays & Thursdays
3 p.m.
P E Complex· 113
SOCIAL WORKERS STUDENT

ASSN.
Mondays
5:30 p.m.
SCSI
SOCIETY
OF
MAJORS
Meets as needed
Time varies
Engj.neering Bldg.

~The Pan American
Classified Ads
Twenty-cents a line with a
mlnumum of one dollar each In
insertion payable in advance.

PHYSICS

$NlDENT CLUB OF TRANSACADEMIC
COMMUNICATION
Meets as needed
Time varies
Place varies
STUDENT NATIONAL
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
Tuesdays & Thursdays
Act. Period
Education Bldg.
TAU KAPPA EPSil1>N
Mondays
7p.m.
TKE House
TEXAS
ACADEMY
OF
SCIENCE COLLEGIATE
ACADEMIC
1 & 3 Tuesday
Act. Period
Science Bldg. Aud.

McAllen

SUSAN DENNl9 AND ALBERTO GARZA audition for tbe
play "The Physicists" to be presented ~his ~all
th~ drama
deparbnent. Dr. Marian Monta Smith IS directing the
production.

THETA CHI RHO
Tuesdays
7:30 p.m.
LA 125
UNIVERSITY CENTER
PROGRAM COUNCIL
Tuesdays
7 p.m.
University Center

ROOMMATE WANTED:
Responsible, mature Individual to
share nice apt., with pool and courts.
Preter grad. student and or veteran.
Contact Ron Keller, Student
Publications, 311-25'11,
LOTUS IMPORTS Is takln9 art and
craft objec1s on co'nslgnment. We
also have lots of clothes and jewelry
for sale from India and tr•n. 312 S.
10111, McAllen. l doo" north of Plua
Hut.

FOR SALE: 1951 Studebaker
Champion Business Coupe at
$250.00. Call 313-"41.
WANTED: Youth director with
music ability and training. Salary
ne9otiable. Contact First United
Methodist Church. McAllen. PhOne:
6N.J714.

The sinister Dr. vonZahnd

will be portrayed by Bonnie
Jarrett, of Edinburg. SUsie
Dennis, also of Edinburg, will
play Matron Boll.
Other members of the cast
include McAllen native Jim
Wilson as Inspector Voss,
Regina Yarbrough from
Weslaco as Frau Rose, Gilda
Garza of Pharr as Monica, and
Joe Fogarty, a McAllen man, as
Sievers.
Performances are scheduled
for Oct. 7-12 in the studio
theatre at 8:15 p.m. Tickets for
faculty, staff and students are
free with ID cards.
Cast tryouts were held last
week.

Petroleum Industry
Offers Scholarship
The American Petroleum ,
Institute will award a $400
scholarship to one Pan Am
student planning to pursue a
career in the petroleum industry.
Interested students must
apply for the scholarship by
Sept. 23. For more details,
students may contact Dr.
Edwin LeMaster, head of the
physical science department, in
enginnering building, 181 orcall
381-3521.

--LODICO ELECTRONICS.
) -....,

218 SOUTH 12th AND 208 EAST CAN

)--v

EDINBURG
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FUN HEADQUARTERS
IN EDINBURG

BOWLING

*

*

OFFERING
PINBALL

*

EL CENTRO MALL
789-3258

REGULATIONBILLIARDTABLES

*

PARK BOWL

CITRUS.
OF EDINBURG

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
ACROSS FROM THE ECHO HOI'EL
EDINBURG
.

Now·

SHOWING

"RIDE IN A PINK ·CAR"
PG

~~.....,J-:.. _1.:~"--r'

SCREEN 1

FINE FOOD

s~~_::_:!:.a:LC~:

'~ .. easily the
best movie so
far this year!'
Sll"Ohon F • tbPt

NEW YORK TIM ES

·: .. The warmest, most
human comedy
in a long time .. .
masterfully e xecuted .. .
profoundly affecting . . .
sensationally funny:·

'

Cn.i1h•s Cll,i1mr,l1n

LOS ANGELES TIMES

Where

.C ENTURY
.OF EDINBURG

were you in '621

NOW
SHOWING

•

NOWOPEN
Weekdays-7:30-9:45

NO RIGHT,
TURN
ON RED

Weekends • 12:45
3:00-5: 15-7:30-9: 45

*

1514 WEST UNIV ERSITY
EDINBURG

COME CHECK
US OUT!

MEL BROOK'S

*

7JL71.ZING

S~DLBS

ml

DISCO-PLEX

SCREEN 2

~

From w.,,_. •oe " "

A WMr4f Commvn4Ut~• eomp.ny ~

From T he People Who
Gave You The " Jazz Sin er"
Weekdays 7:00-9:05
Weeke nds 2:50-4:55-7:00-· 9:05

Coming Soon

BILLY JACK.
AND

MY NAME IS
NOBODY
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Honors S-tudies Graduates Six

.......

After completing a year and
one half of independent study
and research, six students were
graduated within the honors
studies program in August.
Ingrid Bloom, who was
graduated at the top of her
clats, produced a project entitled, "A Resume of Life's
Longing for Itself," under the
sponsorship of Dr. Bob Dowell,
head of the honors program.
Mrs. Bloom was graduated with
an English major and Swedish
minor and will be teaching in
the Pan Am English department this year as a graduate
assistant.
Under Dr. Robert Lonard's
supervision, Joan Marie McDonald
completed
.. An
Anatomical Comparison of
Coastal and Inland Specimens
of Cyperaceae'' 1a family of
plants). Mrs. McDonald was
graduated with a major in
biology a nd minor in business
administration. She plans to

Vets Should Report
To Records Clerk
Veterans who received advance GI Bill checks during
registration last week at the
Pan American University Field
House and failed to report to
Mrs. Alice Mitchell, veterans
records clerk, should contact
her at the registration office
immediately.
Perez added ..Any veterans,
who made a change in course
load after registration should
notify Mrs. Mitchell."

teach high school biology.
Donald Gene Fritz' project,
··Interdisciplinary Educational
Systems: Philosophy,
Feasibility and Application,"
was supervised by Dr.
Theodore Clark of the department of behavioral science.
Fritz majored in elementary
education and will teach at
Houston Elementary School in
Harlingen.
Shally Ann Johnson, an art
major and English minor, titled
her research, "A Study in
Watercolor to Increase the
Aesthetic Awareness of Certain
Influences." Her advisor was
Edward Nichols of the art
department. Mrs. Johnson will
conduct graduate study in art.
Fernando Galan, who is now
involved in graduate study in
socia l work at Brandeis
University in Boston, Mass.,
titled his project "Developing
an Instructional Module in the
Community Health Services in
Hidalgo County." His advisor
was Hermila Anzaldua of the
political science department.

Galan majored in community
services and minored in
government.
Kim Cape, a music education
major and an English minor,
produced as her senior honors
project, "Modern Expressio11.5
of the Christ Archetype." Her
advisor was Dan Alvirez of the
English department. Miss Cape
is now working as a church
youth director.
This group of graduates
brings to 16 the total of students
who have been graduated
within the honors studies
program. Initiated with a group
of 10 freshmen in 1968, the
program has grown to include
approximately 100 students.
The program offers an interd i scipli nary approach to
general education
requirements at the freshmen
and sophomore level.
At the junior and senior level,
honors studies students conduct
an independent research
project, most frequently in their
major or minor field, under the
supervision of a faculty advisor.

..

-

Press Club Seeks Members
In an attempt to recruit new
members,
the
Press
Association will hold its first
meeting at 3 p.m. Thursday 12,
in Emilia Hall, 208.
"Anyone in the reporting
classes or mass communication
program is urged to join. A
large membership will make it
easier to transfer from the
present status to a fraternity, "

according to Craig Smith,
president.
The ultimate goal of the Press
Association's activities is
financing the trip to the Texas
Inte rcolleg iate Press
Association convention to be ,
held next spring at Amarillo.
BffiDS IN A TREE? Some people will go to any lengths to hold
This year's convention is being
a private conversation, as appears to be the case with these two
cohosted by Amarillo College
Pan Am coeds. Or perhaps they only took a few moments to stop
and West Texas State
and enjoy the Valley sunshine-before flying south for the
University in Canyon
winter.
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Senate Elections To Fill
41 Seats Sept. 25-26

~,!!

t
TWO PAN AM COEDS

.

sort through the UR!Old books at the
student government book exchange. All unclaimed unsold books
will be donated to charity. Students whose books were not sold
should claim them at the student government's office in Emilia
Hall.

Forty-one new senators must
be chosen in the upcoming
student senate elections
schedule for Sept. 25-26.
Students interested in running for a senate seat must file
a petition for candidacy with
the student government office
in Emilia Hall. Each candidate
must obtain 25 signatures on hi!>
or her petition to qualify.
Senatorial candidates must
carry a minimum of 12
semester hours and not be on
disciplinary or scholastic
probation. Petitions are due in
at the student government
office Thursday at 4 p.m.
Fifteen senate seats are
available in the schools of
education and health related
professions combined. The
school of business and interAmerican studies have eight
seats open. The school of social
sciences needs seven new

senators; science and math
needs six senators; humanities
has four openings and one
senate seat is available in
graduate studies. Senators are
elected for a year's term.
Senator-hopefuls will deliver
campaign speeches in their
respective school stations at 1112 a.m. Sept. 19 and Sept. 23.
Student body president Eddie
de la Garza expressed hopes for
a large student turnout at the
polls. He said, "Students need

to come out in numbers to elect
their student representatives.
We need to show the administration that this year we
will unite behind our student
government in the hope of
accomplishing needed changes
through constructive communication.''
Only two senators attended
last week's senate meeting,
constitutionally expelling
nearly the entire senate for
unexcused absences.

'Thunder Duck' To Play
In UC Circle Oct. 3
Plans for the University
Center Program Council's first
free concert this fall were
finalized at the UCPC's first
meeting of the year last
Thursday in the snack bar.

"Thunder Duck," a new
musical group from Houston.
will provide music, ranging in
style from progressive country
to soul, at the outdoor concert
Oct. 3 in the circle
Other action taken at the
meeting was the introduction of
new committee chairmen to the
general organization by UCPC
president, Mike Perez. Don
McClain and Johnny de la Vina
will be in charge of concerts;
he said. As the program grows, Douglas Keller and Kevin
Dr. McMichael foresees the Conroy will be responsible for
addition of graduate assistants movies and Bob Ogletree will
to help faculty members at the head the games and tourundergraduate level. Finally naments committee.
the business school dean feels
UCPC is interested in having
the masters program will assist student opinions and recomthe economy of the Valley in mendations about campus
that it will help provide better programming. Students may
trained personnel.
offer their ideas to any of the
Dr. McMichael feels con- committee chairmen or they
fident that the school of may stop by the UC, 303.
business administration is now
ready to begin a graduate Nov. 28-30 To Mark
program. At first, the inclusion
of a graduate program would Thanksgiving Break
have detracted from the ofPan American University
ferings of the undergraduate
program. Quantitative im- Thanksgiving holidays will run
provements in faculty and the Nov. 28 through Nov. 30 inapproval of proposed additions clusive this year according to
will make it possible for the Dr. J.C. Nichols, vice president
business school to offer a for academic affairs. The
masters program without W1iversity bulletin erroneously
detracting from the quality of listed the holidays as Nov. 21-23.
Wednesday night classes will
the undergraduate program.
meet Nov. 27.
Dr. McMichael explained.

Business School Seeks Masters Degree
Coordinating Board To Consider Proposal
When the Coordinating
Board, Texas College and
University System meets in
Austin next month, one of its
considerations will be a
proposal for a new masters of
business administration degree
at Pan Am.
H approved, the program will
go into effect in September,
1975, according to Dr. Robert
McMichael, dean of the school
of business administration. Dr.
McMichael is optimistically
expecting approval from the
board. He feels the school is
now ready to begin a master's
program.
A good report from an
evaluating team from the
Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools, P'.l.Jl Am's
accreditiation agency, will be
favorable to Pan Am, Dr.
McMichael said. Although,
SACS has no direct or
authoritative effect on the
Coordinating Board, the Board
has received the SACS's report
which indicates a need for a
master of business administration degree.
The proposed degree will
require a 30-hour program with
a thesis and 36 hours, nonthesis. To make the program as
broadly-based as possible. a 24hour core of courses will be

De La Garza Plans
Advisory Council
Eddie de la Garza. student
body president. has announced
the creation of a presidential
advisory council consisting of
the presidents of various
campus organizations.
According to De la Garza, the
function of the council will be
two-fold. The council will be a
common meetmg round for
presidents
of
campus
organizations and an advisory
group to the student body
pr£>sident.

required of the · degree candidates. This core will include
graduate courses in business
research, in quantitative
techniques in business, in
financial and managerial accounting, in managerial
economics, in management
theory and organizational
behavior, in contemporary
marketing problems and
solutions, in administrative
policy and strategy and a
seminar in financial administration.
At the program's inception in
the fall of next year, 100
masters degree candidates are
expected by the business
school. Dr. McMichael anticipates many of these will be
persons involved with Valley
business firms, governmental
agencies and other fields not
,necessarily specifically related
to business administration itself. Because, as Dr. McMichael pointed out, these
students would not have the
business background necessary
to go into a masters program,
the proposal also includes an
undergraduate background
course requirement.
Candidates for the master's
degree whose bachelor's degree
was awarded in an area other
than business will be required
to take six hours each in accounting principles and in
principles of economics and
three hours each in business
law, principles of marketing,
business statistics, finance and
in principles of management. In
addition, students must show
satisfactory ability in computer
programming or must have
completed three hours in
FORTRAN programming.
The proposal also calls for
additional faculty members and
for a director of graduate
stucties in business. According
to Dr. McMichael, the director
will coordinate the entire
master·s program. and his

responsibilities will include
counseling, admissions and
assigning faculty members to
work with students on thesis
and exams.
The faculty is enthusiastic
about the proposed degree, Dr.
McMichael said. Virtually the
entire business faculty was
involved in drafting the
proposal, but a specific committee has worked on preparing
the proposal since September,
1973. The committee included
Dr. Carl Rush, Dr. Jerry Gratz,
Dr. Donald Slacum, Dr. James
Wilson and Royce Brough with
ex-officio members, Dr. Edward Baldwin and Dr. McMichael.
H the proposed degree is
approved, Dr. McMichael feels
its application will provide a
number of advantages to the
business school. A master's
program will present more of a
challenge to faculty members,
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OCTOBER 4 will mark the completion date of the nursing education-health related
professions building just east of the science building. The health-related professions
program, now in its second semester, will move into its new home as so0n as construction is
finished.
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Senators Admit 'Panorama' Deserves Attention
Lack Of Power
By Beatrice Egle

Editor's Note: This Letter is
in response to an editorial
which appeared in the Sept. 11
issue of "The Pao American."
To the editor:
We completely agree with the
statement that the student
government is powerless. This
state of paralysis and lack of
power, however, is no inexplicable <as the editorial contends) and need not be inherent.
The editorial explains the
infantile stage of the student
government concisely when it
stated, ''The student government actually has no position in
the administrative hierarchy...and has no bargaining
power
with
their
administrators." This fact is the
cause of the multiple problem of
student government.
Why should the students turn
out in massive numbers to
create a powerless group of
students who have no ability to
engage in positive actions on
their behalf? Who really cares
w~
in a specific powerless
poSition?
Last week's editorial goes on
to state " ...student government's attitude toward thP
administration lSa defensive
but aggressive position." ThiP

!S

1s the height of absurdity. We
are indeed defensive as this
letter proves, but how can a
powerless group be both
aggressive" and '"defensive"
as the two terms are mutually
exclusive.
It is a sad day when the
student government is branded
by a student editorial when the
students are genuinely concerned with communicating
with the student press or any
channel of communication
which could be utilized in hopes
of promoting the progress of our
university. To this end we are
ea§er to work with the administration, students and
anyone else.
The question that boggles the
mind is whether the editorial
was attempting to "blackmail"
student government through
public "embarrassment." We
are
cognizant
of
our
powerless position
in our
university's administrative
structure
Sincerely,
Kirvin Kaufman,
Student Senator
Eddie de la Garza,
Student Body President
Armando Castro,
Senator.

When "Panorama ,
a
literary magazine sponsored by
the honors program, makes its
appearance on campus this
week, it will most likely draw a
bland response from most of the
student body. Knowing the
literary climate of the 7,000
member student body, the staff
has prepared only 800
magazines. Il these are sold,
the staff will have conducted a
sales campaign more successful than any previous
campaign in the magazine's
five-year history.
That the staff hopes to reach
no more than 800 students is not
a judgement on the quality of
the magazine, but rather a
judgement on the receptiveness
of the student body.
Perusal of the magazine
proves ''Panorama" is indeed
worthy of any student's and any
faculty member's literary
attention. The poetry, essays
and short stories featured in
this year's magazine are not
professional and polished, but
they have been recognized as
significant literary endeavors
by professors, by the staff amt

The Minority Biomedical Support Program
of Pan American University

has two Stipends available. ($1200.00
Academic Year)
Applicants should be under-graduate Selene
Pre-Med or Pre-Dental students with an abov
average academic record. Students who hav
taken Bacteriology or Anaiytlcal Chemistry ar
preferred.

Deadline for interested
. students to apply is Monday,
Z/ September 23rd. Contact Dr.
··Ernest J. Baca, Jr.,
Department of Chemistry.

the pan american
Editor

Student Government

Associate

From The Uverground

Copy Ed

Not since the early days of to be a number of specific
Watergate have we · had a_ agreements worked out betrwnor mo~e difficu~t to obtain ween the two schools, possibly
concrete mformabon about. resulting in a lot of changes for
We're referring to the proposed Pan Am. Wf; need a committee
Pa_n _Am-~T merger. The ad- of responsible, open-eyed
IJl1:01St~~hons of the two students, faculty members and
unn,:ers1ties have been con- administrators to scrutinize the
ferrmg about the possibility of a progress of the merger at every
merger for weeks, yet nobody step of the way, in order to
seems to have any details to make sure PAU derives the
offer us.
maximum possible benefit it
A
committee
with can get from such a merger
representatives from the ( i.e., to ensure · that PAU
stud_e~t b~dy, faculty and doesn't come out on the short
adm1mstration was supposed to end of the stick).
be formed to study the proposed It is foolish to automatically
·merger. The administr~tion has assume that such a merger
already agreed to the establish- would be beneficial to those of
ment of this committee, but us at PAU. It might or might not
*here is it? ~ow is tht: tim~ for be to our advantage to merge-such a conuruttee-wh1le thmgs depending on the nature of the
are still in the speculative specific agreements worked out
stage, not later, after all the in the course of the merger
deals have been made.
negotiations.
Il such a merger were to Dario Garza
come about, there would h_av~ Douglas Keller

by the sponsors. Now it is the of th~ magazine comes easily.
student body's turn to recognize Anyone can grant that the
and to appreciate these en- material is obviously studentproduced and consequently
deavors.
Eve~ a brief study of the does not rate with the products
magazme reveals that an ad- of professional. experienced
mirable amount of student writers. To fairly appreciate
effort went into its production. "Panorama," we must keep in
It is a vast improvement over mind that the object of the
"Panorama's" of past years. magazine is to produce a
The art work, the product of collection of student literary
student artists, is remarkable. endeavor for 'i student
audience.
The literary achievements
After its brief five-year
alth~ugh not refined, can ~
admtred as the products of existence, " Panorama" has
academic
p•e er s. reached its climax. Un"Panorama's" short stories are fortunately, according to the
entertaining; the poetry is editor, the magazine will most
reflective; the essays are likely be discontinued after this
issue due to a lack of interest
thoughtful.
In general, "Panorama" is a among the honors studies
worthwhile effort, but criticism program's incoming students.

Sports
Staff

Jim Townsend
Craig Smith
Beatrice Egle
·David Newman
Ron Keller
Ray Hall
Cherie Gossett

Photography Hector Cruz
Richard Givens

Circulation

Tom Joyce

Advertising

John Simon

Advisor

Harry Quin

Contributing Staff; Bob
Hager, Nora Fuque.
The Pan American, student n~!tpapen
at Pan Americ.a n Univer-slty, is pllbUstie<t'

al Edinburg, Texas, on Wednesdays
during class weeks except during finalsand holidays. II is under the sponsorship of
Or Miguel Nevarez. vice president for
student affairs; and Harry Quin. student
publ,ca1,ons advisor. Views presented are
!hose 01 studenls and do not necessarlrf
retlecl administrative Policies of tlMUniversity Su1>scrlp1ton price Is SJ a year

GEORGE CROSSING OVER
TO NEW FASHOINS
FROM
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Edinburg
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Pan Am Graduates Explain Adoption Work
A branch of the department of
public welfare which remains
unknown to most Valley
residents claims as its staff
members two recent Pan
American
University
graduates.
Juanita Gomez, an August
1971 Pan Am graduate, and
Roberto Garcia, a May, 1973
graduate, both work with the
Valley Regional Adoption Office in San Benito. The agency,
which serves 32 South Texas
counties, remains relatively
Wlknown in spite of its five-year
existence, the two workers
agree.
Mrs. Gomez and Garcia are
enthusiastic in the description
of their jobs. Their positions as
Adoption Social Worker II and
I,
respectively,
require
frequent trips throughout the
32-county area the San Benito
area services. Through interviews with possible parents,
Mrs. Gomez, Garcia and the

SWSA To Award
$100 Scholarship
Community services majors
may now apply for a $100
scholarship to be awarded by
the Social Work Student
Association later this semester.
Applications are available in
office building B in the community services office.
SWSA members include
students interested in or
majoring in community services.

agencies three other workers
prepare families to receive and
·adopt children. Mrs. Gomez
covers the Laredo area and
Garcia, the Del Rio area.
The Valley Adoption Agency,
which operates under state.set
standards, has legal custody of
approximately 150 children
between ages 3 and 12. Under a
statefamily code passed by the
Texas legislature, effective last
January, the public welfare
department's adoption agencies
throughout the state have
become the only agencies
licensed to place children with
parents other than natural
parents.
According to Mrs. Gomez and
Garcia, placing children in
homes is not an easy or quickly
accomplished job. Many of the
children
have
suffered
traumatic experiences and
require adjustment time. The
Protective Service, another
branch of the department of
public welfare, handles the job
of preparing emotionally
handicapped children for
adoption. In most cases, the
children's problems are
correctable.
The job of finding suitable
homes for the children is the
responsibility of the agency
which Mrs. Gomez and Garcia
work for. Until the children are
placed in permanent homes,
they live in foster homes
throughout Texas. In conducting the study to test the
suitability of a home to handle
an adopted child, the agency

examines the family's financial
state and maturity, as well as
the home's ability to provide
emotional security for the
adopted child. "Our priority is
to find homes for children who
really need homes," the two
workers agree.
In addition to problems raised
by emotionally handicapped
children, the agency has to
contend with placing older
children and sibling groups.
..Right now," Garcia explained,
"the agenc·y has three or four
groups of three siblings each.
This is a ready made family."
The primary requirement for
working with the agency is an
interest in helping people and in
working with people, according
to Mrs. Gomez. A behavioral
science degree would be ideal
preparation she said, although
neither she nor Garcia hold
such a degree. Mrs. Gomez
explained that the agency's
supervisor,
Mrs.
Mary
LeBlanc, a 20-year veteran in
adoption work, personally and
individually trained both Mrs.
Gomez and Garcia.
The state public welfare
department offers many
positions for persons interested
in social work. A degree,
although in no particular field,
is required, in addition to taking
the Public Welfare Worker I
Merit System Test. Garcia said
students interested in a job with
the public welfare department
could check with the Texas
Employment Agency for dates
of the test's administration.

Positions are available in
Protective Services, Food
Stamps and Social Services to
the aged. In the Valley, Mrs.
Gomez said, bilingual ability
would be a definite asset to a
student seeking a job with the
public welfare department.
Garcia, Mrs. Gomez and the
adoption agencies three other
workers are interested in letting the Valley people know that

the agency does exist and may
have a service to offer them.
Pan Am may be a source of
potential families for adoption,
they said.
Faculty members or older
students who may be interested
in adopting a child may contact
the agency by writing to P.O.
Box 142, San Benito, Tex., 78586,
or by phoning 399-5362, extension 52.

ADOPTION SOCIAL WORKERS, Roberto Garcia and Juanita
Gomez, from the Valley Regional Adoption Office in San Benito,
talk about their jobs. Both graduated from Pan Am within the
past several years.

HELP US FIGHT THE
HIGH PRICE OF
FASHION

SALE!

FOR
HER
OR
HIM
THE
"WEAR"
HOUSE
OF
EDINBURG
IS
FOR YOU.

JUMP FOR JOY!!
PRACTICALLY EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE
HAS BEEN REDUCED.
CHECK OUT ALL OF OUR SPECIALLY
MARKED MERCHANDISE
SUCH AS: SHIRTS, KNITS, KNIT SLACKS,
JEANS, BLOUSES AND MUCH
MORE.

MAKE YOUR WAY OVER TO: THE

''WEAR'' HOUSE

1a

1

OF EDINBURG
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
RIGHT ACROSS F~OM PAU CAMPUS
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"PROFESIONAL" MAY BE A FLAW on the signs identifying the nearly completed
business administration building, but Phi Chi Theta president, Janie Bautista and Alpha
Kappa Psi president, Joel Gonzalez, are proud of the signs. The two busin~ fraternities
paid for the signs. The school's physical plant did the labor at a very econom1cal cost, according to dean of the business administration school, Dr. Robert McMichael. Dr. Mc- ·
Michael laughingly suggested the sign is now bilingual.

$2.5 Million In Aid
To Reach Students
The financial aid program at
Pan American University has
grown to become an operation
handling in excess of $2.5
million. This figu re was
released for the 74-75 academic
year by Frank Herrera,
financial aid director.
More than $28,000 in
scholarships was awarded by
Pan Am this year, and an additional $9,000 was supplied by
scholarship sources other than
Pan American University.
The Grants in Aid program
netted students a total of more
than $1 million. The Basic
Educational Opp ortunity
Grants accounted for $815,313 of
the total. The Supplimental
Educational Opportunity grant
added $207,644 to the total, and
$87,578 in grants was supplied
by other sources.
The various types of loans
available to university students
accounted for a large portion of
the financial aid total $915,470.
These loans are from federal,

Valley Schools Use 166 St:udent Teachers
One hundred and 66 education
students are fulfilling one of the
final
requirements
for
elementary and secondary
teaching certification as they
student teach in public schools
throughout the Valley this fall.
The heaviest concentration of
student teachers is in Pharr,
Edinburg and McAllen where
Pan Am has established
teaching centers, at the
secondary level in Pharr and
Edinburg and at the elementary
level in McAllen. Pharr student
teachers total 23 in secondary
schools and 19 in elementary.
Edinbur_g secondary schools

teacher must have a 2.00 overall
gpa, a 2.25 gpa in his major and
minor and at least a "C"
average in required freshmen
English courses.
Requirements for
the
secondary student teacher
include senior standing,
completion of freshmen and
sophomore courses and completion of nine hours of
secondary education courses,
including Education 4352.
Grade
point
average
requirements are the same as
for
elementary
student
teachers.
Although the fall semester is
barely underway, 68 students
student teaching experience ha ve already applied for
student teaching positions
becomes too rushed then.
during the spring.
'
Student teachers who have·
gone the eight-week route will _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _F_O
__R
__________...,.

claim 28 student teachers and classroom as well as time spent
elementary schools,
19. by the student teacher in lesson
McAllen elementary schools preparation. Director of student
tally 20 student teachers and teaching, Amadita Muniz, said
secondary schools, six.
many students sometimes
The remaining student complete up to 400 hours of
teachers are placed in classroom work during their
Brownsville, Mercedes, Donna, student teaching term.
M i s s i o n , H a r 1i n g e n ,
Student teaching ordinarily
Raymondville and Weslaco.
lasts for 16 weeks, placing the
Student teaching, a six-hour student in the classroom half
requirement for a bachelor's the day. Under a different
degree in elementary education arrangement, student teaching
and for certification at the may be completed in eight
secondary level, entails a weeks, with the student in the
minimum of 270 hours in a classroom the entire day. Mrs.
public school classroom. This Muniz said her office does not
may include time spent in the encourage the second method of
,---,iliiiir--.;...---,.;....;;.._____________- ,student teaching because the
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state and local agencies.
The work-study program will
account for nearly another half
million dollars, to be paid to
students working in many
varied capacities on the Pan
Am campus.
Students interested in applying for any form of financial
aid should contact the Financial
Aid office located in Emilia
Hall. Many students fail to
apply because they feel their
financial need is not great
enough or because their parents
earnings are too great. Herrera
said, "Students who are uncertain of their eligibility
should check with our office."
Herrera also said there are no
longer any income ceilings used
in most of the financial aid
programs. A student's financial
need is determined by many
factors, not merely his parent's
income.
After a student has filled out a
financial statement, Herrera's
office begins by evaluating that
statement and then ascertaining the student's eligibility.
With the several forms of
financial aid available, Herrera
then determines which of these
programs will best suit the
student' s needs, considering
only those programs for which
the student can qualify.
Toe student is then informed
of the decisions made by the
Financial Aid Office, and the
necessary forms are completed. The processing of applications for financial aid does
take time and can become quite
involved.
This year a total of 2,324 out of
7, 110 students are enrolled
under some form of financial
aid, Herrera indicated. There
may be many more who are
eligible for one of the four basic
forms of financial aid, and who
will remain unaware of their
eligibility for lack of an application on file .

complete their term Oct. 11.
:Mrs. Muniz said many of these
students already have jobs
waiting for them. The 16-week
term will end Dec. 6.
A number of requiremen~
must be met before a student
can go into student teaching. At
the elementary level, senior
.s tanding, completion of all
freshmen and sophomore level
courses and completion of 18
hours of elementary education,
including nine hours in
"methods," are required. In
addition, an elementary student

IT'S YOUR FUTURE

SAVE FIRST-buy later

CLASS ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIAL

THE SCHOOL ROOM
OF
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY

l 807 North 10th

McAllen
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tflJ fam.ily center

421 EAST UNIVERSITY DRIVE
EDINBURG
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Student Space
In UC Lot
May Increase
The a<lm1mstration is now
studying a nw11ber of plan-;
whereby student parking in the
university renter parking lot
ma~ be increased
Talks mnong 1m1vers1tv ofhrials recently ha\'e produced
no definite details. but vicepresident of student affairs. Dr.
;,li~uel l'\evarez rhd sa~ the
umvers1 t~· center . the adn11mstrat10n btulding md the
science bu1liling parkmg lots
ma~ be affected by the changes
eventually.
1'.jevarez said adnunistrators
will continue to discuss the
issue until all snags and
possible problems are ironed
out. Both Nevarez and vicepresident of academic affairs,
Dr. J.C. Nichols. said the major
consideration in changing the
parking lots is to provide more
student parking spaces.

Swdents' Use Of UC
Doubles In New Building
"Student response to the new
university center has been
stmply fantastic,'' said Tony
Vela, director of the Uruversitv
Center. " With the exact same
equipment that was available at
the old facility. the number of
students utilizing the recreation
center at any j!Wen tune has
more than doubled. I take this
to mean that they approve of
the new surroundings."
The
university
center

BSU Initiates
Prager Breakfast

.,
j

-

''111E ROAD HOME," a Christian singing group from Costa
Mesa, Calif., performed in the university center circle last
Friday morning. The group, along with Chuck Girrard former
lead. singer for the group, "Love Song," enterta~ed approxunately 80 students at the Baptist Student Union's
"Howdy" party Friday night.

Unlocked Doors Tempt Thieves
By Craig Smith
Oops! There goes another car
stereo.
It's more than upsetting to
return to your car after class to
see only wires where your
stereo tape player was.
This reporter returned to his
car last Thursday to find his
tape deck , two speakers and
carrying case Wlth 24 tapes
gone. The loss is estimated at
$200 plus.
The emotional response to
such a situation is to yell.
scream or do anything to gain
sympathy or attention. The
logical response is to report it
immediately.
If forcible entry was used to
break into the car, it is best to
leave the auto at the scene so
that campus security officers
can investigate the scene.
But, when you leave your
door unlocked, you can't expect
much sympathy. And like this
reporter, very little is left to·
investigate. The significant
factor about theft from an

unlocked vehicle is giving the
burglar an advantage.
Chief of Pan Am's campus
security force Leroy Eastin,
said last Friday the Texas
Penal Code ranks burglary of
an automobile, even if it is less
than $100. as a felony.
Eastin advises students using
the Pan American parking lots
to make sure their car doors are
locked. If the doors of a vehicle
are locked. the burglar will
have ..to apply forcible entry"
to gain entrance into the
vehicle.
Eastin says crime-fighting
techniques, like stake-outs, are
not a regular practice with the
Pan Am security force. That's
not hard to understand since
Eastin's squad consists of only
eight officers, including himself, to patrol the campus 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
Eastin wants anyone who
witnesses any
peculiar
activity around parked cars in
campus parking lots to record
the license plate number, state,

llTEI.I.E'I
Fashionable Ladies Apparel

224 f. CANO

EDINBURG

No Service Charge
No Minimum
Balance
to
COLLEGE
STUDENTS
or
THOSE OVER 65

which issued the license plate
and the location of the vehicle
around which the activity is
centered.
As soon as the witness is sure
of the facts surrounding the
incident, he should call campus
security.
Officers of the campus
security office were called out
to investigate a possible
breaking and entering of a
vehicle on Oct. 2, 1973 in the
education building parking lot.
The officers failed to pinpoint
the vehicle because the report
given was too vague.
The only other burglary of an
auto reported this semester was
a $40 tennis racket and $10 in
personal material stolen from
the back seat of a faculty
member's car.
Other
thefts
from
automobiles on campus include
a $30 battery in September,
1973, $60 in tapes, more than
$100 in stereo equipment, a
radio stereo and two speakers
valued at $100, $51 in stereo
equipment and four hub caps
and a spare tire valued at $94 all
stolen in Nov. of '73.
Items stolen in February 1974
include two hub caps valued at
$40 and more than $20 in stereo
tapes.
Eastin reports that no
burglarie6 were reported from
March until September, 1974.

The Baptist Student Union
has initiated a program this fall
by which it aims to bring
participants spiritually closer
together.
Each Wednesday at 7:15 a.m.
the BSU will hold a prayer
breakfast.
Conversational
prayer, an innovative and very
open kind of prayer, will be the
means by which students at the
breakfast will share concerns
with each other.
BSU
director ,
David
Stricklin, said the purpose of
the breakfast is to help students
bring a spiritual prespective
into every day student life. He
sees conversational prayer,
conducted in small groups, as
the way to achieve this.
The breakfast served will be
light and a donation will be
accepted, but not required from
the participating students. The
BSU center is located across the
administration building on
University Drive.

recreation area on the second
floor is open from 8 a.m. until 11
p.m. Monday through Friday
and from I p.m. until 9 p.m. on
weekends. The center provides
pool, ping-pong, air hockey,
foosball. chess, checkers and
cards. They also have comfortable chairs and magazines
for those who do not feel
competitive.
\\ 1th the arrival of furniture
and equipment, the television
and music lounges on the third
floor ot the center will open.
Student organization offices
and conference rooms are
awaiting the arrival of the same
furniture shipment. Vela said
he hopes to see the entire
university center in full
operation within the next

several weeks.

LAURA GARZA, a medical
technology
junior
from
Matamoros, Tamps., has
recently won the Burton
Grossman scholarship offered
through the division of InterAmerican Affairs and International education.

HOPE Holds Open House
Proyecto Esperanza's HOPE
Club is holding open house this
week in office building E, Room

through the first two years of
college.
HOPE is sponsored by
Proyecto Esperanza to help its
members develop the ability to
plan, organize and execute club
activities.

101.

Proyecto Esperanza is a
tutorial and counseling service
designed to help students

, LODICO ELECTRONICS
)

~

. 218 SOUTH 12th AND 208 EAST CAN

h

EDINBURG

HAPPINESS IS....

Planetarium
To Rerun Show
Due to popular response, the
Pan Am planetarium will
show 1 "The World of the
Ancient Mayans" Sept. 20 and
27 at 7 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
- Reservations for the show
may be made in the
planetarium office at 381,-3531.
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ROOMMATE WANTED:
Responsible, mature individual to
share nice apt., w,th pool and courts.
Prefer grad. student and or veteran.
Conlact Ron Keller, Student
Pub1tcat1ons. 381-2541.
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Kung Fu Classes
l To Start Again
In response to last year's
active I participation,
the
University Center Program
Council will again sponsor oncampus Kung Fu classes.
Sifu
(teacher)
Lonnie
Sutherland, the Valley's only
authorized Kung Fu instructor,
will provide basic Kung Fu for
beginners as he did last year,
plus advanced techniques for
former students. The classes
will be co-educational but
women will be primarily taught
advanced techniques designed
for releases, practical striking
and punching to be used for
rape and assault defense.

..Kung Fu is not karate by
another name, it is a unique
discipline of the martial arts
and should not be confused with
any of the others," Sutherland
said. "ln Kung Fu students do
not wear colored belts, they all
wear black sashes, but there
are different
degrees of
proficiency similar to karate.
Application forms for the
classes are now available at the
equipment check-out room on
the second floor of the
university center. A $2
registration fee is the only
charge for students.

SHOES FOR THE COLLEGE MINDED

SIFU LONNIE SUTHERLAND directs sbldents in basic Kung Fu techniqu·es during
classes held in the university center ballroom last year. Classes in basic and advanced Kung
Fu will be resumed this year after sufficient period for student applications to be received
and processed by the university center.

Oral History Group To Meet
Dr. Thomas L. Carlton,
program director of the oral
hlstory department at Baylor
University, will be the principal
speaker at the South Texas oral
hlstory consortium to be held on
campus Sept. 28 from 8:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. in science building
auditoriulti two.

program and will deal with the
establishment of an oral history
program at Pan Am, according
to Dr. Hubert Miller, director of
the oral history conference.

Dr. Carlton will cover topics
ranging from the background of
oral history and past projects to
The entire project is being the legal aspects of establishing
held in conjunction with the an oral hlstory program and the
South Texas bi-centenial ac- problems of obtaining proper
tivities.
facilities and equipment.
.

.

The conference, sponsored by
The oral history concept was
the South Texas consortium, is first developed in 1930 and has
funded by the bi-centenial been developing in various

Dawson Joins ROTC
Force Sgt. Robert
Dawson has been assigned to
the Pan Am AFROTC detachment to replace Sgt. Victor
Trevino who retired from the
Air Force earlier thls year.
Dawson, an administrative
non-commissioned officer, was
transfered from Kansas State
University where he spent one
year working with its AFROTC
corp.
Air

Dawson has spent 11 years in
the Air Force where he served
in Korea, Japan, Thailand and
at various U.S. bases. He has
been the recipient of fowBronze Stars, the Vietnam
campaign medal and a service
medal.
Dawson will spend two years
at Pan Am taking care of the
administrative duties of the
detachment.

! mclael;
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Family Shoe Store

HERB'S COLONIAL VILLAGE

.682-9541
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MCALLEN
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FALL '74

Texas institutions for several
years now.
Oral hlstory, according to Dr.
Miller, is a rapidly growing and
increasingly popular form of
"grassroot" or local feature
history. He also emphasized
that oral history is of equal
importance to psychologists
and researchers as well as
historians because it deals
directly with the human
element of history.
All interested students and
faculty interested in the oral
history program at Pan Am are
invited to attend the one day
conference.

IK's Plan Smoker
The lntercolligent Knights
will hold a formal smoker for all
prospective pledges Sept. 19 at 7
p.m. in the Student Center for
Social Involvement, 1615 W.
Kuhn.

TKE's Plan Smoker
Tau Kappa Epsilon will hold a
smoker Sept. 19 at the Pan Am
TKE House on State Highway
107 starting at 8 p.m.

GEORGE'S
FACTORY
-N-

LEATffER
BOUTIQUE
407 S. MAIN
NEXT TO ODYSSEY

DOWNTOWN McALLEN

Look as crisp as an early autumn morning in this
Pret-a:Porte pantsuit. Its long sleeve,
front
stitched jacket makes the outfit both feminine
and flattering. Brown
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'Best Recruits Ever'

Tennis Awaits Competitive Year
Bronc tennis mentor Dennis
Conner opens seventh year at
Pan American with the largest
and best group of recruits he
has ever assembled. Ten
players are presently undertaking daily practice
sessions with the possibility of
one or two extra players
arriving in January.
The team is young overall,

but it is built around a seasoned
nucleus. There are six freshman, two sophomores, one
junior and one senior on the
team this year.
That nucleus will be the three
returning lettermen from last
season. These men have much
of their team's total experience
in college play. The lettermen
are Francisco (Paco) Ceron,

■lliUIMi1MYEW\W@/hWM11 1
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Ricardo Eynaudi and Antonio
Hartmann.
Ceron, the senior, returns for
his second year at Pan Am after
being a prominent player in
Mexico City and playing two
years at a Texas junior college.
Eynaudi and Hartmann,
perhaps the No. 2 and No. 3
junior players from Chile a year
ago, are back this year as the
No. 1 and 2 junior players from
Chile. This pair of sophomores,
along with Ceron, will form the
heart of the team, at least at the
beginning of the season.
The quality and quantity of
this season's recruiting comes
from foreign, national, state
and local sources. "l can't
really single out our top recruit
this year of the six freshman
and one JC, it's still too early,"
Conner said.
He went on to say "After two
weeks of workout I am well
pleased with each of them."
The six freshman are Rob
Bettauer, Steve Brewer, Carlos
Carrales, Jesus Cruz, Rob
Hub bard
and
Mark
Waterhouse. The JC transfer is
car1os Eynaudi, brother to
T

Ricardo Eynaudi, already of
Pan American.
Bettauer reports in as the No.
2 junior player in Canada with
the distinction of representing
Canada in the Junior Wimbledom competition during the
summer.
Carrales leaves a top-ranking
position on the McAllen High
School team of last year to join
Pan Am, while Cruz holds the
No. 1 standing of junior men in
Monterrey, Mexico.
Brewer joins the Broncs after
three letterman years at La
Feria
high
and
after
representing his team in
doubles up to the state
semifinals.
Hubbard, a native of
Lutherville, Md. brings his
Maryland State Scholastic
Tennis Championship award
with him after playing No. 1
seed on the Maryland Junior
Davis Cup team.
Waterhouse is a ranking
player from Wenatchee, Wash.,
which is participating in Pacific
northwest competition.
The JC, Carlos Eynaudi, was
the No. 1 player on the Miami-

Dade South team.
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A NEW TENNIS SURFACE at Orville I. Cox teM is stadium
gives new Bronc netters better bounces and better games. The
Bronxs have more prospects this season than any year previous.
Looking good
makes you feel good.

)

Dolltletthe
price ofa college
education stop

you.

For the man who knows
Seals and Croft isn't a law firm.
Understanding what's happening today is what
Haggar®Mustangs®are all about. Like this
multicolored doubleknit plaid of 75% Datron®
polyester and 25% combed cotton. The cut is
trim, the bottoms flare and the plaids are mellow
on a classic camel background. Machine
washable and dryable and 100% comfortable.
Only $16.

Edinburg
McAllen
Mission
Weslaco
Mercedes
Rio Grande City

The price of a college education is skyrocketing.
Fortunately the Air Force has done something to
catch up with it. For the first time, the Air Force
ROTC Scholarships include the 2-year program,
for both men and women.
If you can qualify, the A ir Force will pay for the remainder of your college education. Not only do
AFROTC 2-year college scholarships cover full
tuition, but reimbursement for textbooks, lab and
incidental fees, as well as a tax-free monthly allowance of $100.
To cash in on all this just apply, qualify, and enroll
in the Air Force ROTC at.Office Buildin_g "H".

Pan American U_n_i_v_e_r_s_i_t_y________
It's a great way to finish your college education in
the money, and build a future where the sky's no
limit ... as an officer in the Air Force.

MAKETHEMOST OFIT

All 10 of these players participated in several , tournaments during the summer
months, some as many as 12 or
15. Only four team members
generally travel, so the competition in the practice sessions
is greatly accelerated.
This kind of . head-to-head
competiveness makes the real
value of depth show up; the
team is more solid not only
because more players are
present, but also because of the
better play associated with
close combat.
Already challenge matches
are being waged in the daily
practice sessions, along with
conditioning drills. The Broncs
have a long campaign to look
ahead to after starting practice
on Sept. 4. Any Bronc reaching
the NCAA finals would not
finish his season until the
middle of April.
The main part of the tennis
season comes in the months of
February, Mar ch and April;
but the Broncs are already
sizing up a fall schedule which
may contain as many as five
tournaments. This fall schedule
is due for release soon.

FOR
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Cross Coun-try To Try
Tough New Schedule
By David Newman
Coach Jun Skaines opens ms
seYenth coaching season at Pan
American with one of the most
pronusmg cross country teams
ever. The Broncs will be
opening t.heir long-run season
Sept. 21 in Houston at a meet
whJ.ch pits the Broncs against
the University of Houston, Rice,
the University of Southern
Louisiana and McNeese State.
The competition will be the
four-mile run.
Cross Country returns for
men to Coach Skaines in the
form of Juan Garza, Abel
Villareal, Alonzo Pena and
Ramiro Davila. Two new
runners this year are Gonzalo
1Lefty) Gonzalez, from Belen
Junior College; and Gilbert
Martinez, from Falfurrias.
Last year's national qualifier,
Eddie Guzman, has left cross
country work in order to concentrate on his studies here at
Pan Am.
Two non-scholarship men are
working hard trying out for the
team. They are Emory Herrera
of Wharton Junior College and
freshman Ramiro Ramirez
from Mercedes.
The team has already bad one

,.

~

Jim Skaines

' ime trial this yea r, the winner
being Lefty Gonzalez by a wide
margin. His time for the fourn11le was 20:9. Juan Garza. last
vear ·s consistent wmner. was ill
and did not participate m the
trial.
Garza is, of course. expected
to have a good year tor the
Broncs. He worked continually
all surruner averaging around
100-150 miles a week while
leading and organizing the
Joggers-cross country program
here in Edinburg. Garza also
participated in and won a.
couple of meets during the
summer.
Coach Skaines says he
believes Garza and Gonzalez
can run with anybody in the
nation this year and will
provide the strong leadership
and One-Two punch oeeded for
a Cross Country team effort.
The meet winner is determined by taking the place of
finish of the first five runners on
each team and adding up the
numbers. The team with the
lowest total is the winner of the
meet. This means that a couple
of consistent top.five firushers
would help the team tremendously, even to the point of
taking them to the District Six
NCAA Cross-Country Championship in Houston on Nov. 9.
The Broncs are presently
working out twice a day, longrun in the mornings and quality
work in the afternoons. The
long-run portion consists of
distance work and starts up at 6
a.m. each morning. The quality
work I speedwork. passing
drills, team drills, etc.) is a
daily feature at 3 p.m.
Perhaps the only thing the
Broncs lack is depth. The
normal seven-man team that
enters a cross country race is
lacking one on the Pan Am

For Your Prescription Needs ...

CANTU'S PHARMACY
511 South Closner

Edinburg
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SMOKING
PLEASURE.
IMPORTED
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El Centro Mall
Pharr-McAllen
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squad. Coach Skaines hopes one
of the tryouts from the student
body will be able to fill the
pos1t1on before the first meet.
Most other college teams have
anywhere from 12 to 15 men to
pick their running seven from.
The top four teams out of this
district go to the regional meet
in Houston along with the top
1111S HAI .F DOZEN men will do many nules ot tegworK ror
eight individuals that are not on
the
Bronc cross country team. They are from left to right Lefty
these teams. "Our main objective is to qualify the team for Gon~alez, Juan Garza, Ramiro Davila, Abel Villareal, Gilbert
the regionals," Skaines said, Matinez and Alonzo Pena.
.
.
"we have only one senior and
this is the main goal we are Broncs will run against every of Southern Louisiana, Mcworking towards."
Southwest Conference school, Neese State and Lamar.
He also remarked that if Pan including perenial champion,
The pressure is on the Broncs'
Am should qualify for the Texas, at least three times. The little squad. If one team
nationals, a goal would be to Broncs will match strides with member turns up injured or
represent the university well in tough University of Houston, sick, then all of the starting five
the national meet. With a group Louisiana State University must finish the race. Only time
effort, Skaines believes the from the Southeastern Con- will tell if the Broncs long-nm
Broncs could at least win the ference, Tulane, Louisiana season will end in Bloomington,
regional playoff.
Tech, Arkansas State, North Ind., home of the 1974 NCAA
Pan Am's competition is no Texas State, and the Southland National Cross-Country
easy mark this season. The Conference powers University Championships.

. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... .

Flying Dutchman Leads
Spurs In Exhibition Play
Swen Nater, a big man from
The Netherlands, doesn't fit the
average American's idea of a
typical Dutchman. Nater
stands 6-foot-11 and weighs 250
pounds. He doesn't play soccer
or wm Olympic medals for ice
skating. Instead, he's the
American
Basketball
Association's Rookie of the
Year.
He emigrated to America
when he was 9 years old. He
never saw a basketball game
until he was 15. He didn't play
high school basketball.
Then he spent two frustrating
years in college basketball despite playmg for national
champion UCLA. Nater was
backup man for Bill Walton.
The Flying Dutchman sped
under full sail as the ABA's best
freshman. He escaped Walton's
shadow and blossomed into a
young superstar for the San
Antonio Spurs.
Now a mature 24-year-old,
Nater will start his second pro
season here Sept. 26. The San
Antonio Spurs will entertain the
St. Louis Spirits in their
exhibition opener at the Pan
American University Field
House.
" Bill Walton has been quoted
as saying the toughest workout
he got in his college career
came in practice against
Nater," notes Wayne Witt,
public relations director for the
Spurs.
"There's no doubt that Swen
Nater would have been AllAmerican if he hadn't played
behind Bill Walton," believes
Coach Abe Lemons of Pan
American University. "But
Nater got good training at
UCLA - he had no trouble
breaking into the pro ranks.
Interviewed by telephone at
his off-season home in
california, Nater said, "I'm
looking forward to playing that
first exhibition game down your
way-I've seen that part of
Texas on the map but I 've never
been there."
What does Nater look for in
exhibitions·: ··We'll start

working on team play. We'll
start working together and get
to know the guys again. . Of
course our first object is to wm
the game, but I hope we can put
on a good show, too."
" My personal objectives are
to work on my moves, my
passing, and my rebounding
especially. My ambition is to be
the No. 1 rebounder in the
league." 1He was No. 4 in his
rookie season, behind Artis
Gilmore of Kentucky, George
McGinnis of Indiana and
Caldwell Jones of San Diego.))
'Artis Gilmore is the best
center in the league." ( Gilmore
averaged 18.3 rebounds; McGinnis: 15.0, Jones 13.9 and
Nater 12.5, making Nater the
all-time pro
rebounding
champion among foreign-born
players. )
When the Spurs open against
the Spirits ( formerly the
carolina Cougars). Nater will
be facing 6-10 Tom Owens.
" He's real thin but he shoots
well and is a good player,"
Nater said. Owens weighs 215
pounds.

" We'll be much better this
year,"
Nater
predicted,
"because we were young last
year and Coach ( Tom) Nissalke
is one hell of a coach. We'll be
more experienced with a year
under our belts.
··Toe fans were the main
reason for the success we had
last year. San Antonio fans are
just fantastic, just so-how will I
put it'!-loyal. I could tell you
that these fans are as good, if
not better, than UCLA's."
He also helped the Spurs
average over 6,000 paying
customers for their 43 home
games.
Tickets remain available for
the Spurs' opening exhibition at
Pan American University Sept.
26. Reserved seats are virtually
sold out at $3 each, although a
few remain at the ends of the
court. General admission
tickets at $2 each can be mailordered from the PAU Athletic
Department. Checks should be
made out to Pan American
University.

Gas Pains Got You
Down?

CYCLE SPORTS CENTER
2•~ Mi. North 281
1 1 Mi. East
Pharr

151o Student Discount on

Parts and Acessories plus
Discounts on New
Motorcycles.
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Soccer Drops Opener
By Narrow 2-1 Margin
The Pan American soccer
Broncs lost a hard-fought 2-1
decision in their 1974 season
opener. The loss came at the
hands of the Trinity Tigers who
journeyed from San Antonio to
Edinb ur g Saturday for the
contest.
The Trinity bunch managed a
lone goal early in the first half,
while Pan managed only an
injured player. Bronc J ohn
Kilroy was injured and had to
leave the game just before the
goal was scored by the Tigers.

The second half was alloffense for Pall Am as they kept
the ball on Trinity's end of the
vast majority of the 45-minute
per iod. The Broncs had five
consecutive scoring opportunities in this half, three of
which were high, one wide and
one blocked.
Trinity scored a second time
late in the period to push their
advantage to 2-0, but Pan Am
cam e hustling back to make the
score 2-1 on Daniel Viveros'
kick a few minutes later.
The Broncs held on defen-

sively and were threatening the
Tiger defense again when time
ran out. The Broncs and Tigers
both hustled well throughout the
game, the first half of which
was played in sweltering heat.
During halftime, a cloud cover
rolled in the playing area cooled
off somewhat.
Pan Am plays out of town
next weekend, but will return to
their Bronc home Sept. 28 to
take on St. Mary's. Game time
is scheduled for 2 p.m. on the
soccer field next to the men's
dorm.

WHO NEEDS A BALL? That seems to be the problem here as
the players get kicking and seem to forget about the thing
they're trying to kick. Actually the ball has just bounced off one
the players and it's just a change of direction that's needed.

Intramural Football
Releases Schedule
SOCCER PANDAMONIUM appears in progress at last Saturday's Bronc soccer game
with Trinity. The game was a hustling affair for both sides and ended with a 2-1 Trinity
victory.

New Gridiron Officials Named
A new football schedule has a ction will see the Roadrunners
stomped across the intramural in combat with Mu Epsilon,
kingdom. Eight men's teams while tommorrow's action pits
and four women's teams have Camp a gainst the ROTC.
expressed the desire to play;
The women of Newman take
the men will square off at 4: 15 on the Cano Gang today at !>
p.m. on Tuesdays, Wednesday p.m. followed by the Camp and
and Thursday while the women PEM contest at 6: 30 p.m. Those
will pick Wednesdays at 6 and four teams will be competing
for one league title.
6:30 p.m. to knock heads.
The action for the men began
The men, however, will be
Tuesday ( no scores available) split up into two different
with the Half-Tarps taking on leagues of four teams each,
the Smoke Eaters. Toda 's with a layoff !>etween the two

JOINT SALE!

league winners at the season's
conclus ion.
The Pan League contains the
Half-Tarps, Smoke Eaters,
ROTC and Camp Disintetrators. The American
League boasts the Newmans,
Mu Epsilon, Roadrunners and
Veterans on their rosters.
The championship game is
slated for Oct. 16 with the third
place game coming the day
before on Oct. 15.
Perhaps the highlight of the
Women's schedule will be the
·•Fun Game," which will pit the
Newman and PEM teams
against the Cano and Camp
· teams. That game is slated for
Oct. 9 at 6 p.m.

All kinds of new intramural
officials are running loose at
Pan American.
The officials for flag football
games, which will be held
Tuesday through Thursday, are
Eugene Gwin, Rey Villalon,
Mario Doming uez, Tony
Garc ia, Juan Pe r ez, J ohn
Martinez, Joe Gomez , Jim
Proctor, Arnold Medina and
Leo Serna. The games will
begin on the designated days at
4:15 p.m .
Intramural volleyball officials for the weekly Wednesday games are Blanca
Florencia, Rebecca Pina, Judy
Rapp, Sylvia Salinas and Ruth
Jasso. The games start at 6
p.m.
The intramural program has
also collected its 1974 student

ARROW

staff. Members are Rey
Villalon, Tony Garcia, Joe
Gomez, Leo Serna, Ruth Jasso
and Ralfie Villalon, secretary.
Thomas Espana continues
this year as director of intramurals.

Floor Needs
Corrections
The Pan American basketball
court will undergo a few minor
changes in order to accept the
play of the ABA pros that will
compete there Sept. 26. The
standard college court is not
equipped with a 25-foot circle
around the basket, and is not
quite wide enough to fit ABA
~ guJations.

UMLEY'S

JOCKD

Stort> For l\lc•n
Free Gift Wrapping the year round.
SO!,JTH SIDE SQU~
Ed b r 383-1801

FLORSHEIM

15%
DISCOUNT

DON'T FORGET!

ON ANYTHING IN THE JOINT

FOR ALL YOUR ATHLETIC
NEEDS, SEE US FIRST!

WITH I.D. CARD

215 East Cano
Edinburg
383-1542

RIGHT ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY CENTER
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Studen-ts Work In RESCUE
Pan American University
students, Richard Givens and
George Metzger, are among 30
Valley citizens actively par:icipating in RESCUE l Radio
Emergency System of Citizens
United in Emergency ), a
volunteer" first-aid and rescue
organization.
Givens holds the rank of
lieutenant in the organization
and is also secretary and e<r
founder of RESCUE.
Metzger is a corpsman for the
team and heads up the beach
division.
Givens and Metzger recently,
completed 30 hours of a 120 hour
emergency medical technician
1emt) course.
Givens states the overall
purpose of RESCUE is to have
trained personnel available

.. .,,
RICHARD GIVENS AND GEORGE METZGER, Pan Am
students and volunteers in a a the first-aid and rescue
organization, Radio Emergency System of Citizens United in
Emergency, practice cardi<rpulrnonary resusitation on a
willing victim.

Vets Club Attracts 90
Horner Gallegos, president of
the Pan American University
veterans organizations reports
that his club is off to a strong
start this year with more than
90 official members in the
group.
Gallegos' officers for this
year include vice president,
Celerino Castillo III, secretary,
Pablo J. Bazan; treasurer, Joe
Marino, and sergeants-at-arms,
Juan Colmenero and Cayetano
Maldanado.
Gallegos told veterans at the
last meeting he plans to con-

·

Heads ROTC

"inWMltl

Worman To Present
~~~~~~~~;_~~-;_;_~~-:_-;_~-;_;_-;_-;~-;,_-;_-;_~-;_;.~ Flute Recital Sept.24
Harold Worman, flutist and a
member of the Pan Am music
faculty, will present a recital
Sept. 24 at 8: 15 p.m. in the
recital hall.
His program will include
"Sonata in G Minor" by George
Philipp Telemann, " Concerto in
D Major" by Johann Haydn,
"Sonata for Flute Alone" by
Virgil Thompson and "Sonata
in D Major, Op. 94" by Sergie
Prokofieff.

For The Perfect Gift Everytlme-Jewelry
A Gift That Will Last Forever
101 North 12th

Edinburg

for stranded motorists on area

highways, via two-way citizen
band radios.
Both Givens and Metzger
have their class schedules
posted at the security department and the nurse's station in
the event additional help is
needed in time of emergency.

New Staff

tinue the activities he initiated
in his first year of office.
The veterans organization,
one of the most active groups on
campus, plans to sponsor a
Bronco Queen candidate, an
elaborate Veteran' s Day
ceremony, a veteran's ball and
to make time and money
donations
to
charitable
organizations during Christ-

The fall 1974 Pan Arn ROTC
staff officers have been selected
by Col. Kenneth Richmond,
professor of aerospace studies.
Pat Howard, senior, is the
new ROTC cadet corp commander. William Cox will serve
mas.
as deputy commander for this
The veterans next regularly year.
·
scheduled meeting will be one
Completing the ROTC staff
Sept. 24 in the LA building at are Kirvin Kaufman and
activity period.
Fernando Livas, inspector
generals; Gustavo Gonzalez
and John Irvin, special
assistants to the commander;
Jose Lopez and Mike Finan,
special services; Andy Garza,
CO-ORDINATES FOR THE COLLEGE GIRL
comptroller ; Pat Schaffer and
EVERYTHING FOR THE FEMALE GYMNAST
Mike Polito, administration;
EL CENTRO MALL
787-2901 John
Kupec and Bruce Ferries,
personnel; and Pablo Cortina,
Irma Rubio and M ark
Weisman, education.
Also included are Edward
Villasenor and Cherie Gossett,
information; Francisco
H
Chapa, public relations and
~ . 1 f!:ii'
SIIYICI W'1H JHI SPHO OUOUHD ®
recruiting; Jose Cantu, " A"
''"'1'.77' "-~,,,_:. 815 EAST 9th
2220 PECAN
flight commander; and Gene
11-M-M---..
MISSION
McALLEN
Gwin, ''B" flight commander.
585-5961
682-0331
These cadets will serve in
their persent positions until
~
1205 SOUTH CLOSNER
next spring.
"'
EDINBURG
383-3011

- =--

Val1eywide, to help in
emergencies between the time
the accident happens and the
time the ambulance can arrive
on the scene.
The team's mobile units will
call in help to monitor stations

383-2432

BRIDAL PHOTOGRAPHY

~

94'

Once You ' ve s een it--nothing else will do.
Call now and r eserve
y our we dding da te .

fld/f~
3 83-7959

"PANORAMA" STAFF MEMBERS, Linda Wright, Kent
Smither and Harriet Nolen look through a copy of their latest
issue. "Panorama," a student literary magazine sponsored by
the honors program, wiJl be on sale this week according to
editor, Rosemarie Newsom.

'Panorama'Sale
To Begin Soon
After a semester's delay,
" Panorama " literary
magazine, sponsored by the
honors program, will be
available to students this week,
according to editor, Rosemarie
Newsom.
The magazine was originally
intended to be ready for circulation last spring, but difficulties in getting the fourcolor cover ready forced the
delay. The magazine will be
sold in English classes, in
Spanish classes, at the fine arts
complex and in front of the
liberal arts building. The price
will be 50 cents per copy.
Miss Newsom says the staff is
very proud of the magazine.
" We tried very hard for perfection, and we tried to get a
really good product." The
quality of the student writing is
excellent, Miss Newsom
promised.
The editor explained each
piece of writing had been included in the magazine for a
reason . She cited Eduardo
Villa's poetry, Javier Flores'
short story, "La Luz En El
Cielo" and Patricia Baker's
essay, ··Toe Rise and Fall of the
Freak Culture in the U.S.A." as

the best pieces in the magazine.
"We hope the people who read
the magazine will get as much
enjoyment out of it as we I the
staff) did," Miss Newsom said.
The magazine includes brief
biographies of the contributers
this year. The purpose in this is
to personalize the magazine and
to introduce the writers to the
readers, she explained.
The staff tried to give
"Panorama" an intercultural
tone. A number of Spanish
selections have been included.
This may be the final edition
of ..Panorama" to appear for a
while, Miss Newsom said. lnterest within the honors
program has shifted to the
publication of a newsletter. In
addition, the staff is hav;ng
difficulties in recruiting underclassmen to take over future
" Panoramas,'' Miss Newsom
pointed out.
At the present time, there are
no plans for a "Panorama" to
be published this school year.
The newest Panorama is the
honors
program 's
fifth
magazine since the program
began in 191i8. The first
magazine was published during
the program's second year.
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Spring Grad Students
Should Check Status
Students planning to enter the
Pan American graduate school
in January should check with
the admissions office in the
administration building if their
entry status is in question.
According to John Hook, dean
of admissions, all graduate
school students must successfully complete the GRE
requirement. The Oct. 26 test
date will be the last date for
taking the GRE this semester.
Students must register for this
exam by Oct. 8 in the office of
placement and testing in Emilia
Hall, 110.
In order for a student to
receive clear admission to the
graduate school, he must have
at least a 2.75 major gpa and a
2.50 overall gpa on a 4.0 scale in

CampusMay Get
More Bike Racks

upper division undergraduate
work. GRE scores of 370 on both
the verbal and the quantatative
tests are required.
U a student's major and
overall gpa falls below those
required for clear admission
but are above 2,2 (major) and
2.0 (overall), and his GRE score
is above 600, he may be granted
probationary admission.
Students whose admission,
file is incomplete can be
granted tentative admission.
This will allow the student to
complete no more than nine
graduate hours, prior to his
being granted clear admission.
A student who has been
graduated, but does not meet
the
requirements
for
probationary admission may
enroll in undergraduate hours
even though he has been denied
admission to the graduate
school. A student in this
situation should meet with his
major department head and the
graduate admission office for
counseling in leveling work.

A proposal now in the hands
of physical plant director, Louis
deVries, may increase the
number of bicycle racks on
campus, according to traffic
and security chief, Leroy
Eastin.
H approved, the proposal will
Alpha Chi national honor
bring to 22 the number of
society
will hold its first
bicycle racks. Eastin said
additional racks are needed at business meeting of the year
the administration building, the Thursday during sixth period,
library, Southwick Hall, the 3:05 p.m., in LA 129.
Members attending the
new university center, the
dormitory area and the field meeting will make plans for the
year.
house.

Alpha Chi To Meet

Problems Plague
Book Exchange
left-over books had to be
moved.
High prices were also a
problem the exchange encountered, according to Scott.
He felt many students asked too
much for their books, which
accounted for many of the
books being left over at the end
of the sale. The exchange,
supported by student government, is a non-profit service for
Pan Am students. The whole
purpose is to afford a mediwn
where students may sell their
books at their own price and
purchase used books at a lower
price than at the campus book
store. All books are sold at the
price set by the students.
Checks are sent to those
students whose books are sold.
In spite of all these problems,
the exchange was a success as
far as Eddie de la Garza,
student body president, and
Rutledge were concerned, and
they plan on another exchange
in the spring.
Rutledge emphasized that
"hopefully" those problems
encountered by the exchange
this fall will be ironed out by
next spring and that more
student government members
will actively participate in the
exchange.
All unsold books from the
student book exchange now
may be picked up in the student
government office, Emilia Hall
203.

By Cherie Gossett
1
1

~

/,~
., ~
PSYCHOLOGY CLUffl; new
president Christina Simons
delivered her acceptance
speech during the clubs officer
installation ceremonies held
Sept. 14 at the Echo Motel in
Edinburg.

Phi Sigs Give
Tuition Grants
The first annual "tuition
assistantship raffle" has been
held this fall. Sponsored by Phi
Sigma Kappa fraternity, the
contest provided three $100
a~istantships to the winners.
John Hook, dean of admissions, drew the winning
tickets. Winners were Dahlia
Luna of Edinburg; Melissa
Salazar of Edinburg and Bobby
Jack McNeely of McAllen.
President of the fraternity,
Jack Wolfe, said approximately
2,300 tickets were sold to
students, to members of the
community and to businesses
for 50 cents each.

The student book exchange
was an unprecedented success
in spite of apathy from the
student government, high
prices and other problems that
plagued the exchange this
semester, according to Hollis
Rutledge, exchange chairman.
The exchange, which ran
from Sept. 3 to 13, sold more
than $1,700 in books, $700 increase over last semester's
exchange. Rutledge cited more
student interest as the cause of
the increased sales.
The exchange started off on
dubious footing when after a
clash of personalities Patty
Navarro, former exchange
chairperson, resigned her post
before the start of the fall term.
Rutledge then stepped in as
chairman.
The exchange then experienced more problems when
apathy apparently struck
student government and
members failed to actively
support their own project.
Robert Scott, who put in many
hours of his own time in the
project, felt that many persons
who did come, came only on the
days of the actual selling for
what he called "exposure" and
then never showed up on the
days of the "hard" work, such
as the closing days when the
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ACCEDC Approves
Child Nursery
The creation and funding of a
child day c are c enter on
campus has received approval
by the Association of CityCounty Economic Development
Corporation of Hidalgo County,
according to student body vicepresident Santana Gonzalez.
Gonzalez met with ACCEDC
director Mateo Sandoval dean
of men Ricardo Chap~ and
former SCSI director Michael
Allen in a luncheon Friday tb
discuss the plans.

sciences departments and the
preliminary commibnent of at
least 40 persons wishing to use
the
center.
SITE APPROVED
The administration has
already approved the basement
of the old administration
building as the location of the
center. The building met all
stat~ health and . saf~ty
r~wrements. 1'.he uruverst!Y
will need to provide a fenced m
area ~ serve as a playgrouQd,
according to Sandoval.
According to Gonzalez,
The center will be exSandoval said the go-ahead for perimental in nature, Sandoval
the project is pending on three said. Besides providing a
factors : the university's service to the university, it will
provision of a location for the provide an educ ational opcenter, the co-operation of the portunity for students to obeducation and behavioral serve child behavior. Gonzalez

will meet with representatives
of the education and behavioral
sciences departments this week
to seek their co-opera_tion.
MEETS ALL COSTS
The ACCEDC will fund the
entire project, including the
remodeling of the basement,
the provision of all playground
and learning facilities, staffing
the center and paying their
salaries, dental and medical
care, feeding the children and
providing insurance coverage
under a blanket insurance
policy. Any other costs will also
be met by the ACCEDC.
Since the day care center will
be primarily a student service,
Gonzalez said, students may
house their children without
charge. Faculty and staff
wishing to use the facilities will
be asked to pay a monthly fee.
The center will keep flexible
hours to accommodate students
in night classes.
NEEDS INTEREST
long walk or a parking problem. ·
"Remodeling and staffing of
·she also said that Emilia Hall the center will not begin until
would provide more room and enough people have shown
space for health services.
interest in the idea and will be
willing to house their children in
the center," Gonzalez said.
ff enough people do not show
sufficient need for the day care
facilities, he said, the project
Students whose books were will be abandoned. Students,
not sold during the student book faculty or staff members inexchange have been <1sked to terested in a children's nursery
pick them up in the student on campus should c ontact
goverruntnl offin• at Emilia Gonzalez in the office of student
Hall, :m:1 by Hollis Hutledge, government in Emilia Hall, or
phone 381-2661.
exchm1gc dwirman.

!

Health Services Plans
Move To Emilia Hall
Student Health Services,
presently located in Southwick
Hall, will soon be moving to
Emilia Hall according to Carol
Chamblee, director.
Health Services will occupy
rooms 107-112 in the east wing of
downstairs Emilia Hall. The
chang~ will take p1ace a s soon
as the new furniture for the
rooms arrives.
Nurse Chamblee-also stated
that the new location would be
more convenient for the 400
dorm students living on campus

because it would eliminate a

Unsold Books
May Be Claimed

STRANDED in high water, Jan t;lbert. a Pan Am junior,
takes to a dry· chair ..... Any port in a storm, huh, Jan'!"

Classes Resume
Ajler Flood Here

After a three-day r ecess of
_. d asses a t Pan Am. the regular
schedule has resumed today as
the greatest portion of the
excess water covering pa r ts of
the campus subsides.
According to the National
Weather Ser vice, more than 10
,and one half inches of rain fell
in the Edinburg ar ea during the
past five days ca using considerable flooding in ma ny low
lying areas. During the recess
Sl'\'ernl of Pa n Am 's parking
lots \\'l'l'l' completely covered
with water.
Earlie r in the week there was
sOllll' l'oncern in the athletic
tk pmlment office regarding
Uw pro basketball gmne bet-

ween the San Antonio Spurs and
the St. Louis Spirits scheduled
for 8 p.m. in the Pan Am fie ld
house . John Schill, Pan Am's
athletic promotions director .
said today that the parking
facilities a re clea r of water. and
the game will' definitely be
played as sdieduled.

UC To Issue IDs
New· student ID cards for
those students who did not have

one made during the summer or
fall registration, will be issued
in the univers ity center
ballroom Sept. 30 through Oct.
4. from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m . and
again from G p.m. until 8 p.m.
each day.

Students To Vote Oct. 1-2
II
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A MIRROR-LAKE IMAGE of the UC pa rking lot could be seen tollowmg the recent heavy
r ains which closed the campus down ear lier this week. Standing water still remains over
large portions of the university.

Due to the unexpected holiday
created by heavy rains, student
senate elect ions ha\·e been
_..,, postponed until Oct. 1-~.
According
to
Celerino
Castillo. student body attornH
i.:ener.il. :19 petitions for candiclan wen~filed in tht> studt'nt
~,,,·,·1:nmt.>nt offkt.>. Tht•rt.> a re
,till 111:111~ senatt> st'als ,·aeant

in some schools. however .
These will be filled by special
appointment sometime after
the election.
Campaign speeches were
l'anrelled Friday due to a lack
of participation b~ senatorho!)l'fuls . Spt•t>ches were canl't'lled '.\1t,11d.1~ dut' to the rnms
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Letter To The Editor

Student Comments
On Talk Show
Dear Sir,
I would like to comment on a
statement made by Dario
Garza. This statement was
made
on
the
Valley
Newsmakers show recently,
and was in regard to the raising
of the academic entrance
requirements at Pan Am if it
were to join the University of
Texas system.
The statement I'm referring
to was made to this effect: ·•If
the University of Texas wants
more Mexican-American
students, it will not raise the
academic
entrance
_requirements at Pan Am, if it

were to join the system.
Garza appears to be guilty of
stereo-typing the MexicanAmerican students as being
dumb. To him, it seems that
raising the academic entrance
requirements at Pan Am would
have a substantial effect on the
80 per cent of the student body
which is of Mexican descent.
Has it ever dawned on him
that it would instead have a
greater effect on the other 20
per cent of the student body?
Sincerely yours,
Anthony Covacevich '
Vice-president
Mu Epsilon Fraternity

On Autumn Leaves
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By Richard Givens
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On "Autumn Leaves," oh how unjust
To praise the worthiness and lust
Of bits of tree which fall to earth
And gradually crumbling, turn to dusl.
The house, the fence. Ute trees they girth
In swirling winds, but oh, what's worse
Than feet clung leaves on welcome mats
And perfwned air of musty mirth.
I sweep the walk, the sleeping cat.
The porch, the drives and this and that
•Til sun o'er comes my swinging day.
1 The twilight shows that more are back.)
l curse my last, my dying day.
As Mother Nature has her way
And plants me. stretched beneath a tree
To scatter leaves upon my 'grave.
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Student Government

From The Overground
There are a number of At the risk of sounding
questions which need to be provincial, if PAU merges and
asked by the Committee on the if a medical school is built here
UT-PAU Merger. Some are will students from other parts of
going through the minds of the state find Pan Am more
everyone who has taken time to attractive and start flowing into
stop and think about the Edinburg'!
merger.
In other words, will students
A matter that touches on both from outside the Valley fill the
students and faculty is the spaces which are currently
question of UT policies. Will occupied by Valley students?
Pan Am have to adopt all of
How many ot them w1u be
UT's· policies, academic and able to attend a distant college
otherwise? For example, will if there is no room for them at
• the elitist theory of education be PAU'?
further implemented at PAU?
Due to the tremendous
The elitist can easily building program at Pan Am in
rationalize why ( 1.) UT accepts the past few years, there has
. only those students who been room for more and more
graduate in the top quarter of students each
semester.
their high school class; and, However, due to the tight
<2.) UT students pay more in money situation and the exexpenses than Pan Am tremely high rate of interest on
students. If UT's policies building loans, new buildings
become the rule at Pan Am, may become prohibitively
how will that change the way -expensive in the near future,
things are run here?
merger or not. Thus, if Pan Am
Pan Am is a state school. is forced by economic necessity
Realizing that not all students to place a ceiling on the nwnber
can afford to go off to a distant of students admitted, which
colJege, the state has wisely students will consequently be
chosen different geographical turned away-ValJey students or
locations for its schools. UT- students from other parts of the
Austin attracts students from s tate'!
all over The state. In fact, it
These are only some of the
attracts so many Ulat UT Austin many questions that need to be
has to restrict the number of explored and, therefore, we are
students who can be admitted. still open to the issue of a

merger and eagerly look forward to the committee's convening.
Dario Garza Jr. Douglas Kellar.-.

,.,,..,,.,,,.,,.,,.,,.,.,
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New Program To Train
Manpower Employees
A program aimed at
providing training for current
and future state and county
manpower program employees
is now in the developmental
stages at Pan Am.
Pan Am·s federally-funded
Manpower , Resources Center
will be directed by Rolando
Cantu, ...who assumed the
position on
Sept. 16. This
semester, Cantu will be
working with Dr. Carl Rush,
director of the bureau of
business
and
economic
research, in planning a
curriculum, recruiting students
and selecting faculty members
for the manpower training
program scheduled to begin in
January.
Under
the
manpower
program, federal funds subsidize employment and
unemployment programs at all levels
of government. In the past,
Cantu explained, there has been
no means of training employees
who will work in the agencies
which administer these federal
funds. The purpose of Pan Am's
Manpower Resources Center is
to provide additional training
for persons already working in
manpower agencies and to train
future employees.

Although details on the implementation of the Pan Am
program have not been worked
out yet, Cantu said the Manpower Resources Center will
include Cantu as director, five
or six faculty members and four
or five student interns or
graduate assistants.
Students for the classes to be
offered under the new program
will come primarily from the
Association of City-County
Economic Development Corporation of Hidalgo County
t ACCEDC l
and from the
Hidalgo and Cameron County
manpower offices. After contacting these agencies, Cantu
estimated as many as 90 per
cent of the program students
will be employees of these three
agencies.
Cantu optimistically foresees
the eventual offering of a
bachelor's degree in manpower
administration by Pan Am, and
perhaps master's degree.
A 1966 graduate of Pan Am
with a degree in business administration, Cantu has worked
for several years with manpower programs in Hidalgo
County.
Before Cantu assumed the
position of director of the

Jews To Observe

Manpower Research Center, he
was president of Cantu and
Associates in McAllen, a
management consulting firm
specializing in federally funded
manpower programs. Under a
1971 appointment by Hidalgo
County Judge Ed Gomez, Cantu
set up a manpower system for
the entire county. His job included seeking federal funds
and managing these funds
through the county's manpower
programs. When he took the
county post, manpower funds
available then were approximately $200,000 per year.
The operation has grown to
approximately $5,000,000 per
year now, Cantu said.

ROLANDO CANTU, director for the new Maq,ower
Resources Center at Pan Am, explains the breakdown in
manpower programs from the state through local levels. Cantu
will be working with Dr. Carl Rush, director of the bureau of
business and economic research, to develop a manpower
resource program curriculum scheduled to go into effect in
January.

VISIT SOUTH AMERICA
WITHOUT
LEAVING THE VALLEY!
SEE THE UNIQUE

Blouses from Guatemala
·wan hangings from Colombia
Shirts from Chicbicastenango
Art from San Blas Islands, Panama
Guayaberas from Masaya, Nicaragua

EL.CENTRO MALL

Yom Kippur Holiday
According
to
Hebrew
tradition, Wednesday was the
tenth day of the year 5,735,
marking the beginning of Yorn
Kippur, the most solemn and
important of the Jewish high
holidays, according to Rabbi
Maynard Bell of Temple
Emanuel in McAllen.
Yorn Kippur, the Jewish Day
of Atonement, begins on the eve
of the holiday with the ancient
penitential chant, the Kol
Nidre, and continues through
sundown of the actual holiday.
For observing Jews, Yorn
Kippur is a day of complete
fasting, with the fast being
broken after the concluding
services.
The holiday ends with the
memorial and concluding
service. The memorial service
is c1 prnyer service remembering
deceased
family
members and Jewish martyrs.
This year's memorial service

will have the added significance
of being the anniversary of the
Yorn Kippur War. Last year,
Arab troops invaded Israel
during the observance of the
holiday, killing more than 2,800
Israelis. In addition to those
killed in the invasion, more than
8,000 other casualties were
reported.
Rabbi Bell extended an invitation to all Jewish Pan Am
students
to
Jom
his
congregation's Yorn Kippur
services. Morning services will
be held at 10 a.m. today, and an
afternoon service will begin at
2:30 p.m. The memorial and
concluding service will begin at
4:30p.m.

RENT~"'
WALL-TO-WALL llVINf ·

FOR. RE"S\'oNS 18LE PARTY.

International Meet
Includes Educators

KING-SIZE 8£DR0OM

A number of Pan Am faculty
members, community leaders
and other persons both from the
Valley and from Mexico met
Wednesday
for a meeting of
the Seminario Internacional de
Educacion
I International
Education Committee) at the
Chevron Room of the Echo
Motor Hotel in Edinburg.
Sponsored by the Hogg
Foundation through the division
of Inter-American Affairs and
Inter-American Education, the
committee strives to improve
relations in the field of
education between the United
States and other areas .

LIKEWISE UV/~~ ROOM
ELEC.~\C. IC,\TC\tft<

RAMlG TllE Mn\

acx:.aK5he.l\Jes !
~iN ~l,j'eours~
B ,ock._'Via Ikfo,,, ~l(
"R!N~ lW 383-0CSZ
Artl:R4
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.AJ'Al<T~ENTS

/2/ N. McNrer11>.Eo

SHOES FOR THE COLLEGE MINDED
STUDENTS

metael;

Family Shoe Store

HERB'S OOLONIAL VILLAGE

682-9541

MCALLEN

CHRISTIAN BOOK SHOP
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
ITS

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28th
TAPES
GIFTS
BIBLES
JEWELRY
RECORDS
PICTURES
CHRISTIAN BOOKS
CHURCH SUPPLIES
Come See Us At

EL CENTRO
MALL
PHARR-McALLEN
787-9974
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Handbook Lists Rules, ButNeeds Changes
lf you are planning to
establish a new campus
organization or seeking campus
policy concerning a particular
facet of life at Pan American
University and don't quite know
how to go about it, then you
probably need to pick up a copy
of the student handbook.
··Standards of Student Conduct
and Campus Life."
Ricardo Chapa, dean of men,
urges students who failed to
pick up a copy of the handbook
at registration and sign the
statement acknowledging
receipt of the rulebook to obtain
a copy at his office in university
center, 102 as soon as possible.
Dean Chapa's reason for
urging wide distribution of the
handbook among the student
body, besides fulfilling the
administration's mandates, is
to give the students ample
opportunity to review the rules
and regulations explained in the
handbook.

Chapa has already received
many suggestions for changes
in the first edition of the handbook. He admits he expected
several changes would have to
be made in the handbook to
provide clarity of meaning and
a detailed explanation of all the
rules and regulations regarding
life at Pan Am to the students.
Handbook Needs Changt•s
One item overlooked in the
student handbook is student
petition and opinion polls.
Presently the administration
has aske·d that all petitions and
polls be cleared through the
student government office in
Emilia Hall, 203. Chapa explained
Some of the other suggestions
for additional campus rules are
rules on 'polls. Chapa believes,
--polls are not well received
wiless they go through the
proper channels."
Chapa has also been studying

requests concerning a policy on work on the handbook.
elevator keys for handicapped
Dr. Arnulfo Martinez, vicestudents, a policy on com- president for Inter-American
mercial advertisement and a affairs and Inter-American
policy on unclaimed bank Education, and Dr. Miguel
balances of organizations which Nevarez. vice-president of
have been disbanded.
student
affairs,
also
The Bronco Club and the Phi ~ollaborated with Chapa on the
Beta Lambda fraternity have handbook. Pan American atdisbanded, but respective torney, Jim Bates was conbank accounts have not been suited on the legality of several
closed.
of the rules.
It took more than two years to
Chapa said the main purpose
complete the handbook and of the handbook is "to set up
according to Chapa, his rules and regulations for
predecessor as dean of men at helping
people
and
Pan Am. Lino Garcia, started organizations. If it isn't helping

. Math Majors Receive Scholarships
Fow· matht•matit·s majors Mci\lkn. first pl.tl'l' winnt•r in
have recently hl'l'n awardt•d thl' l!l,4 Math Fwhl l)ay, has
:i;:100 merit scholarship:-. basl'd re<·ci\'e<l the
Vl'rnon F
on their perfonnann•s at last Neuhaus Sr. Math Sl'lwlarship.
spring's Mathl'matics Fit.'ld Jlugo Bracs1cki of Brnwnsville
Day for l·hgh S<.'11001 Students has l'l'l't>i vt>d the LtHllWY
·
and on tlemonstrakd ahilit) 111 Foundation Seholarship
lrent' dl' Lt•on of Wcslaeo
college mathematics.
William
Fitzgerald
of received thC' .J.C. Loonev
Scholarship and Katherin~•
Krupala of J,yfonl, the First
National Bank of Edtnburg
Scholarship.
period. Students who already
have received a masters
degree, but who are undertaking additional study in
the cited areas, may also
qualify for the graduate
assistant posts. The salary for a
Fifteen physics students from
student with a masters degree
Pan /\m will travel to Austin
will be $4,275.
The graduate assistants· jobs Oct. :1-4 to visit a new research
will be to supervise field ex- facility at the University of
perience for W1dergraduates in Texas.
the
bilingual
education
The group will tour a therprogram at the Pan Am monuclear fusion research
teaching centers
facility. which, according to
physical science head.
Dr.
Crowd Backs Broncs Edwin
I~Master, is similar to a
Pan American University's successful Russian machine of
athletic director and head the same kind. The Russian
basketball coach, Abe Lemons, machine has managed to
entertained a crowd of 200 sustain a fusion reaction, and
persons at a "Back the Broncs" research with the UT machine
reception at the Fairway Motor will strive to do the sc:1me.
Hotel in McAllen last week.
Valley fans will be watching
Yearbook Needs
the Broncs who finished 13-9
Campus organizations which
last season.
would like to be included in the
1975 "El Bronco" yearbook
must return information sheets
to the yearbook office at 204
Emilia Hall immediately.
Information sheets have been
sent
to
:1:1
campus
organizations, but associate
editor, Martha Feldtman, said
organizations which did not
receive one may obtain a sheet

Bilingual Program Offers Grad Posts
Two positions for graduate
assistants with the bilingual
bicultural education programs
are now available. Applications
for the September through May
job may be obtained at the
program's office in the
education buildmg, room 2.16.
The nine-month job is open to
students with a bachelor's
degree
in
elementary

educalion, in counseling and
guidance, in special education
or in reading. Preference will
be given to applicants with a
minor in bilingual education,
according to Arturo Chapa,
bilingual education staff
member.
The salary for a student with
a BA or a BS degree will be
$:l.200 for the nine-month

lATEllE'I
Fashionable Ladies Apparel

224 E. CANO

EDINBURG

RUMLEY'S
Stort• For .'\1t•n

ARROW

JOCKEl

Free Gift Wrapping the year round.

HAGGAR

FLORSHEIH

SOVTH SIDE SQUAR&
Edi h re: 383-1801

~2:

FOR THE LIVE ONES!

Brown
Blue

people, it shouldn't be there."
"I think this a step in the r ight
direction." he said. But Chapa
doesn't think his job is finished.
He added that when people read
the handbook they find many
regulations that they didn't
know existed. Fow- full pages of
the handbook are dedicated to
traffic regulations alone.
Lists Policies In Dl'tail
Several of the policies are
explained in detail in the
handbook, but are handled
briefly in the university
bulletin. One example is the
function of the student
publications conumttee, which
receives only one paragraph in
the bulletin and six paragraphs
of explanation in the student
handbook.
Chapa pointed out that before
the handbook can be amended it
must be presented to the
university's board of regents in
May. The handlx>ok can be
amended only once a year.
Chapa requests that all
suggestions for changes m the
handbook be submitted to his
office before April .

Physics Group To Tour
UT Research Facility
Tht- UT 111ad1111t• has recently
been µut into Of)l'r.tliun. mid
current research centers
arow1d µrnving lhe scientific
feasibility of controlling
thermonuclear power. t A
thermonuclear reaction
releases energy by the fusion of
the nudei of heavy hydrogen
c1lo111s. producing the smne kind
of energy and hec1t rclec1sed by
the sun. 1 Dr. I .cMc1stcr explained that succt-ssful thermonudear research may
eventually produce a means of
providing cheap energy.

Club Information
at the yearbook office. The
sheets request information on
organizations officers, purpose
and c1ctivities.
Organizations may also
submit pictures of activities to
he considered for possible use in
this year's annual.
The yearbook staff will begin
scheduling group shots of
organizations as soon as tht•
forms arc returned.

No Service Charge
No Minimum
Balance

Beige

to
COLLEGE
STUDENTS
or
THOSE OVER 65

&narantoo
7 South Main •

McAllen

....------------------·--------·---------~
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Valley To Use
. 14 Urban Interns
l''ourteen students have been
approved to participate in the
Urban Planning Internship
Program this year. As interns,
the students will work in city
and county governmental offices.
So far, only eight students
have been assigned positions in
Valley governmental offices.
The rest will be placed as soon
as interviews and selections are
completed.
Working with Henry Nabors,

I
1L
RECENTLY ELECTED WOMEN'S DORM OFFICERS include Gilda Garza, president;

I

Sylvia Ann Garza, vice-president; Dolly Ramon, secretary-treasurer; Sara Lopez,
parliamentarian; and Margot Arteaga freshman representative.
'

Seeks To Understand Folk Medicine

Project To Study Curanderos
By Craig Smith
" Proyecto Comprender," a
new program at Pan American
University designed to produce
an educational module for
persons in the health-related
professions and funded by the
Regional Medical Program of
Texas, is being delved into by
faculty members, Juan Antonio
Chavira and Robert Trotter.
The purpose of the Regional
Medical Program is to spread
medical knowledge across
Texas.
Trotter and Chavira are
r eceiving assistance from
several advanced students in
behavioral sciences and
citizens of Valley communities.
Trotter says they plan to make
a film and form a monograph
1 specia I
topic book> on
Mexican-American
folk
medicine I curanderismo 1.
There are two medical
systems existing in the Valley,
according to Trotter. He says
people need to use both the
scientific medical systems and
the folk medical system.
"We've discovered ·curanderos' 1 folk doctors, who
recognize the need for and the
use of the modern medical
system. But scientific medical
doctors don't recognize the need
for curanderos,' · Trotter
remarks.
"Scientific medical doctors
are great at treating diseases.
burns, bruises and other
problems of people in the
Valley," Trotter explained .
But, according to Trotter. the
doctor who treats a person with
the diseases that the "euranderos" treat would most hkt•I\·
accuse the patient of super:-

stitions and wouldn't treat him.
The diseases the curanderos
treat are "susto" 1 fright,, "mal
de ojo'' 1 evil eye l, "mal
puesto" 1 being hexed I and bad
luck.
Trotter says those involved in
the project hope to make
members of the health-related
professions aware of the
alternatives to the present
system. A projected goal of the
project is to be established a
referral system between both
the doctors and the "curanderos."
The program will aim to
make doctors sensitive to
cultural needs of the people.
Trotter said. "For many people
in the Valley, part of their
cultural background is their
diseases."
To their patients, curanderos,
both male and female, are
professionals. They have
successfully kept the trust of
their patients by tapping into
their faith. According to
Trotter. the success depends on
a person's faith in the euran,
deros' ability to take care of his
1_1eeds.

·•Curanderos don't just do
things lo people. The), actually
cure people." Trotter explained. In many cases, the
same people who are satisfied
by a curanderos' treatment
have been disappointed by the
treatment offered bv a licensed
medical practitioner. Trotter
said the curanderos· system h;is
survived because it continues to
satisfy existing medical ncl'Us.
··Proyecto Comprendcr" 111li
strive to show persons in Llw
health-related professions hem
curanderos go about their
profession and the techmQHl'S
they use. Much has bcl'n written
about curanderos, according to
Trotter, but one of the aims of
the project will be to prep.ire a
slide series which should Ix· an
effective way of learning about
the curanderos.

...
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Angel Flight sorority is
sponsoring a home-made
doughnut sale Sept. 26 from 7: 30
a.m. to 11 a.m. in front of the
snack bar and LA building.
The sorority will sell two
doughnuts and a cup of coffee or
hot chocolate for 25 cents. All
proceeds wilJ be used to support
the sorority's service projects.
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Angel Flight
To Sell Donuts

AT LAST!

English Ins"tructors
To Present Papers
Three professors from the
Pan Am English department
will attend the Texas joint
English Committee Conference
for districts I and II Sept. 27 at
Texas A&I in Kingsville.
Dr.FrederickvonEnde,Earl
Frankenberger and Margaret
Saltis will present papers at the
conference.
Mrs. Saltis is an executive
officer for district I and II .

, Pa~ Am's ~ity-manager-inresidence, will be. Theodore
Lane Brann of Edinburg and
Alex Gonzalez of Weslaco.
Nabors will be working with
city managers through the
Valley on a special one-year
project sponsored by the
political science department
and the bureau of business and
economic research.
Assigned to work with the
McAllen city manager, are
George Almaraz of Weslaco and
Rosemarie
Newsom
of
McAllen. Working in the
Willacy County judge's office
will be Fran Robbins Coghlan of

Raymondville. Roberto Y.
Hernandez of Edinburg will be
working with the Pharr city
manager.
Benito Lopez of Pharr will be
working in San Juan. Juan
Olivo Garcia will be working in
Peru. South America.
Unassigned interns include
Minerva Carcano of Edinburg,
Gilberto Hinojosa of Mission,
Richard Manuel Hinojosa of
Edinburg, Kirvin Kaufman of
Mission, Silvestre Moreno of
Donna and Roger Edwin
Thomas of Edinburg.

Fresh Donuts
Round the Clock

\\ orld 's Res t
l'nffrt•

llpt•n 21 !lours
a 1la~ i days a

\\ l'd,
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New Counselor Offers
Aid To All Students
seling in academic, personal,
career and financial areas. She
is presently occupying room 107
in office building F.
Miss Mancillas said that her
main concern right now is individual counseling, but as soon
as she establishes her office in
university center, 109 she intends to introduce groupcounseling activities. These
activities will be based mainly
on human development exercises, such as decision-making
skills, skills needed for
emotional maturity, etc.
She explained the sessions in
1
Handle Mail each
STAGING A DRAMA for a photographer, dorm residents frolic in a sea of rain water.
skill area will take from
However, the heroine receives an unsuspected dunking from her ad-libbing antagonists.
three to 10 weeks. The sessions
Student organization's mail
Although the rains cancelled classes earlier this week students didn't seem t.o find the
can now be picked up at the will include five t.o 12 members
climate t.oo chilly and wet for extra-curricular activities.
and
may
be
scheduled
anytime
information booth in the first
floor lobby of the university during the day or evening.
"I'm looking forward to
center, according t.o Tony Vela,
moving
into the new building so
wiiversity center direct.or. Vela
requests that all organizations I can start the sessions, which
Cheerleader practice got jumps performed before the may still attend the practice
pick up their mail on a regular will be very fullilling for the
students as well as for myself," widerway Monday at 2 p.m., judges. The compulsory cheer sessions from 2 p.m. t.o 5 p.m.
basis.
according t.o Jeanette Hawkins, will be taught to the MFW or 4:30 p.m. t.o 5:30 p.m.
Miss Mancillas said.
cheerleader sponsor. Practice cheerleader-hopefuls
by TI.
will continue through Oct. 4 current cheerleaders, Bebe
For Your Prescr iption Needs ...
The five judges for the tryouts
when judging and selections Garza, Linda Hoag, Maria will be from Del Mar College,
Alaniz
and
Nelda
Ramirez.
The
will be made.
Bee County Junior College,
The cheerleader contest will optional cheer will be one of the Texas Southmost, Texas A&I,
contestants
own
choosing.
include a compulsory and an
and Laredo Junior College.
Edinburg
511 South Closner
optional cheer and several Contestants must be full-time "The student body is invited t.o
students.
attend the tryouts Oct. 4," said
Alpha Kappa Psi
Other interested students Mrs. Hawkins.
FOR
Students seeking counseling
services this year will be aided
by Margie Mancillas who is
replacing Sylvia Lujan as
wiiversity counselor.
Miss Mancillas, who was
formerly employed by the
College Assistance Migrant
Program (CAMP) as a counselor, was limited to working
with the 110 students who were
enrolled in that program. As
wiiversity counselor, she will be
assisting any student at the
university who needs coun-

UC To

Cheerleaders To Tryout Oct. 4

CANTU'S PHARMACY

CLASS ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIAL

THE SCHOOL ROOM
OF
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY

1807 North 10th

M cAllen

To Hold Smoker

Alpha Kappa Psi professio11c:t1
business fraternity, will hold a
smoker for prospective pledges
Sept. 28 in the commissioners'
room at Edinburg City Hall at 7
p.m.
Business majors and minors
are also invited to attend.
Faculty
members
and
organization sponsors will be
available to answer questions.
Refreshments will be served.

at these
~

Big Discounts!
Save up to $3.00!

Records
Top artists!
·Major labels!

BSU Plans Dallas Trip
For State Convention
The Baptist Student Union is
now working at recruiting 125
Pan Am students t.o go t.o the
annual state BSU convention in
Dallas Oct. 4-6.
The convention is expected t.o
attract 7,400 students from
BSU's on 83 college campuses in
Texas. In general, the aim of
the convention is to give
students an idea of how God is
working in BSU's through the
state, BSU director, David
Stricklin said.
Meeting in Moody Coliseum,
at
Southern
Methodist
University, the BSU group will
hear a number of outstanding
speakers and singers. Personalities scheduled to appear
at the convention include Ed
Seabaugh, a song writer,
playwright, author and direct.or
of personnel for the Home
Mission Board of the Southern
Baptist Convention; Grady
Nutt, a professional humorist,
minister and author; and

,

Angel Flight
P/,ans Style Show

furnished. Call S15-4817, Mission,

The Pan American Angel
Flight sorority will interview all
girls interested in participating
in a campus style show Sept. 26
from 3:30 t.o 4:30 p.m. in office
building H.
The style show will be
sponsored by the Angel Flight
sorority in conjunction with
their formal rush Oct. 6 to be
held in the campus ballroom.
All fashions will be provided by
..The Oddessy" of McAllen.
Interested girls may contact
Bonnie la Blanc Stockton, Angel
Flight advisor at 682-5917 or
Maj. Robert Stockton at 381-

Texas.

:ll0l.

The Pan American·
Classified Ads
Twenty cents

a

line

with

a

minumum of one dollar each in
inserllon payable in advance.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST
WIii type your universlly work.
Fasr, accurare, reasonable. Call 3833021 after 4 p.m.
APARTMENT AVAILABLE, fully

Hundreds of records! Cl~ics included!

1...,ynthia Clawson, a professional
singer. Miss Clawson presented
a concert at the Pan Am fine
arts audit.orium in Oct.ober,
1973, and has performed a
number -of times on national
television.
Convention activities will
include music, talks by the
featured
speakers
and
presentations by students from
various campuses.
The Pan Am BSU group will
leave by bus for Dallas Oct. 4 at
6 p.m. and return late Oct. 6.
Cost for attending the convention is $7.50. The deadline
for signing up is Oct. 3 at the
BSU on University Drive across
the administration building.

Many, many selections In this special purchase.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
DON 'T MISS THIS SALE!!
Come early for best selection!

For The Perfect

G1Ct Everylirne-Jewelry
A Gut That Will Last 1-·orever

~

--

101 North 12th

Edinburg

:\r
..

,
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Education Heads To Make
Presentations At State Meet
Dr. James L. Williamson,
head of the department of
elementary education, and Dr.
Barry B. Thompson, head of the
department of secondary
education, will make major
presentations at the annual
joint convention of the Texas
Association of School Boards
and the Texas Association of
School Administrations in San
Antonio, Oct. 5-7.
Dr. Williamson, who is also

president of the Texas
Association for Supervision and
Curriculwn Development, will
present a paper describing a
··Curriculum
Model
for
Elementary and Secondary
Schools for the 1980's." The
presentation is based upon a
study done for the Governor's
Office of Educational Research
and Planning by a task force of
the association which Dr.
Williamson heads.

-- ·WWI Movie To Lead

UCPC Film Showings

SUSAN BEHRENS of the speech and drama department
watches as several students register to vote. The Edinburg
League of Women Voters sponsored the registration booth last
week where students could register to vote and receive information on voting regulations and precincts. Any student still
wishing to register may contact Dr. Marion Smith in Southwick
Hall, 201 or call 381-2401 .

Wade's Poetry Appears
In Current Magazines
Poems by Seth Wade of the
department of English and
mass communications are
appearing in current issues of
eight literary magazines.
Two of the poems are trans la tions from contemporary
Latin-American poets; the rest
of the poems are original work
by Wade. Wade has more
poems
scheduled
for
publication soon in other
magazines.
The magazines in which the
poems are appearing are "The
Gar," "Goddard Journal,"

"Greenfield Review," "Kontexts," "Yellow Brick Road,"
··North Country Anvil,"
·•Titmouse Review" and
"Typewriter ."
Over the past several years,
Wade's work has
been
published in 65 literary
magazines in the United States,
England and Canada, and his
work has been included in
several anthologies. In addition
to magazine publication, he has
two collections of poems appearing this year.
Wade teaches creative
writing at Pan American.

Journalists Try To Form
Sigma Delta Chi Chapter
The Press Association is and to advance the standards of
formulating plans to establish a the press by fostering a high
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi,
ethical code."
honorary journalism fraternity,
Before the chapter may be
on campus, accor.ding to Harry formed on campus, certain
Quin, student publications requirements must be met
advisor.
including having a recognized
Sigma Delta Chi is a co- department or school of joureducational professional nalism, at least 25 journalism
organization of journalists students within the program
serving on the collegiate and and faculty and students inprofessional levels.
terested in sponsoring a chapter
According to Quin, the pur- on campus.
pose of the society is to
Quin stated that he hopes the
··associate journalists of talent. society will be organized by the
truth and energy, to assist the end of this year and be ready to
members in acquiring the initiate new members next
noblest principles of journalism year.

··AIJ Quiet on the Western
Front•· will be the University
Center Program Council's first
film pres entation for the
semester, Sept. 28 at 7::!0 p.m.
and 9 -:10 p.n1. in science
auditorium two. Admission is
free for PAU students with an
ID card and will be 50 cents for
all others.
.. All Quiet on the Western
Front," an early Academy
Award winner for best picture
and best director. is taken from
the book by Eric Marie
Ramarque. It is a grim saga of
war, tracing the adventw·es of
seven young boys who enter the
German Imperial Army in 1914
and learn of the fear, filth,

horror and destruction inherent
in all wars.
Posters advertising the
weekly UCPC mo\'ie presentations will be placed at
numerous locations on campus
to inform students of future
films, dates and times of
showing.

SWSA To Elect

to , 1ll1'111l

An open tournament now
underway at the University
center will determine Pan Am's
representatives to the San
Antonio meet.
Anyone interested in joining
the club or tourney should
contact chess club members,
Xavier Ornelas or Lupe
Olivarez.

"LODICO ELECTRONICS
) ~

218 SOUTH 12th AND 208 EAST CAN
EDINBURG

.h

~DGW

H

':.Jl.u.1u~ a~URVICI WIFH JHI s,EID OfJOUIIO ®
" ~ , , ...""-

2220 PECAN

815 EAST 9th
MISSION
585-5961

McALLEN
682-0331

1205 SOUTH CWSNER

EDINBURG
383-301J

JOINT SALE!

15%

New Officers
The Sol'ial \\ ork Student
Association will meet Sept. 2!i at
5 :10 p .111. in llw Student Center
for Snl'ial lnrnl\1•111r nt . lfi1 5 W.
K111i11. to l'il'C't Ill'\\ offil'crs .
,\II s tu1h-11t:, 11rnjoring in
l'Cllllll lllllll~ Sl ' l'\' ll'l'S an• Jn\'ilL•d

PAUSE To Meet
The Pan American University Social Endeavor club will
meet Sept. 27 at 5 p.m. in the
Tropicana Room of the Edinburg Echo Motel. All faculty,
staff and administrative personnel are invited to attend.

Chess Club To Sell Chalupas Sept. 29
The Chess Club will hold a
chalupa sale Sept. 29 at the
Student Center for Social Involvement, 1615 W. Kuhn.
Tickets are available from
club members for $1. Proceeds
from the sale will finance a trip
to the Alamo Chess Club Fall
Senior Open, a chess tourney to
be held in San Antonio Oct. 5-6.

Student Numbers
Triple In 10 Years
Within the last 10 years, the
enrollment of Pan American
University has increased by
more than 4,700 students.
Ten years ago the total
enrollment was 2,:l(i2 compared
to 7,128 for this fall semester,
according to William Morris
director of admissions at Pan
American.
The enrollment for the fall
semester one year ago was 7,o:n
while the spring enrollment was
G,7:l8. The spring figure is
normally lower than that of the
fall, said Morris.
Of the 7,128 students, 4;14 are
attending classes on the
Brownsville Campus and 792
are graduate students and 192
are special students.
The male enrollment is :1,620
compared to :l,508 female
students.

Dr. Thompson's presentation
is also based upon a study done
for the governor's office by the
Texas
Professors
of
Educational
Administration.
Dr. Thompson is currently
serving as president of this
organization. Dr. Thompson's
paper concerns projections for
state financing of public school
facilities in Texas' 1,120 school
districts.
Dr. Dennis P. McCabe,
assistant professor in the
department of secondary
education, was research
director for the Texas school
facilities project.

DISCOUNT
ON ANYTHING IN THE JOINT
WITH I.D . CARD

-~--(llestem

J ...

11ttto

TNeMIIILYITOM
AND CATALOG 011D111 c:mfflll
~

215 East Cano
Edinburg
383-1542
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spurs~SPirits Matchup Unfolds
The big game between the
host San Antonio Spurs and the
brand new St. Louis Spirits is
ready to unfold tomorrow night
(~pt. 26) in the Pan American
Fieldhouse. .
The game will be a complex

combination of old players, 1c1ude Swen Nater, George Karl
!rookie players, traded players, and James Sil.as of San AntoniQ;
·hold-outs, All-Americas, and and Joe Caldwell and Tom
ex-Bronc foes.
Owens of St. Louis. The rookie
players are mostly on a Spirit
The old players are the ones teaqi that has nine rookies on
back from last year. They in- the roster. They include Fly
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By Ron Keller

~
One of the major concerns of
any athletic coach is the
physical condition of his:
players ...coaches frequently
remark, li we can keep them
healthY· · ·" Atterall, with your;
beSt shooters m the game, you
can ta~e your beSt _shot.
. Keepmg ~thletes m the ga~e
IS t1M: maJ~r concern of ~e
at~eti_c tr~mer whose . ~sic
obJectiv_e IS twofold:_ . mJ_ury:
pr~ventlon a~d rehabilitation.,
~IS sounds simple enou~h'. at
firs~ glan~, but one doesn t JU~t
de~1de hes ready to_tack up_his
shingle and open his practice.
'The procedure leading up to
the licensing of an athletic
trainer _is long and extensiye.
! Tex_
a s i~ the onl~ sta~ which
req~es its athletic trainers to
be licensed.) Albert Shuford,
Pan Am's tra~er, detailed
some of the steps in ~e process.
. There are _atleast five schoo~s
m Tex_as wh_iC!1 offer a degree m
athleb~ tralJllllg. The course of
~dy includes several ~ourses
m _anatomy, ~hysiology,
~ysrnl~gy of exerci~~• and ~e
list continues. In addition tot~
cou_rse of study, the prospective
tramer_ must co~plete a three
year 1_n~ernsh1p und~r the
sup~~v1s1on _of a nationall_y
~ertifled_ trainer.. After thi:s
mternship, the tramer can sit
for the exam which qualifies
him for his license.
Shuford, one of only six

FOR

HIM-N-HER
LEE
KARMAN
THE STOCKMAN

licensed trainers in South
Texas, said, "The job of trainer
for a major university really
!allows me to use the material
I've learned in the courses rve
;taken."
Through his course of study
.Shuford has learned to rapidly
•diagnose the extent of an in'jury, and can, in fact, often tell
lthe athlete how and why the
injury occurred, simply by
observation of the injury.
Keeping records is an import.ant facet of the trainer's
responsibilities. The coaches
frequenUy refer to the trainer's
treatment chart. This tells
which athletes have been
treated by whom for what
when 'and for how long'
Knowledge of an athlete's
previous injuries is also important.
Since the trainer is concerned
with injury prevention, as well
as rehabilitation, he consults
with the coaches in prescribing
conditioning exercises for the
various teams. "Early in the
season, we see a lot of muscle
pulls and strains, and conditioning exercises really help
here, ,, Shuford said. The
trainer also has a maze of
equipment available in his
training room.
One of the more familiar
pieces of equipment is the
whirlpool bath used to relax
'

!Williams and~arvin Barnes,
Coach Tom Nissalke of the
Iwho were both All-Americas in Spurs was asked about the
their college years.
differences (if any} in the
A traded player is Donnie qualify of play in the ABA and
Free~ late of the Indiana jNBA. " I think this year's ABA
IPace~ and now ~n the San champs, the New York Nets,
1Anto!11o Spw;:s; while the ~1~ 1hadagreatclubthatcouldhave
out IS none other than Spll'lt played very effectively against
~~er:a~B-~!o~n~~~~
( no~ the SpU'lts) last year m

t:ts~dC:l!:~:=~~:
atallbetweenthemiddleteams

scoring.

Jn both leagues."

M~n;~!:n~co!: : in~ th~~opre>:i~~ !f!~!nt~ tr~
Bronc field house last year only colored ball ( red, white and
to be surpassed by Bruce King blue), a 30-second clock instead
of Pan American who pumped of a 24-second like in the NBA.
in 44 the same game. McCants and()( course, one of the most
now flings in buckets for the popular differences with the
Spirits.
fans, the thre~point circle on
Want to watch some height? the court.
St. Louis will feature the 6-10
There are four new places you
Owens, 6-5 Caldwell, 6-5 can still purchase tickets before
Williams and 6-9 Barnes; while the game. These places are
the Spurs will exhibit the 6-11 scattered around the Valley and
Nater, along with several 6-4 or tickets can still be obtained by
mail-order from Pan Am.
6-5 types.
The game promises to have Pan Am students who norsome high scores with a couple· mally get in free to Bronc
of scoring champions and last games will be required to haveyear's second . highest scoring a ticket this time since a
ABA team (Carolina) par- minimum-attendance fee is
ticipating in the cont.est. The having · to be paid by the
I two teams also were both in the University in order to draw the
,playoffs.
pro cont.est to the Valley~

muscles and increase circu.lation. The trainer also uses
an ultra sound machine. This
imachine converts electricity
into ultra sonic waves which
send deep heat into a muscle
area. The training room is also
equipped with massage tables,
assorted analgesic rubs, heat
packs, ice packs and an
amazing assortment of tapes
and elastic bandages.
Shuford, while applying a
cold pack to one athlete's sore
elbow, commentei, "You never
will wrap two injuries in the
same manner, every injury is
different." Shuford then began
working on another athlete's
calf muscle while the entire
cross country team came in for
their afternoon dose of sup- ■------------------------
plirnental vitamins, salt and
protein tablets. The .trainer's
duties also include maintaining
a watch on the athletes' diet.
Having travelled with one of ·
Pan Am's athletic teams on at
least one occasion, this reporter
has seen Shuford do his thing on
~veral ankles, elbows, and a
variety of other injuries. As to
'the value and necessity of
IMPORTED
having a qualified trainer on the
c;taff, Bronc baseball coach Al
10gletree said, " I'd hate to even
think about trying to go through
a season without Shuford; he's
a very necessary part of our
team. 11

FOR YOUR
SMOKING
PLEASURE.

CIGARS, CIGARmES AND PIPES
CUSTOM TABACCOS

Intramura~ Trek-Qn

Intramural football has The early game on Wednesday
pushed across a couple of saw Newman walk away from
lasting scores in its first week of the Cano Gang with a volleyball
1974 competition. In the men's decision. The score on that
battles, the Smoke Eaters game was 15--0 and 15-11. CAMP
smoked the Half Tarps on took a win from the PEM
Tuesday by a 16-6 score. Mu Femmes in a thr~game duel.
Epsjlon eclipsed the Road The scores on that were 15-1, 8Runners the following day with 15 and 17-15.
This week's games for the
a 20-0 shutout. Finally on
Thursday the ROTC won a close women will match the wirmers
decision from CAMP by virtue from last week, Newman and
of penetrations. The score CAMP, in the early game and
last week's losers in the late
wound up 6-6.
ame.
Women had their own wars.

ELY PLAINS RIDER
JUSTIN

FIGHT

tHRIS ROMERO

@&\~

NACONA

PAINS

For
Men and Women

QUALITY SMOKING
ACCESSORIES

WOODEN INDIAN
<;Jol,aet:a ~fwfJ/u
El Centro Moll
Pharr-McAllen
787-8621
n: Mon.-Sat. 10 A.M. To 9 P.M.

''Physical fitness ...is.''

FENTON
FOR

Women And Girls

J \

-isf,Studeiu DiscoUDt on
Parts and Acessorles plus
Discounts on New
Motorcycles.

CYCLE SPORTS
CENTER
2½ Mi. North 281
'I, Mi. East

Pharr

1't4let!e', ~

r

1,.,,. W. Uniwnity

383-83
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Travelling Netters To Be Picked

Mn...ING ACE Juan Garza, a member of the Bronc cross
country team, compensates for his lack of natural speed, which
he says most distance runners lack, with long distance treks.
Garza's personal records show he has logged 2,200 miles this
year.

Pan American tennis is
getting ready to decide on a
travelling team for the first fall
tournament. The fall trav.,elling
teams will consist of the top
four players, as contrast~<!
against a spring travelling
team, which is usually as large
as six or seven players.
The start of the fall schedule,
which Coach Dennis Conner of
Pan Am calls "'the best we've
ever had," is at a tournament in
Austin on Sept. 28 and 29. The
play will take place at St. Edwards University.
Conner has e>.l)anded fall
play at Pan Am for two basic
reasons: 11 l tennis is not a
seasonal sport I such as
basketball or football 1. that is,
the NCAA does not place
restrictions on matches,
tournaments or practice by a
wiiversity team; and 12) to be
better prepared for the "'main
part" of the tennis year m the
spring.
The Broncs will participate in
five fall tournaments which are

spaced approximately two
weeks apart. The reasoning
Conner gave for the spacing is
to allow time in between
tourneys to practice on obvious
flaws or strengths that might
have been noticed in the
previous tournament and to
give the players a chance to
play challenge matches and
possibly alter the travelling
team.
"fhe spring schedule will
begin during the second week in
February with the 22nd Annual
Pan American Intercollegiate
Invitational Tennis Tournament. The year will end in
June with the NCAA championships. not in April as was
mistakedly reported last week.
The

travelling

team

challenge
matches
are
presently underway. Conner
said with the q uality and
quantity of this year's players,
the challenge matches to decide
the travelling teams will prove
to be very interesting.
The Broncs fall schedule is as
follows:
Sept. 28-9 St. Edwards Invitational in Austin ITop 4 l
Oct. 10-31 McFarlin Fall Open
in San Antonio I Top 4)
Oct. 24-7 Houston Invitational in
Houston I Top 4)
Nov. 7-10 Dallas Invitational in
Dallas I Top 4)
Nov. 7-10 Laredo Fall Tourney
in Laredo I Rest of Team)
Nov. 27-Dec. 1 Corpus Christi
Fall Tourney in Corpus Christi
,Top 4)

HKISfOFHE~S
M_EN'S

1920NORTHTENTH

WEAi!

JERRY CURL

MCALLEN

Schill Joins Bronc Staff
Jon Schill, an experienced
radio and television newsman,
has joined the Pan American
University staff as the director
of athletic promotions.
fie will serve as radio and TV
coordinator for sports and is
responsible for promotion of
ticket sales and attendance at
athletic events. Schill will work
c losely with Jim McKone,
Sports Information Director,
and Rob Robledo, Assistant
Athletic Director.
Schill aims to increase
student attendance of all sports
ranging from basketball to
tennis. Schill arranged a
meeting between all the student
organizations on campus and
Athletic Director Abe Lemons
that is designed to help those
organizations get involved with
sports instead of trying to
compete against them.
The attendance at the
basketball games this year

promises to be strong with
several season tickets sold with
the first game still weeks away.
According to Schill, some of
the basketball games will be
televised this season, which
shouldn't affect the actual
game attendance to any great
extend.
"I plan to promote attendance by scheduling family
type activities during halftime," said Schill. A "Mexico
City Shoot-Out" will be one of
the fun activities planned.
Schill will take the play-byplay broadcasting of basketball
games off of Jim McKone's
shoulders this year, giving him
more time to tend to opposing
teams and the a ctivity that
surrounds them at a game.
In connection with broadcasting of sporting events at
Pan Am, Schill said there was a
possibility that a sports network
could become a reality in the
Valley very soon.

SEE THE
MOST EXCITING SELECTION
OF FORMAL WEAR
FOR THE FASHIONABLE MEN
OF THE VALLEY.
FOR WHATEVER THE OCCASION

8

~
MEN'S WEAR

PHONE
787-1271
EL CENTRO MALL
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR GROUP OF
8 OR MORE

Feel the Fit!

DITTOS YOU CAN FEEL
THE FIT.
CALIFORNIA BORN, WITH A KNACK FOR SLIPPING UP ON YOU.
DITTO'S WITH STYLES AND COLOR COLORS THAT MOVE...
SLIP INTO SOME SOON!
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New Program May Improve Teacher Training
For years, student teaching, secondary education degree, of
the climax to the 18-hour course Pan Am graduate and unfaculty,
of
requirement for teacher cer- dergraduate
tification, has been a teacher graduate students who actually
trainee's first experience in teach at the PSJA and Edinburg
actual teaching. Frequently, schools and of school district
the harsh realization that personnel.
Faculty members most
teaching may have been the
wrong career choice comes at closely involved with the
this point for many would-be teaching centers have exteachers. By this time, with pressed enthusiastically their
graduation only a few months belief that the idea will produce
away, the student is forced to teachers more realistically
decide between unemployment prepared to cope with actual
if he chooses not to teach or classroom situations. The
incompetency as a certified, central feature of the teaching
center approach to secondary
practicing teacher.
This situation has triggered teacher training is the inthe institution of a new tegration of practice and
secondary teacher training theory. Starting at the freshprogram at Pan Am. Striving men level, students will partoward
competency-Qased ticipate on a limited basis in
rather than performance-based classroom experience.
teacher training, a new
Freshmen Participate
bachelor of science degree in
Janice
Willeford,
the
secondary education has been
introduced by the school of education faculty member in
charge of the 37 freshmen now
education this fall.
enrolled in the introduction to
Two Teaching Centers secondary education course
The implementation of the ! secondary education 1201)
program has taken the shape of explained that at first, students
two innovative teaching centers will primarily ob.5erve teachers
cooperatively sponsored by the and participate in nonPan Am secondary education instructional duties. Mrs.
department and by the Pharr- Willeford's classes will meet at
San Juan-Alamo and the the teacher centers most of the
Edinburg school districts. Now time.
in their fourth week of
In the course of the semester,
operation, the teaching centers students in their introduction
will eventually utilize the course will aid cooperating
talents of freshmen and teachers in activities such as
sophomores
pursuing
a sponsoring clubs, correcting

r

papers, performing hall and bus
duties and attending Texas
State Teachers' Association
meetings. Next semester, Mrs.
Willeford explained, the freshmen will be assigned to individual teachers and their
experience in the cJassroom
will be extended to tutoring.

Character Development
In addition to exposing future
secondary teachers to actual
classroom experience early in
their training, the introduction
courses have been designed to
help students grow in selfunderstanding. By developing
better self-eoncepts and value
clarification, Mrs. Willeford
hopes to improve her students'
communication abilities. To be
effective
teachers,
this
development is necessary, she
said.
Mrs. Willeford's 37 freshmen
are the initial participants in
the bachelor of science in
secondary education program.
Under a mandate from the
Texas Education Agency to
base teacher certification on
teaching competence rather
than on performance in theoryoriented courses, the school of
education sought and attained
approval from the Coordinating
Board, Texas Colleges and
Universities
System
to
establish teaching centers in
Valley school districts. After
the board granted approval this
swnmer, a steering committee

...

composed Pan Am and PSJA
faculty worked out details on a
teaching center at the PSJA
high school.
Titling the progra_m the PSJA
Professional Development
Center has emphasized the
multi-faceted purpose of its
creation. Not only will the PDC
strive to provide actual
classroom experience with real
students for the teacher trainee,
but it will also aim to keep PSJA
faculty abreast of current
developments in education.
Graduate classes at the PDC
conducted by Pan Am instructor Dr. Dennis McCabe,
will be made up of PSJ A faculty
members.
Dr. Willford Lee, director of
the undergraduate secondary
education program, explained
the PSJ A center is more
developed than the Edinburg
center, but the same goals and
objectives apply to the Edinburg North Junior High
teaching center as well. Both
Mrs. Willeford and Dr. McCabe
perform the same roles at the
Edinburg center.

Cooperative Effort
Basea on cooperation between Pan Am and the Edinburg
and PSJA school districts, the
teaching center idea touches a
diversity of persons. According
to Dr. Lee, all the secondary
education faculty are involved
either directly or indirectly.
The school districts' involvement
includes
the
cooperating teachers, the
secondary school students and
administrative personnel. Ron
Esman, an instructor both for
Pan Am and for the PSJA
school district, serves as
director-coordinator of the
PDC. Because the Edinburg
center is still in developmental

stages, no director-coordinator
has been assigned there yet.
For students working toward
secondary teacher certification
and who are now juniors or
seniors,
the
secondary
education B.S. degree has come
too late. Beginning at the freshmen or sophomore level, the
program will require 24 hours in
secondary education courses, 30
hours in a teaching field major
and 24 hours in a teaching field
minor. Upper classmen's
participation in the teaching
centers this year will be limited
to student teaching.

New Courses
Courses designed for the new
degree include two semesters of
introduction and a number of
parallels to psychology,
techniques,
history
and
measurements
courses
available under the ordinary
certification program. Field
experience
will
incJude
teaching at the junior high and
senior high level and extensive
individual tutoring.
The teaching center and the
bachelor of science degree in
secondary education program
are barely underway this fall,
but Pan Am can proudly claim
the only such programs in the
state.
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HILDA MATl'HEWS, third grade teacher at Lamar Elementary School in EdinJ,urg,
watches Pan Am student Mary Cantu work with her class. Pan Am has established an
elementary level teaching center at Lamar this year.

OCTOBER 4-6
SCHOOL SPONSORED
FOR INFORMATION
CALL

Elementary Centers Begin Second Year
As the department of Freshmen and sophomores additional center at either
secondary education initiates enrolled in the introductory Brownsville or Harlingen next
the operation of teaching course, elementary education September. Existing centers
1:!01, will receive instruction at are now providing training
centers at Pharr and Edinburg,
operation of three teaching the teaching centers and will ground for freshmen and
centers al the elementary level eventually assume duties sophomore teacher trainees, for
is now entering its second year. similar to teacher aide's duties. graduate students who are
Begun as a pilot teaching Elementary level student already teaching in the school
center al Zavala and Thigpen teachers have been con- district. and for students in
Elementary
Schools
in centrated at the three teaching education methods courses.
McAllen, the program has center sites as well.
Currently. methods courses
The process of continuous in reading are being taught at
expanded to include Wilson and
Crockett Schools in McAllen, education 1s the idea behind the all three centers. The adl<'ord and Buckner Schools in establishment of elementary vantage in teaching such
centers,
Dr. courses at the public school is
Pharr-San Juan-Alamo and teaching
Lamar Elementary in Edin- Williamson explained, in- that the students have access to
cluding teacher trainees as well children and can actually go
burg.
Goals.
objectives
and as the teachers in the public into the classroom and immethods of operation are schools. Experience at the plement what they are learning,
mirrored in the secondary and centers will allow teacher Dr. Williamson explained.
elementary teaching centers. trainees to put theory into
Next semester, methods in
'Hav'ing begun a year earlier, practice. producing a much teaching mathematics,
the elementary teaching cen- better trained teacher, Dr. language arts and social studies
will be taught at selected
ters boasts greater student Williamson said.
Each of the three centers is teaching centers. Anticipating
enrollment than the new
secondary centers. According staffed by a team which in- favorable student response to
to Dr. James Williamson. head dudes Pan Am faculty and this approach, Dr. Williamson
of the department of elemen- loeal school district personnel. said elementary education
!Jr. Williamson said the majors will have to pre-register
tan education. :WO students are
pm:ttcipating in the teaching departn1ent of elementary this fall in order to enroll in
n•nter program this ) car. l'!h1eation hopes to establish an these cow-ses next sprin~.
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'Physicists, Treatfl
Power In Society

DR. VON ZAHND (Bormie Jarrett) orders the removal of a supposedly in.lane physicist
played by Tom Jarrett in a scene from the second act of the play "The Physlcl.sts." Joe
Fogarty is the male attendant. The play premiers Oct. 7 in the studio theater at 8: 15 p.m.

'Tiny Alice' Rehearsals To Begin
Randall Thomas of McAllen
and Bonnie Jarrett of Edinburg
will play the lead roles of Julian
and Alice in the speech and
drama deparbnent's Nov. 6-9
production of "Tiny Alice," a
play by Edward Albee.
Joe Fogarty of Edinburg will
play the Cardinal. Tom Jarrett
will portray the lawyer, and
Conrado Solis of Edinburg will
play the butler. Susan Dennis of
Edinburg will aid play director,
an Courtney of the speech and
rama department, as assistant
Jirector.

The crew includes Jackie
Rainey, in charge of props;
Rosalinda Villareal, stage
manager; Hollis Levy, . in
charge of costuming; Ron Schwab, in charge of sound and
Teri Simmons, in charge of

lighting. Sue Crist and Taeke
Hoekema will be in charge of
sets.
Rehearsals for 'Tiny Alice"
will not begin until after the
production of "The Physicists"
which will run Oct. 1·12.

Kung Fu Forms Now Available
Application forms for the
University Center Program
Council-sponsored Kung Fu
classes are available at the
second floor equipment checkout room or at the third floor

in the university center.
Applications and the $2
registration fee will be accepted
for the next two weeks.
Then
a day and time for the first
meeting will be assigned.

Madness, sanity and the
control of power in society will
be integrated when the speech
and
drama
department
presents "The Physicists" Oct.
7-12 at 8: 15 p.m. in the studio
theater.
Play director, Dr. Marian
Smith has described Friedrich
Duerrenmatt's play as a
c o m e d y • murder • mystery
drama. However, she explained, the twists and the intrigue of the plot reveal the play
is much more than just a
comedy or just a murdermystery.
Written in 1962, the play deals
with three physicists who may
or may not be mad, but who are
confined in an insane asylum.
One man claims to be Sir Isaac
Newton and another, Einstein.
Mobius, the third physicist,
claims he is visited by King
Solomon who revealed to him
the · 'principle of universal
discovery."
Eventually, the audience
learns each physicist has
feigned madn~ss to escape the
reality of the misuse of power in
..sane" society. Dr. Smith
enthusiastically explained that
the "brilliant crazy scenes"
provide tremendous opportunities for the actors to
demonstrate their talent and
ability.
Whether or not the physicists
are mad, the play carries a

potent message about the
concept of power in society. The
application of Mobius' principle
could give a single person the
power to control the world.
Fearing abuse of this principle,
Mobius pretends to go mad to
insure protection of his secret
behind the walls of the asylum.
The frustrating conflict
between man's ability to create
power and his inability to
control it is the thrust of the
play. The play offers no exact
answers, Dr. Smith said, but it
will force the audience to think.
Three veteran student actors
lead "The Physicists' cast. Tom
Jarret, a senior and a transfer
student from the University of
Texas, will appear as Mobius.
He played leading roles in a
number of drama productions
last year, including "Once Upon
a Mattress," "The Night
Thoreau Spent in Jail,"
"Oswald," and "Ghosts."
Johnny de la Vina,
sophomore, has been c a s t as
Einstein. He is most noted for
his appearance as Jonathan in
"O Dad, Poor Dad, Mama's
Hung You in the Closet and I'm
Feeling So Sad," during Pan
Am's first summer stock
theater in 1973. Scott Pharis, a
sophomore, will play Sir Isaac
Newton. Pharis appeared in
last fall's "The Night Thoreau
Spent in Jail" and in numerous
summer stock presentations.
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